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ERICH MAYER 
Last')f!tt', uelost <Mrfrim:I, EridJ Mr.ty;r, the PTDL Repre:,mt:atiu!fion the Buffalo an/, Erie Gwzty Pul:ii: Library in Bujfa/,o, New Yark Wewillmiss Erich at this 
yw-s Seminar, an:idekate this e:iitx,ncfthe PTDIA Newsletter in aiebmtmofhismmvry. 
April 29, 2000 will mark one year since the 
untimely death of Erich Mayer, our friend and 
colleague from the Buffalo and Erie C.Ounty 
Public Library (BECPL). Erich began work 
there in July 1986 in what became the 
• Business, Science and Technology 
Department. 
Erich attended his first Patent and Trademark Depository Library 
nference in 1990. He was also the tenth Fellowship Librarian at the 
Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program Offict:_ from 
August 30, 1994 to August 30, 1995. His work there was noted in a 
memorial that appeared in the June 1999 issue of PTO Pulse. Erich 
became the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Representative 
to BECPL after returning from his Fellowship. 
Erich's friends in the Patent and Trademark Depository Library 
Association responded to his passing with great sadness. One e-mail 
noted that he "had a genuine interest in helping other people." One of 
many examples of this quality was his unhesitating willingness to help 
when I asked him to participate in a presentation at last year's Training 
Seminar. 
Another person pointed out his "quirky sense of humor." Those 
of us who remember a skit he did with Donna C-ooper (eleventh 
Fellowship Librarian) about the patent search process at the 1995 
C.Onference can attest to Erich's sense of humor. 
Someone else noted that "Erich truly was a friend, and one I will 
miss greatly." All of us who were fortunate to know him will readily 
agree with that sentiment. It is still hard to believe that we have 
suffered this grievous loss. 
All of those tributes from friends meant a great deal to Erich's 
widow, Donna Matisko, and to his family. However, a line from the 
eulogy by Erich's brother Greg is perhaps the truest characterization of 
Erich: "Erich was one of the good ones." 
- Carol Giles, St. Louis, MO 
THOSE OF US WHO KNEW ERICH WELL OR REMEMBER 
HIM AS THE HELPFUL PTDL FELLOWSHIP LIBRARIAN OR 
SAT NEXT TO HIM DURING SEMINARS PAST WILLTHINK OF 
ERICH AT THIS YEAR'S SEMINAR...WITH A SMILE. 
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IA PTDLA Thank You ... 
Jane Myers, Director of the Office for Patent & Trademark 
Information at the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, retired at the end 
of 1999. Jane was instrumental in the development of many of the 
information products used by the PTDI...s and the public. The 
PTDLA thanks Jane for all her contributions to patent and trademark 
information dissemination and her support of the PTDL program. 
Enjoy your retirement, Jane! © 
IPTDLA Officers 1999 - 2000 
President: David Morrison, Salt Lake City, UT 
Vice President/President-Elect: Jane Running, Springfield, IL 
Secretary: Julia Crawford, Stillwater, OK 
Treasurer: Jean Porter, Raleigh, NC 
Past-President: Carol Giles, St. Louis, MO 
Regional Representatives 
Region 1: Ann Poulos, Providence, RI 
Region2: TomMelvin,Newark,DE 
Region 3: Jim Miller, College Park, MD 
Region 4: Jan Comfort, dernson, SC 
Region 5: Eileen Pemicone, Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Region 6: Brian Carpenter, College Station, TX 
Region 7: Elizabeth Zuelke, Cincinnati, OH 
Region 8: Jane Running, Springfield, IL 
Region 9: Nan Myers, Wichita, KS 
Region 10: Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN 
Region 11: Jackie Shane, Albuquerque, NM 
Region 12: Nora Brooks, San Diego, CA 
IPTDLA President"s Report 
First of all, let me extend a warm welcome 
to everyone reading this issue of the JYIDLA 
Newsletter, from the most recent PTDL reps to 
our "old-timers." I am delighted to be writing 
this report just a few weeks away from our 
annual PfDL Suninar- and not just because I 
pass on the president's responsibilities to our 
incoming chair, Jane Running from 
Springfield PTDL! Our annual PTDL 
seminar in Crystal City is one of the highlights of my professional year, 
and I love being here among my "PTDL family." If you are new to 
the PTDL Program, I hope that someday you will share this feeling. 
I understand we're going to have many new PTDL reps at this 
year's program If you're one of our "old-timers" - which probably 
means anyone who's been here more than just one or two times -
please be aware of any newcomers wandering around with a daz.ed 
look during the week and do your best to show them around 
Remember how confusing it was your first time in Crystal City? 
"Which way to the Underground Food Court? Do I really l:w:e to use 
the Patent dassification System?!" All of us were newcomers at some 
point in the past, and were given the opportunity to work with and feel 
a part of a terrific group of colleagues: let's pass those opportunities 
on! 
Eight years ago, in the April 1992 issue of our newsletter, then­
chair Tom Anderson from the Sacramento PTDL opened his repov 
stating that this "has been a year of transition for all parties involved 
in the PTDL Program. Perhaps euryyear is a year of transition. This 
is what I've seen this past year: changes .at the USPTO with great 
potential effects on the PTDL Program Office; greater PTDL 
information dissemination over the Web, including access to both 
patent and trademark text and images, and the creation of a Web space 
just for PTDI...s on USPTO's servers; and plans for new PTDIA 
electronic publishing activities. On the not so positive side, I fear the 
possible loss of much of our association's history and knowledge as 
our senior colleagues retire. 
With these thoughts in mind, I would like to report the following. 
During this past year, we continued to survey our membership for 
issues of concern; made further progress towards the master index of 
all US patentees, although that is a much bigger project than originally 
envisioned; celebrated the retirement of Jane Myers, a long-time 
USPTO friend to the PTDL Program and our Association; and 
initiated plans for a new PTDLA journal covering intellectual property 
that we hope will result in a new forum to share our expertise, and 
strengthen efforts to archive our collective knowledge and history. 
Thank you, everyone, for giving me µie opportunity to serve you 
during the last two years. I ran out of time before I ran out of ideas, 
but look forward to continuing in the future. 
Many people contributed to whatever I was able to accomplish this 
past year. Thanks to Donna Hanson, Cheryl McCoy, Jim Miller, Carla 
Reczek, Jane Running and Mary Woodward for working on the 
Historical Index Task Force; Carol Giles, Julia Crawford and Jear 
Porter for their suggestions and advice; to Martha and her en · 
PTDLP staff, who make all of us look good; daudine Jenda, who 
represented the PTDLA so ably while serving as the Patent Fellowship 
Librarian; and a special thanks to Christina Byrne, for the wonderful 
job she does on each issue of the PIDLA Newsletter. 
Finally, I would like to offer my deepest thanks to the many people, 
many of them former members of the PTDLA and among my closest 
friends, who work continuously on our behalf at the USPTO. 
- Dm;e Monison, PTDIA President 
ITreasurer's Report - 2000 
PTDLA TREASURER'S PRE-CONFERENCE REPORT 
March2000 
Balance as of 2/22/99 $1550.85 
1999 DEPOSITS $3227.00 
Total $4777.85 
1999 WITHDRAWALS -$3432.94 
BAIANCE 2/28/00 $1344.91 
STATEMENT DETAILS 
CREDITS 
3/15/99 Seminar registrations &membership dues $730.00 
3/16/99 Additional registrations & dues $642.00 
3/18/99 Additional registrations & dues $1210.00 
3/19/99 Additional regist'.rations & dues $580.00 
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5/6/99 Additional dues and gift $65.00 
Total Deposits $3227.00 
DEBITS 
3/29/99 Newsletter O:>sts $899.94 
3/19/99 PTDIAReception O:>sts $47.95 
3/19/99 0:>ntribution-to Seminar Expenses and 
O:>mmissioner's Reception $2200.00 
3/24/99 Retwned Check. $30.00 
4/12/99 Service Charge · $10.00 
5/1/99 Flowers for Erich Mayer's Funeral $74.86 
1/7/00 Plaque for Jane Myers' Retirement $150.00 
Total Debits $3432.94 
-Jean M. Porter, PTDIA Treasurer 
IArchives Committee 1999 - 2000 Report 
Committee members: Jean Bishop, Butte, MT, Chair; Alan Gould, 
Lincoln, NE; Natalie Rutledge, Morgantown, 1/W. 
Kevin Harwell has sent updates on disk for the PTDIA listserv 
files. We hold disks from 1995 through 1998 in the archives, with 
1999 being added this year. Christina Byrne sent two copies of the 
PTDIA Newsletter to the archives. Jean Porter sent two new items 
for the archives dealing with the Automation O:>mmittee Input in 
1984. One comment mentioned that the library used a Decwriter ill 
and that the library only received a couple of trademark questions a 
month. How times have changed now that we have Internet access. 
The Archives O:>mmittee has discussed that the PTDIA archival 
information perhaps should be taken from the three paper box files 
and at least some of the text put up on the Internet. This co~d be a 
very challenging project for the committee this next year. Jean Bishop 
is stepping down as chair, so this new electronic archival file idea needs 
a new volunteer to take the ball and run. The archival files contain 
newsletters, listserv disks, committee memos, officer plans and memos 
from 1977 to present. 
-Jean Bishop, Butte, MT, Chai.r 
IPublications Committee . 
A special project of the 
Pnblications O:>mmittee was 
announced in February 2000. The 
PTDIA has launched an initiative to 
publish an electronic journal that will 
deal with intellectual property. 
You are invited to serve in the 
many roles needed to make this 
project a success. We need authors to 
contribute articles to this jownal; and 
we also need people willing to serve on the Editorial Board. You also 
may want to recommend as potential authors your colleagues, or 
clients who have expertise in any area of intellectual property. 
This electronic journal would be published on the Web. It allows 
us to reach beyond the audience and scope of the PIDLA Necu.lett:er, 
which mainly serves as a news-oriented publication and as a record of 
Association business. A "Call for Papers" recently went out on 
PTDLA-L. Another "Call" appears on page 43 of this newsletter. 
A subcommittee of the Publications 0:>mmittee is spearheading 
this project. For more information about this ejoumal, contact Kevin 
Brian Carpenter, O:>llege Station, TX (brian-b-carpenter@tamu.edu); 
Kevin Harwell, University Park, PA (krh@psulias.psu.edu); or 
Claudine Jenda (daudine.Jenda@uspto.gov). 
Visit the PTDLA Website 
http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/Gov_ docs/ptlda/ 
-Christina Byrne, Seattle, WA, Chair 
IMinutes of the PTDlA Executive Board Meeting 
Please go to page 11 for the 1999 Executive Board 
minutes. 
IMinutes of the PTDlA Business Meeting 
March 16, 1999, Crystal City Marriott 8:30 A.M. - 9:30 A.M 
1. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes of the PTDLA Business 
Meeting were approved, as published in the PTDLA Newsleaer. 
2. PIDIA PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Carol Giles thanked all 
PTDLA members for giving her the opportunity to serve as President 
of the association. Carol expressed appreciation to several individuals. 
In particular. Wes Gewehr, Administrator for the Information 
Dissemination Organization, and Jane Myers, Director of the Center 
for Patent and Trademark Information, for their continuing support of 
the PTDL Program; and to Martha Sneed, Manager of the Patent and 
Trademark Depository Library Program, and everyone at the PTDI.P 
Office for all their help and encouragement. Carol also thanked 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID, and Dave Morrison, Salt Lake City, UT, 
for their willingness to help and give advice during the course of the 
year. Christina Byrne, Chair of the Publications O:>mmittee, and Chris 
Marhenke, Chair of the Elections O:>mmittee, were recogniz.ed for 
their contributions to the association. Carol encouraged PTDLA 
members to serve in the various offices of the association and thanked 
candidates who ran for PTDLA offices this year. Carol also 
rec;gniz.ed the contributions of three PTDIA members who retired 
this year, Diane Richmond, Chicago, IL, Judy Erickson, O:>llege Park, 
MD, and Chari.es Brown, Louisville, KY. 
3. PIDIA/AIA AFFILIATE ACTIVfTIES: As an affiliate 
member of ALA, Carol encouraged PTDIA members to attend AI.A 
meetings and activities. During the year, Carol --was in touch with ALA 
Affiliates' liaison, Kathryn Osen, from whom she learnt about other 
ALA affiliate organizations. Carol encouraged PTDIA members to 
explore the opportunities of presenting a program at ALA, with other 
affiliates. PTDIA members were encouraged to offer to take turns at 
the affiliates exhibit booth, where PTDIA members can promote 
PTDLA and its activities. A meeting -was held between PTDLA and 
PTDI.P at AI.A this year, as an ALA related activity. 
4. REPORTS FROM PIDLA OFFICERS AND 
COMMITTEE CHAIRS: Carol Giles invited PTDIA Officers and 
PTDIA O:>mmittee Chairs to make reports on the accomplishments 
and planned activities for the year that may add more information to 
Officer's reports that are published in the PIDLA Newsleaer. 
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P'IDIA 1REASURER, JEAN PORTER: Jean called the attention of 
P'IDIA members to the treasurer's report in the newsletter. She 
encouraged seminar attendees who are not yet members to join 
P'IDLA, and those members who have not yet renewed their 
membership to do so during the conference week. 
P'IDIA SECRETARY, a.AUDINE TENDA: This conference 
marks the end of my term as P'IDIA Secretary. I want to thank you 
all for the opportunity you gave me of serving you and the association 
in this capacity. Minutes of P'IDIA Meetings are published in the 
JYIDLA Newsletter. 
PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE GIAIR, OiRISTINA BYRNE: 
Christina thanked all P'IDL representatives whG sent articles on their 
libraries for the newsletter. The newsletter is distributed to PTO 
Officials and to members of the Legislative Committee. She 
encouraged more P'IDLs to send in reports on their libraries. 
LONG RANGE PLANNING ffiMMITTEE GIAIR, DAVID 
MORRISON: Long range planning committee members have 
discussed many issues, all of which call for inclusion of P'IDL input 
when planning P'IDL services or any PTO services which have an 
impact on P'IDL programs and services. P'IDL involvement and 
input is called for specifically when planning for new P'IDL service 
models required in light of increasing web access to patent and 
trademark information; planning for continued web access to PTO 
patent and trademark information; planning to recover data in old 
indexes into more useable formats; and planning more widely 
accessible training material materials. 
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE CHAIR, 
a-IRIS MARHENKE: Chris served as the 
chair of the Elections Committee. In Chris's 
absence, Carol thanked all candidates who 
run for positions in P'IDLA Carol 
announced the results of the elections as 
follows: 
Vice-President/President-Elect: Jane Running, Springfield, IL 
Secretaty. Julia Crawford, Stillwater, OK 
Regional Representatives: 
Region 1Ann Poulos, Providence, RI 
Region 3 Jim Miller, College Park, Mp 
Region 5 Eileen Pernicone, Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Region 7 Elizabeth Zuelke, Cincinnati, OH 
Region 9 [pending] 
Region 11 Jackie Shane, Albuquerque, NM 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES REPORTS: There were no 
new reports. 
5. OID BUSINESS: OLD PATENT INDEXES - Members again 
expressed a need for the preservation of old indexes and recovery of 
data they contain into more useful formats for historical research. 
6. NEW BUSINESS: UPDATING BIBLIOGRAPHIES -
P'IDIA published a bibliography of patent and trademark 
information sources in 1989, which needs to be updated. 
Carol Giles announced the P'IDIA agenda for the rest of the day. 
The P'IDIA Business Meeting adjourned at 9:30 AM. 
- Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda, PTDIA Secretary 
IPTDLA Business Meeting - Open Forum l 
------ ---1( 
Tuesday, March 16, 1999, Crystal City Marriott 
USPTO Panelists: 
Martha Crockett Sneed, Manager, Patent and Trademark Depository 
Library Program (P1DLP) 
Jane Myers, Director, Office of Patent and Trademark Information 
Mande Putnam, Administrative Librarian, P'IDLP 
Cathy Hollan, Manager, Customer Services 
Jeanne Oliver, Manager, General Information Services 
Bruce Cox, Manager, Optical Disc Publishing Program (ODPP) 
Facilitator: Carol Giles, President, Patent and Trademark Depository 
Library Association (P1DIA) 
Janet Zigadto, New Haven, Conn.: My director, Mr. Howard McGinn 
of the New Haven Free Public Library in New Haven, Connecticut, 
and I were dismayed to see your e-mail, Martha, a few months ago, 
concerning the Spanish Language Section of the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office's web-page being taken off the web [at 
ht tp: //www.us pto.gov]. We get many patrons who are more 
comfortable reading Spanish than English who are disappointed to see 
that this [Spanish Section] is no longer available. And, I was 
wondering if there is anything that can be done to put that [ section 
back] on the web; and also to increase the Spanish language availability 
of some of these [patent and trademark information] sources. 
Jane Myers: The information that was on the web site in Spanish was 
quite old and dated And frankly, we had a big problem here getting 
professionally translated documents. It's very difficult, I think, fo 
native English-speaking people to translate [an information resource 
into Spanish and have it acceptable [by the end-users]. The documents 
that were out there were older documents and had not been updated; 
and some of the information was old and inaccurate. And so we 
decided to get them down. Probably, we will not be bringing anything 
back up until we can get them professionally translated. 
Erich Mayer, Buffalo, NY: This is a question for Cathy, since we all 
have been discussing how the web and Internet has impacted our 
[PTDL] libraries. Have you noticed any effect [of the Internet on 
services] in the public search rooms at the [PTO]? Have you noticed 
any decrease in numbers of people using the library, difference in types 
of questions, things like that? 
Cathy Hollan: No, we are not really seeing a lot of difference in the 
public search rooms here on-site. We think that people are probably 
using the web. [However1 we get a lot of regular users who appear 
every day; this is their office and their place of business. They 
continue to use [ our services]. We do get people asking if they can get 
Internet access from home or their offices. So, I think it's [the web is] 
helping to get the word out to people that they can search. But we are 
looking to the Internet as something that they can search at home and 
not in our library. The search systems that we are offering in the 
public search rooms are really the more complex systems that the 
examiners use in their search process that are generally not available 
commercially. These are systems that are built by the Patent and 
Trademark sections of our Office and not commercially available. 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: This is a question from [discussio 
table 3 of academic libraries, the small academics. Could you please 
clarify for us again, so we can get it straight, what full-text patents on 
DVD will ever be on the ~eb, what is the time frame? 
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Bruce Cox: First, let's make the distinction between full-text image 
and full-text searchable. Full-text searchable is now on the web from 
1976 to the present. OCR of the previous [patent] documents is 
underway and eventually will extend back to 1790. The early text will 
not be as well structured as the stuff that appeared after 1971, but it 
will be there in some form or another. Full-text images of the 
documents from 1976 to the present will be available on the web 
starting this month. I assume that as the text goes back, the images 
will go backwards in time as well. 
Jane Myers: I think it helps to see what is coming. We talked last year 
about adding more patent and trademark information to the web in 
general terms, and there it was this year. Right now, we do not have 
any resources identified to go back earlier than-1976. So, does that 
mean that it not going to happen? I think that the resources will be 
found, probably. That is not a definite, but it is possible. 
Bruce Cox: For DVD-ROM, 
the images will start from 
1790 and come all the way up 
to 1999. The front file will be 
on DVD-ROM on USAPat 
with 1999 in January of next 
year. Now, the full-text 
searchable on optical disc is 
an open question still Once 
we have converted the back 
of APS text to SGML, and 
once we start getting the 
SGML front file, which will happen in April this year, we will have 
something that we could publish on DVD-ROM in searchable form. 
I don t know how many discs it will be. I don't know how practical it 
will be as a search tool. But it is still more of an open questio.n. We 
talked about it yesterday, about the possibility of transforming the 
Patents BIB file to something that looks more like an 0G [Cffe:id 
Gazette] that has a lot more text in it. That would be a handful of discs 
at most. That would essentially be the equivalent of Pat-BIB that is 
online. So there is definitely a possibility here. We could go to four­
layer discs instead of two-layer discs. There is a lot of text that can be 
put on one disc. But all of those things are merely possibilities at this 
stage. We have not made any decisions about what searchable text, 
other than what we are currently doirlg, will be available. 
Robin Gray, Oeveland, OH Jeanne, what is your tum-around time 
for getting packets of publications-out to your callers? 
Jeanne Oliver: Less than 24 hours from the time the request comes in. 
Now, if the request comes in over the weekend between Friday night 
5:00 PM and Monday morning at 8:00 AM, they are all out by close 
of business on Monday. Otherwise, they are all transcribed and mailed 
out by the next day if not during the day. So, many of them are out in 
less than 12 hours, but we say 24 hours because we have the weekends 
to deal with. 
Brent Miller, Sacramento, CA; We are planning to move and are 
making space-planning decisions. Will there be any compelling 
reasons to keep patents on microfilm given [we will receive patents on] 
DVD? 
Bruce Cox: How many microfilm reader printers do you have as 
opposed to how many DVD reader printers? 
Martha Sneed: We need to discuss that. We need to talk about it and 
get your input. It's not a quick answer. We have to consider the 
different formats, what one [format] means and what the other 
[format] means and do what is best for the [PTDL] netwmk. We need 
to give that some thought, and we have not gone through the thought 
process on this issue yet. 
Cathy Hollan: Just to tell you about the search rooms. We really go 
out of our way to make materials available in multiple ways so that if 
somebody is using microfilm, we have got something else available to 
that person or another person. Or if there is CD-ROM available, but 
it seerris to be awfully slow, then maybe somebody would pref er a 
different medium. So we really try to have available and make 
available different media such as paper, microfilm, CD-ROM, and 
online systems. And depending on how much money you want to 
spend on an automated search or how much time you want to spend, 
you might prefer one medium over another. So, you might want to 
consider redundancy and have multiple formats. 
Martha Sneed: We certainly welcome you keeping both formats. But 
I know what you really are asking is can one [format] replace the 
other? That is really what you want to know, I think. 
Brent Miller, Sacramento, CA; I am hoping to keep both [microfilm 
and DVD-ROM formats]. 
Martha Sneed: Oh! You are welcome to keep both!! We will never 
tell you to throw away anything. Because, believe it or not, we always 
love it when PTDLs keep the old Manual. of Oassifo:atm or the old 
Annual &xJk ofASTM Stardanls. Not every PIDL can do that, but we 
are always delighted when some of you can. We will never ask you to 
discard anything. But I know the question is going to come up when 
you can not keep both, what should we do then? So we do need to 
give it some thought. We need to think it through and come to a 
resolution. 
Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN: I heard earlier that someone said 
there were 2500 of the original 10,000 [patents] that were found and 
restored after the fire. Does that mean that in our microfilm and in 
various guides to the x-numbered patents, that there are only 2500 of 
those original 10,000 patents that are [covered]? Does that make 
sense? 
Martha Sneed: I think a number of us might want to answer this 
question. It's only those that PTO was able to provide to Research 
Publications to include on microfilm. It is more like a 3000 number. I 
wish Kathy Schultz were here. She might tell us that she has some 
exciting new discoveries [ on this subject] that she has made. 
Bruce Cox: That is really an intriguing question, Tom. I had an e-mail 
from a fellow who wmks with the National Parlr Service who has been 
working with some engineers who are interested in old bridges built 
before the 1900s. And they've collected information about patents for 
bridge structures from those early days, and they've gotten images and 
information from other resources other than the Patent Office for 
those patented structures. So, it is not inconceivable that we could 
have information that the Patent Office could publish about patents 
that are from those 10,000 that burnt where we do not have the actual 
patent, but we do know a fair amount about it. So I am hoping that as 
the PTDI.A approaches this task of identifying the early patents, you 
will not necessarily limit yourself to actual publications issued by the 
Patent Office to fill in the gaps. For this project, once we identify a 
working set, we'll realize that it is a never-ending process. We are 
unlikely to identify and acquire all early patents at once. Mistakes will 
be made. We will need to add to the files, correct what is wrong, fix 
the indexes, and correct what is mis-scanned. 
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Andrew Wohrley, Auburn, AL: What sort of training will we be 
getting on searching of the Cnssis CD-ROM products that use 
Mimosa Software? 
Bruce Cox: Unfortunately, we have no expertise in this office in that 
software that is adequate enough to give you any serious training. The 
EPO does. You can access their website for help in using the 
software. It's unfortunate that they have not updated the help screens 
in sometime. The help screens that are with the software now do not 
match the cwrent version of the software. Possibly in the software 
that we have discovered on their website, I don't know if it does 
address that issue. But the GlobalPat will die at the end of 1998. We 
have not heard from the Japanese Patent Office yet whether they will 
continue to publish PAJ. We get PAJ for you ' now in exchange for 
sending them GlobalPat. We don't know what will happen when we 
stop sending them GlobalPat, because we are not making it any more. 
So, although it is an interesting product in many ways, especially if you 
are in an isolated part of the world when you do not have any other 
searchable collections. For example, many of the clients of WIPO are 
veiy happy to have GlobalPat and PAJ because they do have nothing 
else to search. It is extremely important to them. Nevertheless, 
WIPO is now taking the option that it is more economical: to provide 
those offices with access to the Internet rather than continuing to 
support optical disc products and buying juke boxes and other major 
hardware investments for the developing countries. And certainly, we 
think that it is not very practical. At least I think that it is not a very 
practical search tool since you have to look at virtually every disc. 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: This is a question for Jeanne. Does the 
packet of materials that you send out to inventors or people who call 
you include the form for requesting a patent class and subclass number 
to search? 
Jeanne Oliver: No. It includes the items that were listed on a sheet we 
gave out yesterday. 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: Some of our newer [PTDL] libraries 
were not aware that that form existed, and part of the question was 
how can they get copies of that form for their inventors who can not 
identify the correct class/ subclass for their subject. 
Jeanne Oliver: Typically, when we get a question like that we refer the 
question to the public search room to be responded to. But perhaps 
Martha can answer the question about how libraries can get the fonn. 
Martha Sneed: We updated the form once, but then the numbers 
changed. I don't think we made an effort to distribute it to the 
netw01k through the numbered memo series for several years, 
probably. 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: I use it probably two to three times a 
year r.) just in mylibrary. 
Erich Mayer, Buffalo, NY: We have similar needs for that form. 
Martha Speed: We will make a note of that [ need]. 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: I have one more question. The 
difference between Patent BIB and the CD-ROM and what it has on 
the network and what is in the full-text on the Web as it pertains to the 
class/ subclass. Could you please put a statement on the screen and 
explain so people understand why they get different results when they 
search? 
Jane Myers: Well .... sure! 
PTDL Reps.: Loud Applause. 
Jane Myers: I think we have something up there cwrently, Donn 
It's not something that can be said in couple of sentences. One of my 
number one priorities once we get those images up on the website is 
to get current classification information up on the full-text patents on 
the web. We are having some problems, but we have some ideas that 
we can tiy. It can't be impossible. We've got to be op~n and positive. 
Once we get that, the idea and the ideal is to have current classification 
on the full-text patent database on the Web. Of course, on the 
bibliographic database we have taken the issue classification off and 
put the current classification in its place. That's exactly what is on the 
CD-ROM, the current classification. 
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: The point is, Jane, that one or two 
sentences are needed on the Web screen of full-text patents that read 
something like: "the classifications shown on this database are the 
classifications as theywere the daythe patent was issued." 
Jane Myers: I will have to get back to you. 
Martha Sneed: I just want to do a little postscript that Charlotte 
Erdmann on our staff has put together a comparison chart. We found 
a few errors that we need to fix. We are going to issue this chart to all 
of you. Charlotte, do you want to say a couple of words on what this 
chart does? 
Charlotte Erdmann, PTDLP 
Fellowship Lbrarian: Obviously, 
these are the Cnssis patent 
databases that are available on the 
handout that you have. Thr 
chart also has APS full-text, thl 
patent web bibliographic and 
patent web full-text. There will 
possibly be changes in these as 
the issue class in full-text also 
adds the current classification. 
With the products going to DVD, the way they are arranged, BIB, 
Assignee files, would probably be different, too, in the future. So; I 
will let Bruce address those questions. But obviously this is a work in 
progress. 
Bruce Cox: The only other comment I would add is that even though 
Pateht Bib on the Internet and Patents BIB on CD-ROM use the 
same source data, they do not necessarily get posted at exactly the 
same time. So, what is on the BIB disc is the latest information we 
have, but it takes time to process it. Whereas, the online version gets 
up there essentially overnight. So, there may well be a difference 
between those two even though it is from the same source data. 
PTDL Rep.: My question is, it is dear that we can't do patent searches 
on the Web. But as far as trademark searching is concerned, what is 
the recommendation? 
Jane Myers: The recommendation is to go where there is a little red 
arrow flashing that says caution: read this before you do anything, and 
read it before you do anything. The trademark database on the PTO 
web site [http://www.uspto.gov) is updated irregularly. So, 
depending on when you do your search, you are not going to have all 
the data. If you have a patron that for some reason needs to access th 
dead trademarks, the dead trademaxks are not in that database. So · 
think that any cautions that you give to patrons using the CD-ROM 
products, the same cautions apply to the trademarks on the Web. It 
should be a starting point. In general, I think for all of these searches 
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you need to tell your patrons that there is money involved and that we 
[the USPTO] advise that they seek professional help for patent and 
trademark searches, a patent attorney or trademark attorney to help 
them. They don't want to hear that, I know that. 
Donna Hanson. ID: Years and years ago, we were told by the 
Trademark Division that they would arrange to give us more frequent 
updates of trademark data, because we are PTDLs, on ffi-ROM So 
my question is this: why can the commercial databases get the more 
current information so that I can do a search on TrademarkScan™ 
and get last week's trademarks, but I can not get it on ffi-ROM? 
Jane Myers: First of all, Martha says one is ffi-ROM and the other is 
online. You are right, Donna, you are absolutely right. I don't know 
that this is much of an explanation or that it will answer and satisfy 
your question. but let me explain the process that is involved here. 
What has happened as we have developed our trademark products is 
we went to the trademark people and we said we need this data in a 
certain format in order to process it into the Dataware ffi-ROMs. 
And they said fine; they will do an extract from an online system and 
provide us with this data every two months. It takes them five days to 
do the extracting process. If something goes wrong in the extracting 
process, they have to go through the whole extracting process all over. 
So processing the data for the ffi-ROMs, in the format that we need 
them for the ffi-ROMs, is impossible to do more than every two 
months. But that is not the right answer. The right answer is, we 
should be able to take weekly data that is sold to these vendors and 
somehow process it get it up on a weekly basis. We just have not had 
the resources to do that. It is a completely different format for 
Dataware ffi-ROMs. We haven't even looked at it for the Web 
because at some point we expect to bring the trademarks on the Web 
system from our contractor into the in-house system. So when we can 
piggy back on the in-house system. which is also moving into-a BRS 
search system, and when all of this system is stable in the in-house 
system. we will look to see if at that time we are positioned to do 
weekly updates. For trademark people that are in here, do not blame 
them. It is really not their fault. It's just that with that software and 
our resources we just haven t been able to do those [more frequent 
updates]. It is going to come when the in-house system is stable and 
we provide online access for frequent updates. 
PTDL Reps: Several PTDL representatives and conference attendees 
expressed a need for user guides and handouts for various patent and 
trademark search applications such as USAPat.
. 
Bruce Cox: Donna Cooper has overall responsibility for producing 
documentation for patent and trademark applications, but right at the 
moment she is focusing on developing documentation for the new 
products. If you are going to develop a handout, then it has to be 
accurate and reflect the current products. She is not going to be doing 
that for ffi-Answer products, definitely not. She is focusing on the 
Dataware II User interface. Once all of that is established, and you all 
have an interest, and if you all can agree on the content, then make a 
proposal and we will develop something. If you have something for 
USAPat, we will be happy to look at it and add to it and distribute to 
our customers. 
PTDL Rep.: I have a question related to Mimosa. Are there any 
guides that we can give to users available for Mimosa products, such as 
Globa!Pat andPAJ? 
Bruce Cox: Charlotte has done some work on this and knows that it 
does not necessarily work properly. 
Charlotte Erdmann: There are some incompatibilities in software in 
PAJ. I have worked off and on on a couple of examples, which I will 
summarize. Most of the time, you can get a search to come up. The 
problem with PAJ is that it works in the NT environment currently is 
that the version that is on your machines has some incompatibilities. 
Searches do not consistently stay in mixed mode. 
PTDL Rep.: What is the status and future of the Automated Patent 
System? 
Martha Sneed: APS is provided on a subscription basis. There are 
thirty libraries that are APS subscribers. Access to APS is provided in 
various ways, and it varies from library to library. Some PTDLs have 
the original hard-wired connection to the mainframe, and we provide 
all the documentation for that and the phone numbers that you need. 
And I have staff support to help you through the process. Others 
connect through modem. We have several libraries, such as Miami 
and develand, which are converting from the hard-wired connection. 
The hard-wired connection is going to go away by the end of calendar 
year 1999. Right now, the scenario is we will help you get on through 
Dial-up modern. 
PTDL Rep.: Why is the PTO spending resources providing 
patent/trademark information on ffi-ROM and the web? 
Martha Sneed, Jane Myers, and Bruce Cox: It is a major concern that 
PTDLs not depend on the PTO for their information, as can happen 
when telecommunications go down. The Internet is a volatile and at 
times unstable and high-risk environment from a certain standpoint, 
especially in light threats we are all familiar with that hackers pose to 
data in an online environment. When we are able to access 
information on the Internet and it works fine, we tend to forget these 
drawbacks. The Internet is not sufficiently reliable to fulfill our 
obligation of disseminating patent/trademark information. 
Martha Sneed: I was waiting on a momentary low to ask Michael 
White to talk about the memo index. 
Michael White: Last year, we announced and shortly thereafter 
produced the first version of the memo index which began with 
1994/95 to 1998, including indexes of all e-mail and paper official 
memoranda that we distribute to the [PTDL] network. That has been 
updated once in December, and what I need to announce is that a 
version of that index will be available on our Website. On the Web, 
we hope to update the index more frequently than was possible 
previously . 
Carol Giles: On behalf of the PTDIA, I would like to thank all the 
USPTO panelists and other USPTO officials in attendance for taking 
the time to address many issues that were raised during this Open 
Forum. 
PTDIA Reps: Applause! 
Meeting adjourned at 5:00 PM 
-Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda, PTDI.A Secretary 
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"Trouble," thought Nancy. "Somebody's 
finally invented real trouble." 
©Scott McCul/ar 1999 
IMinutes of the PTDLA'PTO Meeting 
March 17, 1999, Crystal Mall, Crystal City, VA. 
Present: 
Wes Gewehr, PTO-Administrator, Information Dissemination 
Organizations (IDO) 
Jane Myers, PTO -Director, Center for Patent and Trademark 
Information (CPTI) 
Martha Sneed, PTO -Manager, Patent and Trademark Depositoiy­
Libraiy- Program (PTDLP) 
Ouol Giles, P1DIA- President 1998/99 
David Morrison, P1DIA -Vice-President 1998/99 
Jane Running, P1DIA- President-Elect 2000/2001 
Jean Porter, P1DIA- Treasurer 1998/99 
Jan Comfort, P1DIA- Regional Representative 
Gayle Gunderson, P1DIA- Regional Representative 
Ann Poulos, PTDIA- Regional Representative 
Kevin Harwell, P1DIA Member 
Johanna Johnson, P1DIA Member 
Brian Carpenter, PTDIA -Regional Representative 
Tom Smisek, PTDIA -Regional Representative 
Nora Brooks, PTDIA -Regional Representative 
Tom Melvin, P1DIA -Regional Representative 
Oaudine Jenda, P1DIA- Secretaiy-1998/99 
Ouol Giles called the meeting to order at 12:15 PM She invited 
PTDIA members present to bring up P1DL issues and· concerns fer 
consideration by the PTO. \ 
Jean Porter: Jean expressed an interest in knowing about the future 
plans for ID0 and P1DLP, and how these plans may affect 
partnership libraries. Her library-, the Raleigh, North Ouolina State 
University PTDL, is considering a partnership library- status. 
Martha Sneed: There are opportunities for formulating initiatives for 
P1DLs and the PTDLP. Programs and services are guided by a 2-year 
planning cycle. 
Ouol Giles & Jan Comfort: What can PTDLs expect in future, in 
terms of services, in general? 
Wes, Martha, Jane: IDO are monitoring information technology 
changes closely to see what impact these changes are likely to have on 
patent and trademark information products. We may see a greater 
emphasis on the development of online patent and trademark 
information products and tools. Internet based PTO information 
products and services will expand Martha is working on strategic 
planning for the PTDLP regarding PTDL programs. 3:11d services that 
need to be in place as a response to these antiopated changes. 
P1DIA members and P1DLs were invited to give suggestions as 
needed 
Dave Morrison, Ouol Giles: In response, a discussion of a variety of 
topics followed · Dave mentioned the technology in a zip code locator 
tool/database as having potential applications to P1DLs. A link of 
such a database to the PTDLA/PTDL homepages was envisioned. 
Ouol suggested that the PTO consider providing tiered services t 
P1DLs that are similar to those offered at the PTO's Public Sear 
Room and at Partnership libraries. 
Martha Sneed: Has the P1DIA association talked to AlA about 
having a planned set of activities for the year at AlA meetings? 
Ouol Giles: Ouol had talked with the AIAIPTDIA liaison. 
Although there are no stated requirements in terms of activities that 
P1DIA has to fulfill, PTDIA members, along with other AlA 
Affiliate associations, have the opportunity of scheduling meetings at 
AfA P1DIA also has opportunities of manning a booth for AlA 
affiliates where they can promote PTDIA and it's activities. 
Dave Morrison: PTDIA also has opportunities of presenting 
programs on intellectual property or on topics of interest to PTDLs at 
AfA 
Martha Sneed: Has PTDIA ever considered having a scholarship for 
P1DL conference attendees at the Annual P1DL Training Seminars? 
Martha mentioned being aware of PTDL conference attendees who 
are not fully funded by their home institutions. A scholarship fund 
would enable such attendees to participate fully in the weeklong 
training sessions, without being forced to abbreviate their stay or f~rgo 
the training altogether. A concern that all PTDLs be ~en 
opportunities of having a representative attend annual tr.urung 
seminars was expressed 
Ouol Giles: This suggestion was acknowledged and noted for 
consideration in a PTDIA forum. 
Jane Running: What types of services are available at partnershi 
libraries? 
Martha Sneed: Partnership libraries off er very- specific services for a 
fee to a targeted group of clients. Representatives from partnership 
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libraries may serve as sources of infonnation on services that their 
libraries provide. 
Jane Running: The ability to have face-to- face consultations with 
patent examiners seems very appealing, but, apparently, this service is 
not used as heavily as we would expect. 
Wes, Jane, and Martha: Interviews with examiners are held at 
partnership libraries, but not to the level that was expected when this 
service was being planned. Instead, equipment at partnership libraries 
is used most for delivering patent and trademark related training 
serrunars. 
Carol Giles: Is there a possibility of opening up videoconferencing 
equipment and services to more PlDLs? ' 
Wes, Jane, and Martha: This suggestion was noted 
Jane Running: The cost of the equipment U5ed at partnership libraries 
is prohibitive. The Springfield, Illinois PlDL is considering having 
these services by using lines that already exist for videoconferencing. 
However, when an inquiry was made to explore this option, new 
secure lines were recommended. 
Martha Sneed: Is there any discussion about having bibliographies 
updated? 
Carol Giles: Note was taken of this suggestion. 
Dave Morrison: We are asking PIDLs to share training materials that 
they use at their libraries. We need to explore having such training 
resources available through the web. 
Martha Sneed: We may be able to help the association with a manual, 
an operation manual - "A PlDL Operation Manual," which, when 
complete, would be available to all PlDLs. 
Carol Giles: What can PlDlA and PlDLs do to facilitate the PTO 
in its work? We, as a group, sometimes come across as demanding, 
and unappreciative of the services and support that the PTO provides 
to PlDLs. Are there areas where we can facilitate the PTO's work? 
Martha Sneed: It takes time for people who are new to the program to 
know how business is done. When new services or new levels of 
support are needed at the scale of our network, and as a government 
agency, it is important that established procedures be followed, which 
can not always be controlled. There is one area where PlDlA and 
PlDLs can help. It would be a great help if PlDLA and PlDLs can 
be making an effort to respond' to Federal Regjster Notices. PlDLs 
need to have the political awareness and understanding of issues that 
are going on at given times, assess the impact that those issues will 
have on PlDL services to the public, and formulate a position on the 
issue as an individual library, as a professional, as an individual, or as an 
association. Please note that the Federal Regjster Notices are the official 
vehicles by which the agency notifies the public about proposed 
changes in policies and procedures or about new legislation. The 
publication serves as a means for obtaining comments and feedback 
from the public. PlDLs should not expect to receive any other 
notifications from the Office, as all PTO employees are not in a 
position to provide guidance to you in such instances. 
Jane Running: Follow-up on issues that PlDLs bring to the attention 
of the PlDLP, and IDO is spectacular! I think all PlDLs, if not the 
great majority, agree on this. The support that you, Wes and Jane have 
provided to PlDLs for providing nationwide patent and trademark 
services to the public has been outstanding. Many of us in the course 
of performing our duties interact with other government offices and 
agencies also. We quickly realize then that the PTO has an 
unparalleled customer service philosophy, and that the people we 
interact with in the PlDLP and IDO are responsive, knowledgeable, 
and service-oriented. 
Jean Porter. What is the relationship between IDO, PlDLP, and Don 
Kelly's newly formed Office of Independent Inventors? 
Wes, Jane, and Martha: Because this office is still new, the relationship 
is an evolving one. Serving as a point of contact for the independent 
inventor community is one role the new office will perform. 
Jean Porter. We are considering starting an inventor group in the 
research triangle in North Carolina The group may have a regional 
focus, but we probably need a catalyst to get going. 
Martha Sneed: You have so much to learn from one another and 
from presentations at the Annual Training Seminar(s) such as Lisa 
Hoenig's conference presentation on what it takes to get inventor 
group activity going. As you are all aware, some of the PlDL 
representatives are active in this area in their local regions and states. 
They have much to off er to everyone on what it takes to have 
successful inventor groups that off er support, education, and guidance 
to local inventors. At times, leadership for an inventor group does not 
emerge, and you may have to play a lead role instead of serving as a 
catalyst. Inventor group activity can be involving and draining, but is 
well worth it. 
Carol Giles: In St. Louis, MO, patent attorneys dominate inventor 
groups. Ways of having participation from other segments of the 
inventor communities are being explored. 
Martha Sneed: Participation in inventor groups offers PlDL 
representatives increased opportunities of hosting patent and 
trademark training seminars for local inventors and business 
communities. PlDLs become more effective points of referrals to 
sources of assistance for the inventor. PlDLs have opportunities of 
working cooperatively with all the segments of the inventor and 
business parties that an inventor needs to successfully protect and 
market their idea. 
Jane Running: How many people attended ALA? 
Martha Sneed: Four PlDlA representatives were there. 
PlDlAAttendees: There was general agreement that PlDLA should 
wmk on establishing closer working ties with .Af.A There was a 
suggestion that PlDlA set a goal of having one activity that is ALA 
related. Examples of possible activities included: having a focus on 
working on publications and activities that enhance the career 
development of PlDlA members. 
Martha Sneed: A need exists for exploring the possibility of offering a 
certification program, perhaps on a track basis, which PlDL 
professionals would take. The program could serve to upgrade the 
professional position(s) of the certified individual within their library. 
Meeting adjourned at 1:25 PM. 
--Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda, PTDIA Secretary 
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IMessage from the PTDL Program Office 
Greetings from USPTO. Many thanks to PTDIA for an 
opportunity for input to this excellent annual newsletter. I would like 
to open my article remembering Erich Mayer, PTDL Representative 
from Buffalo, who died very suddenly last April. Many feel his loss 
most acutely. This year's seminar will be a bittersweet event for those 
who knew and loved Erich, so please bear with us as we share in the 
joy of having known Erich, and in our sorrow at his departure from 
us. He was one very special person. 
Since there has been lots of turnover in PTDL Representatives 
over the past year, I'd like to use this space to update all of you on staff 
changes and events in PTDLP. Using Orris Byrne's suggested 
template, here goes! 
WHOWEARE 
The PTDL Program at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
consists of the following staff: 
Martha Crockett Sneed, Manager 
Cynthia Banicki, Electronic Services Librarian 
Susan Bleutge, Budget Analyst 
Mary Gomez, Management Analyst 
Michael Hydom, PTDL Partnership Manager 
Michael Harrigan, PTDL Automated Systems Manager 
Claudine J end.a, Fellowship Librarian, Auburn University 
drristine Kitchens, PTDL Partnership Librarian 
Amanda Putnam, Administrative Librarian 
Bernice Smith, Financial and Reports Assistant 
Michael White, Librarian Training Specialist 
:
--~ 
UNITED STATES DEF'AATIMENT OF COMMEACE 
PATENT AHD TftAD'EMI\RK OfFl Cc 
f'AlE!iT uro llWIEMAfllC OE'POSITOflT Ll8AAA\' f'AOGPJ.M 
We have each worked differing lengths of time in the Program 
office, ranging from one year up to 15 years. Several of us have 
worked as reference librarians at PTDLs, including Mande, Orris, 
Mike White and myself. Mike Harrigan has served for over 20 years as 
an automated systems expert here at the USPTO. Mike Hydom, after 
a career in the private sector and academia, came to the USPTO 
initially as a patent examiner. Bernice has spent her entire 7-year 
government career in the PTDL Program, and Susan has been 
associated with the PTDL Program in one capacity or another for 
most of her 12-year government career. Mary came to PTDLP after a 
management intern rotation 5 years ago. Cynthia arrived after ·a 
lengthy career at DOD, some four years ago now. Claudine is your 
representative here in our office under a one-year agreement from 
Auburn University, much to our delight. So, we are fortunate to have 
a seasoned staff to assist all of you with your projects, reference 
questions, training needs, seminars and administrative concerns. 
This past year we lost our wonderful boss, Jane Myers, to a well­
earned retirement effective December 31, 1999. She was truly a 
champion of the PTDL Program and her leadership will be sorely 
missed by all of us. She left a legacy of concern for all users of patent 
information: that the information be readily available in a variety of 
formats to suit different service environments, and that it be correct. 
She was tireless in her efforts to get the customers assisted, to get the 
mistakes fixed, and the ~tistics right. WE MISS YOU JANE! ( 
We also saw the departure of Tracei Hale-Lee to a position in the 
Office of Patent Programs Control, a well-deserved promotion for 
her. Bernice Smith was promoted to the position vacated by Tracei, 
and we are now att~p~g to fill that vacancy. We have had outer 
office support provided .by a temp agency for the past several months, 
so there have been some new voices on our toll-free line. Susan 
Bleutge has been away on maternity leave since August, after the birth 
of a baby girl. We look forward to her return in April! Mary was also 
away on maternity leave over last summer after having had her second 
child, a boy! Also, Charlotte Erdmann completed her Fellowship, 
returning to Purdue University in July. Tom Turner completed his 
Fellowship in November and returned to Arizona State University. 
daudine Jenda arrived from Auburn University in October. I think 
that sums up our transitions! 
HOWWEWORK 
PTDLP resides under the Information Dissemination 
Organizations of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, currently a 
bureau under the Department of Commerce. However, with the 
enactment of the American Inventors Protection Act of 1999, the 
USPTO will become the second Performance Based Organization in 
the federal government. You will hear more about the impacts of this 
on the USPTO's organiz.ational structure at the annual seminar. 
The PTDL Program claims 1871 as its date of inception with the 
inclusion of the statutory authority in 35 USC 13 allowing for the 
distribution of patent copies to public libraries. The program office 
did not come imo being until 1982. Prior to that time, and up unti{ 
1977, the duties associated with fulfilling the intent of the statute w~ 
limited to one person's part-time job. Wrth the advent of the first 
annual conference (now called seminar), the duties and responsibilities 
grew until the need for a program office arose in 1982. Since that time 
it has grown from an office of two to an office of 12 to keep pace with 
the expansion of the program from 22 libraries to 86. 
We view the role of PTDLP much like the funnel example, which 
is a favorite with our patent classifiers when teaching about the 
hierarchical structure of the U.S. Patent Classification System. The top 
of the funnel is where all of the PTO products and services are poured 
on their journey to the PTDLs. The narrow end of the funnel is the 
PTOL Program which adds value to the information, manages the way 
it is distributed, and provides guidance and training in its use. 
Then, out the funnel it goes to the PTDLs. This funnel works the 
other way as well. In order to serve as your advocates within the PTO, 
the input we receive from the PTDLs comes into the top of the funnel 
through vehicles such as surveys, focus sessions and informal 
feedback. PTDLP then compiles the information and uses it in a 
variety of venues as we attempt to reflect your interests before the 
decision-makers at the PTO. 
This past year we have been involved with the deployment of new 
Cnssis workstations; the development of a new Cnssi• user 
interface; the transition of the Automated Patent System to WEST; the 
implementation of a PTDL Internet Zone for access to current and 
future databases; and the imminent ending of the patent microfilni 
contract. We designated three new PTDLs in areas defined by oul 
strategic plan (Rochester, Las Vegas, and San Antonio), designated a 
fourth PTDL Partnership at the Boston Public Library, conducted a 
survey of PTDL Representatives regarding services from our office, 
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and disseminated about 100 memoranda with associated publications 
or encloS\JI"es on matters pertinent to your ability to function as a 
PTDL. We exhibited at the annual conferences of the American 
Library Association, Special Libraries Association, the American 
Society of Engineering Education, and the American Association of 
Law Libraries and conducted staff training, seminars or site visits in 
any number: of PTDL locations. For those visits, be sure to read our 
quarterly newsletter AD LIBS, most ably edited by Michael White, and 
also each and every library entry in this issue of the PTDIA 
Newsletter! It's been a busy year here as we attempt to serve your 
needs in the field Happy reading, and have a safe journey to 
Washington, DC for the March seminar! 
-Martha Crockett Sneed, Manager PTDbProgram 
General George S. Patent 
IMinutes of the PTDLA Executive Board Meeting 
March 14, 1999, Crystal City Marriott, Arlington, VA 
Present: 
Carol Giles (Chau-, PlDIA President), Nora Brooks, Christina 
Byrne, Brian Carpenter, Ted Cebula, Jan C.Omfort, Donna C.OOper, 
daudine Jenda, Jim Miller, Dave Monison, Jean Porter, Jane Running, 
Tom Smisek, Rob Williams. 
OPENING: CarofGiles, Chair and PTDIA President, called the 
meeting to order at 6:00 PM. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes as published in Volume 11, 
March 1999 P'IDLA Newsletterwere accepted and approved 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS: Carol Giles announced the time and 
location for the PTOIPIDIA Luncheon Meeting. The Executive 
and interested PTDIA members are expected to attend However, to 
keep the association costs for this event under better control, it was 
suggested that the Executive and PTDIA members attend the 
luncheon meeting Dutch treat style. 
1.0 OID BUSINESS 
1.1 OID LEASED Cnssi• EQUIPMENT: Brian Carpenter 
inquired if there had been a resolution to the status of the CnHi• 
workstations that are currently on lease at PlDLs. In response, the 
following comments and discussion followed: 
Removing Old Cnssis from PTDLs: There was an understanding 
that the USPTO will sign a work order to remove Cnssi• equipment 
from PTDLs when the lease is over. In which case, PlDLs will have 
the option of entering into negotiations with the vendor to purchase 
the equipment, if they want to keep Cnssi• in their library. An 
observation was made, though, that the old CnHi• machines on lease 
to PTDLs do not have DVD capabilities, so PTDLs may need to 
upgrade the equipment and software as soon as Cnssi• applications 
change over from CD-ROM fonnat to DVD. 
PTDLS Retain Old Cnssis: Tom Smisek made a further observation 
that Mr. A.J. Edwards has been giving indications, at times, that he 
may consider leaving Cnssis workstations at PlDLs. This possibility 
is seemingly attractive to A.J. Edwards considering the expense of 
shipping all of the equipment from the PlDLs compared to the 
depreciated current cost of the Cnssis workstations. dearer 
instructions will be given to PlDLs on whether to ship or keep the 
workstations when the lease runs out. 
Networking Old Cnssis: Possible uses of the old Cnssis 
equipment include networking the old equipment into the current 
Cnssis Mark ill. For old Cnssis workstations that are not 
currently operational, PlDLs should be encouraged to contact A.J. 
Edwards to obtain better equipment or service as covered by the lease. 
2.0 PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT 
2.1 PTDIA NEWSLETTER: Christina Byrne, Chair of the 
Publications C.Ommittee, reported that the P'IDLA Newsletterwas a bit 
shorter this year, so the most cost effective WJ'f of producing it was 
employed For example, a simple single stapling process was used this 
time. Measures such as these resulted in some money savings overall. 
An electronic version of the 1998 newsletter has been mounted on the 
PTDIA homepage at 
http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/Gov docs/ptdla/ 
Esther Crawford is the person with responsibility for keeping the 
PTDIA web site running. PlDIA members should be encouraged 
to give information of interest to PTDLs to Esther for mounting on 
the web site. Christina reminded all that the newsletter is in PDF 
format, so an acrobat reader will need to be installed to view it, and on 
slow machines the document may take a while to load 
2.2 PlDIA PINS: Christina and publications committee members 
have also been working on having PTDIA pins produced A 
projected figure of $200 for having 600-1000 pins produced was 
mentioned There was a strong preference expressed for enameled 
pins, which may cost a little bit more, and all present gave their 
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support for this project. More specific figures on the cost of each pin 
to members and others will need to be worked out. 
2.3 YOUR INPUT NEEDED: Christina invited further input and 
ideas from the PlDIA membership and from the publicttions 
committee members regarding items that PlDls and PiDLA 
members want the committee to work on for the association. 
3.0 lREASURER'S REPORT 
3.11REASURER'S WRITTEN REPORT: Jean Porter circulated a, 
printed copy of the treasurer's report. The following are comments 
and observations on the report. 
PlDIA Fees and Foreign Visitors: An observation was made that 
foreign visitors attending the conference are charged $40.00., but of 
this amount, there have been no clear guidelines on what proportion 
should be used as a contribution towards conference expenses, and 
how much should go towards the PTDLA association. It was 
acknowledged that this item requires closer study before coming to a 
decision. An understanding that this item would be re-visited was 
shared 
Increasing Conference Expenses: Jean Porter informed the Executive 
that PTDIA contributions towards conference expenses last year were 
higher than that of the previous year. Over time, the expenses seem to 
increase. This information was noted There also was an agreement 
that PTDLA continue to provide monetary support to help with 
conference expenses, and that the support PTDIA provides is needed 
as it contributes to better catering services at the annual conference for 
all attendees. 
Prorating Conference Fees: A 
need for prorated conference 
registration fees has ' been 
observed Should attendees be 
allowed to pay a prorated amount 
if they are attending conference 
sessions selectively, Jean inquired? 
After some discussion, the 
PTDLA Executive decided that 
conference attendees be 
e1;couraged to pay the full 
conference . registration amount whenever possible. Because 
conference attendance for PlDls is mandatory, it seems logical to 
encourage attendees to pay th~ full amount. The Association, 
however, needs to be open to considering on a case by case basis the 
need for flexibility in this guideline. For example, in cases of 
conference attendance by students or librarians from nearby libraries 
or organizations, there may be a need to implement an alternative price 
structure. A suggestion was given of charging $10.00 per day per 
person in such cases. 
4.0 P1DIA/PTO PROJECT PROPOSAL 
4.1. INDENTIFYlNG & SCANNING OLD PATENT INDEXES: 
As a way of addressing a request P1Dls have been presenting to the 
USPTO on the need for patent indexes to facilitate retrospective and 
historical searching of early patents, an invitation was extended to 
PTDLA to participate in a project proposal aimed at identifying and 
scanning old patent indexes. In this proposal, P1DLA would identify 
and recommend which indexes to scan. PTDls may also be relied 
upon to provide resource materials to be copied by the contractor that 
the USPTO uses for this project. A contract on this project was, at the 
time, been actively pursued A lengthy discussion of this topic 
followed, from which the following pros and cons were drawn: ( 
PROS: P1Dls' need for patent indexes for early patents would be 
addressed by this project. There was an acknowledgement that the 
electronic product from this project would be superior to what PTDls 
currently have. Each P1DL would have in one place a complete 
usable index, compared to the current incomplete and brittle indexes. 
At the outset, this seems such as wonderful project for 
PTDLA/P1Dls to be involved in. The possibility of producing a 
paper copy of indexed patents from the scanned electronic indexes, if 
produced on acid free paper, would be good for archival pwposes. All 
present also acknowledged that this proposal is being made as a way of 
helping address PTDls' pressing needs in this area. 
CONS: A subcontracting role for PTDLA in this project was seen as 
a problematic one. A need for a more clearly stated charge for 
PTDLA was expressed. Must we, PTDLAIPTDls, comply with all 
that is stipulated in this proposal and the draft contract? Finding 
annual reports from the 1800s may be a problem. However, there is a 
chance that some PTDls may have duplicates of some reports that 
could be used An observation was made that PlDls do not always 
have input, especially in the long-range goals of the USPTO. 
Otherwise, PTDLA/PTDls should have been contacted and involved 
sooner on this proposal. A need exists for P1Dls/PTDLA to be 
involved in the planning process as USPTO's partners. An example 
was given of USPTO's oversight when full-text patent and trademark 
information was introduced on the Internet without due notice to 
P1Dls. And that several fee-based services of P1Dls were 
undermined and negatively impacted by this move. 
Resolution: There was a proposal that a task force be formed t 
coordinate this project and solicit ideas from PTDls and PlDLA 
members and work closely with the contractors. The task force would 
also survey PIDls on their current holdings of old indexes and 
possible source material to be copied Names of volunteers for this 
task force from the Executive were taken. Additional task force 
members would be drawn from the PTDLA membership and from 
conference attendees as needed. Before proceeding with work on the 
task force, it was agreed that an additional meeting be held between a 
few selected members of the PlDIA Executive with the contractor 
and with Bruce Cox. A meeting was set for Monday, March 15, 1999 
to get specific information that would address cons described above. 
5.0 ELECTIONS COMMITIEE REPORT 
Chris Marhenke, Fort Lauderdale , Aorida PTDL, served as the Chair 
of the Elections Committee. Nominations of candidates for 
President-Elect, Secretary, and Regional Representatives were sought, 
and PTDLA members voted Carol Giles announced the outcome of 
the votes as follows: 
Vice-President/President-Elect: Jane Running, Springfield, IL 
Secretary: Julia Crawford, Stillwater, OK 
Regional Representatives: 
Region 1: Ann Poulos, Providence, RI 
Region 3: Jim Miller, College Park, MD 
Region 5: Eileen Pemicone, Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Region 7: Elizabeth Zuelke, Cincinnati, OH 
Region 9: Gayle Gunderson, Wichita, KS 
Region 11: Jackie Shane, Albuquerque, NM 
Meeting adjourned at 7:15 : M 
-Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda, PTDIA Secretary 
l 
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News from the PTDLs 
IAkron, Ohio 
Akron-Summit County Public Library 
The Science and 
® Technology staff continues 
to provide a variety of 
services to our area 
inventors and patrons 
interested in patents and 
invention. To that end, we 
have gathered inf oqnation ~"'~ about African-AmericanInventure inventors (including copies 
of their patents) into aPlace convenient desk reference 
to assist us during Black 
History Month. We have 
also helped the staff of the 
Inventor's Hall of Fame at lnventure Place find biographical 
information about their 1999 inductres. 
All of the Science and Technology staff provide assistance with 
patent and trademark reference. A core team of librarians work on the 
day-to-day maintenance of the collection and provide demonstrations 
on the seven steps to doing a patent search. In 1999, we scheduled 21 
demonstrations. As we continually work to refine our presentations 
and make them more accessible, we would be very interested in the 
experiences of other PTDLs. We have updated and expanded our 
Patent and Trademark Center brochure describing our resources and 
services. We11 have copies available at the seminar. 
G.urent members of the patent team are Curtis Bower, Kay Clark, 
Hillary Miller-Folb and Valerie Sherman. This year, in addition to 
sending two team members to the PTO Training Seminar, we are 
pleased to send a Science and Technology librarian who is not on the 
patent team. We look forward to hosting a patent and trademark 
program with a delegation from the PTO in the Fall. All in all, 2000 · 
should be a very productive year. 
-Valerie Sherman 
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I~bany, NewYork 
New York State Library 
-The New York State Library is one of the oldest state libraries and 
the only state library in the nation to qualify for membership in ARI. 
When we want to show off, in February for Black History month, we 
display our preliminary draft of the Emancipation Proclamation, or 
perhaps let our visitors in on the existence of one of the largest 
collections of Teddy Roosevelt memorabilia. Although mandated to 
serve the executive, legislative, and judicial branch of government, the 
library is more than a collection of law and public policy materials. 
The Talking Book and Braille Library recently celebrated its 100th 
birthday, our genealogy collection is the destination of numerous bus 
trips and our GIS (Geographic Information System) has been used by 
several area businesses and non-profits. 
Responsibility for the patent collection falls to the Reference 
Section, which handles questions for all subject areas. There are over 
twenty librarians, and although all are responsible for handling basic 
patent questions, the more confusing ones come to me. We have 
acquired a dynamic new librarian who has started off her year with us 
providing classes in using the many library databases. These "Tool 
.Tutorials" offer class instruction and then hands-on practice. In 
another several weeks, patent searching will be included. We're talking 
now about how we can reach as many people as possible with the 
advertising. 
We are soon implementing the conveyor system in our talking 
book library that was designed by RPI grad students using our science 
and patent materials. The patenting process is currently ongoing. 
The Library is mounting a fairly large display on the patent process 
in April, including stories of inventors who have used our resources 
and met with some success. One inventor came in for a brief photo 
session and - voila! - an entry for the PTDL seminar picture contest. 
-Mary Woodward 
IAlbuquerque, New Mexico 
Centennial Engineering Library, University of New Mexico 
The Patent and Trademark Depository Library for New Mexico is 
located in the Centennial Science and Engineering Library at the 
University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Jackie Shane has been the 
PTDL representative for the past three years and is also the Electrical 
and Computer Engineering Librarian. CSEL has been a PTDL for 17 
years. 
This past year saw Albuquerque as the site for the National 
Inventive Thinkers Association and UNM: hosted a talk on patents 
and trademarks. Jackie has also gone outside the library to talk about 
patentability searches to the Albuquerque Inventor's dub and to the 
general public. 
Each year, we present a training session on chemical patents for 
graduate chemistry students. In April, Jackie will give a talk on 
searching patents and trademarks on the Internet for the New Mexico 
Library Association's annual conference. 
CSEL has one CD-ROM station devoted to patents and several 
web-based machines. Our patents web page is about three years old, 
but it continually evolves as a tool for sharing documentation 
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throughout the state. It can be found at: 
http : //eLibrary .unm . edu/cse l / patents/ 
In conjunction with the Centennial Library's tenth anniversaiy, we 
created a display on "The Patently Absurd" (Wacky, historical 
patents). Finally, we think that for the first time in Centennial's 11-year 
existence underground, we may have finally patched our leaky roof. 
-Jackie Shane 
IAmherst, Massachusetts 
Physical Sciences & Engineering Library, University of 
Massachusetts , 
The Physical Sciences and Engineering Library at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst became an official Patent and Trademark 
Depository Library in 1984. 
Cynthia Spell will be our representative at the 2000 training seminar 
and meeting as a first-time attendee. She has been the science and 
engineering cataloger at "UMass" for manyyears, and for the past two 
yean;, has been spending four hours aweek providing reference service 
in the Physical Sciences and Engineering Library. She has also been 
very actively involved in Web page development. Please welcome 
Cindy to the PTDIA community. 
A new inventors' group has recently formed in western 
Massachusetts. Two of the founders have used this library frequently 
over the years. One holds a successful patent for one of the popular 
bagel slicers, and reports that it has "found its niche in the giftware 
rather than the kitchenware market." 
Our backfile of the 0/ficid 
Gazette continues to enjoy heavy 
use by local historians, authors, 
and students of the history of 
American technology. William 
Streeter, a Northampton 
bookbinder and historian, made 
extensive use of it for his 
exhaustive study (co-authored 
with Barbara Rhodes, of the 
American Museum of Natural 
History in New York City), JJeke fmtrxIJpyu,g, tk An & History cf 
Me:b:tniad Copyinrg, 1780-1938: a Book in T7W Parts (Newcastle, 
Delaware, and Northampton, Massachusetts: Oak Knoll Press and 
Heraldry Bindery, 1999). Mr. Streeter documents over 1,100 patents 
and reproduces 540, in part, in this major work. He also includes 
background information about the U. S. patent system and the services 
and publications a patent depository can provide. 
We are honored that much of his patent research was completed 
here in Amherst. 
The first faculty member in the University of Massachusetts 
C.Ollege of Engineering to incorporate a unit on patents in a 
mechanical engineering survey course he taught for years has retired. 
His successor is continuing this worthwhile academic tradition. Selma 
Etter is working with him and his students as they become familiar 
with and explore the fascinating world of patents. 
- Eric Esau 
_IAnc_horag_e,_Al_as_ka _______---1(1 
Z.J. Loussac Public Library, Anchorage Municipal Libraries 
The Anchorage PTDL has noticed a sharp decline in the number 
of patent and trademark questions this year. This is due mainly to the 
availability of information on the USPTO website. Most researchers 
are unaware that there is more information in the library than there is 
on the website. Furthermore, they do not know that they need more 
information than what they can find on the website. 
The PTDL representative, Robert Williams, has trained staff and 
the public on the use of the new workstation and the various CD­
ROM products. He was a presenter at the Alaska Inventor's Open 
and the Alaska Inventors and Entrepreneurs Association's annual 
meeting. The most fun program was a patent program that 
commemorated Thomas Edison's birthday. Thanks go to Michael 
White of the OPTDLP for providing some interesting information for 
the program. As usual, Michael and everyone else at the USPTO were 
most helpful throughout the year. 
We are happy to see the end of the microfilm era and welcome the 
new era of CD-ROM and DVD-ROM 
.-Robert Williams 
IAtlanta, Georgia 
Library & Information Center, Georgia Institute of Technology 
The Atlanta Patent and Trademark Depository Library at th 
Georgia Institute of Technology has been recognized as a Pat 
Depository Library since 1946. I am Mary-Frances Panettiere and 
have been the PTDL Representative since 1993. I've worked with 
patent and trademark materials for almost 15 years. Working with me 
in the Atlanta PTDL are two part time librarians 0oanne Tobin and 
Pamela Padgett) and three Library Assistants (Cathe Cannon, Joyce 
Craft and Erin C.Ohen). The depository is housed in the Technical 
Resources Department of the Georgia Tech Library, which is a 
reference point for standards, government sponsored research reports, 
society papers and more, along with the patents and trademarks. 
Cathe Cannon is preparing a new exhibit "From Hollywood to 
High Tech." She plans to follow the development from Hedy 
Lamarr's and George Antheil's patent on a "Secret C.Ommunication 
System" during World War II to the realiz.ation of spread spectrum 
frequency hopping of today. This technology is the basis for cellular 
~. Jl, 1942. K. IC. MARKEY tTAL 2,292,387 
SICut' COll!MIIC.~Tlt.~ SYSTJ.11 
nl~ J1111• ,O. lMl 
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telephones, global posmorung satellites, alarm systems and more. 
(Newsletter Editor's Note: HK Markey is Hedy Lamarr. Markey was 
her married name at the time the patent issued Hedy Lamarr, a 1940s 
movie star, died on January 19, 2000.) 
Joanne Tobin has prepared a small display called "Patent 
Milestones" that contrasts the first patent of 1900 (a washing machine) 
with the first of 2000 (headgear for use while engaged in extreme 
sports). It replaced a display created by Julie Stallings, then of our 
staff, on Georgia Tech inventions. 
I spoke about patents and trademarks to several class groups at 
Georgia Tech. The Schools of Mechanical Engineering, Industrial 
Design and History of Technology and Society, continue to have the 
most interest in this type of material. Each graduate student in the 
Industrial Design class chose a technology area of interest to him or 
her, then surveyed patents in it over several decades. They wrote 
papers on the types of sociological and other changes that could be 
seen through patent and trademark records. They expressed surprise 
and pleasure over using these records as historical tools. Many had 
done other graduate work in history, but had never been made aware 
of patent and trademark information as a potential avenue for 
historical data. 
In personnel changes, Erin Cohen has been hired as our new 
Library Assistant I. Julie Stallings, our very capable Library Assistant 
III who has provided assistance on nights and weekends for the last 
several years, has left. Her position is vacant at this time. We are 
accepting applications! 
With the greater acceptance of web searching by our more 
experienced patrons, most of our in-person clients are novices and 
first-timers. The nature of our customer service is changing to 
accommodate more telephone questions related to web access and 
more basic assistance needed for ourwalk-in customers. 
-Mary Frances Panettiere 
IAuburn, Alabama 
Ralph Brown Draughon Library, Auburn University 
daudine Jenda was named the Patent Fellowship Librarian and due 
to her absence, Andrew Wehrley has stepped up as patent 
representative. I have been a representative for less than one year, and 
Auburn has badly missed daudine Jenda the whole time! The Auburn 
PTDL is administered by the Reference Department and is housed on 
the 4th floor of the library where the Science & Technology collection 
is found. I believe that we have been a PTDL since 1983. 
Just today 0anuary 31, 2000) we had a 
man walk in off the street and relate his story 
that after he had registered his trademark 
with the Georgia Secretary of State, 
someone else dot commed his name and is 
only going to surrender it if he is paid 
money. I have never heard of 
cybersquatting so close to home before. 
The library traditionally attends at least 
one inventors conference in Alabama a year 
and last year we attended the "From Mind to 
Market" conference where both Don Kelly and Todd Dickinson 
spoke. We also gave a brief library workshop on a Sunday to help 
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students look for African-American inventors. I cannot recommend 
enough that everyone gets from the USPTO the video, Fron Dreams to 
Re:tlity: A Tribae to Minoril-j /rru!J11Dr;. 
The PTDL program is an excellent way for the Library to offer a 
benefit to the surrounding community. We get people· from as far 
away as the Florida Gulf Coast coming to our library. I also find the 
USPTO web site to be of great help to our PTDL. We have greater 
depth of information in the library, but we always encourage people 
who are on the Internet already to begin their searches on the Web 
and then when they finally do come here, they are ready to get to 
work. 
-Andrew Wohrley 
IAustin, Texas 
McKinney Engineering Library, University ofTexas at Austin 
McKinney Engineering Library of the University of Texas at 
Austin has been a patent depository library since 1984, and Susan has 
been the representative since the beginning. Our name says it all. 
Originally, we got into the patent business for the benefit of our design 
students. They needed drawings and examples of how something 
works. Patents and engineering seemed like a marriage made in, well, 
heaven. Later we used patents as a marketing tool within the larger 
University to remind them of our existence and within the library to 
increase our visibility (read "GET MORE RESOURCES). We've 
been very successful. The Engineering Library now has a 12 seat on­
site electronic information center and 5 satellite sites. This allows us to 
do hands-on training of patents 'and information gathering. 
Patents/trademarks are included in every presentation on every topic. 
Recently we have added a slide presentation to our web site that 
talks about "Searching for Patent Information on the Internet." 
htt p : //www . surnmaweb . com/eng inl i b / 
This is a beta test; we have awhole list of changes that will be made 
later this summer. 
We also had illustrious visitors this year when Wes and Martha 
visited us. Visitors from OC to the heart of deepest Texas are always 
noteworthy. 
- Susan Ardis 
IBaton Rouge, Louisiana 
Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State University 
LSU has been a PTDL since 1981. We have a complete backfile of 
patents (in mixed media - some paper, some microfilm). Because of 
our status as a Regional GPO Depository, we have many other early 
patent-related documents; for example, a nearly complete set of 
Annual Reports. I've spent some time during the last few months 
familiarizing myselfwith the collections here. 
After a two and a halfyear hiatus, I am back as a PTDL Rep. It's 
been interesting seeing the differences between the Research Libraries 
at New York Public and LSU (both the collections and the way things 
get done). I pretty much suspected most of the basic research library 
vs. academic library differences. The most obvious difference is that I 
have additional responsibilities as a faculty liaison for all the 
Engineering departments (we have 8 different engineering 
departments here). I also have to deal with more than just 
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science/business/ gov docs at the reference desk here. In New York, I 
had to send people to a different library! 
Some differences that surprised me: how hard it was to find all the 
issues of the ex; (m our OPAC); the fact that we use the AnnualRejXJrt 
for the Annual Index up t9 1'920 (at NYPL we had a full set of Annual 
Indexes from 1871 on); certain non-PTO references were out of date 
(for example Patent It Yourselfwas three editions old!); the lack of end 
user training. Other than 3, half semester (one credit) basic course in 
using the library, there is no end user training, although I heard that 
the former patent librarian used to give a course once or twice a 
semester. 
To improve upon the lack of end-user trauvng, I have given two 
sessions on Patent Searching since I started in October. I plan to give 
one on Trademark Searching before we meet in March, and another 
on Patent Searching soon after. 
Tony Martinez of the LSU Small Business Development Center 
(SBDC) has been very helpful in publicizing my training sessions, as 
well as referring users. I have also met some local patent attorneys 
though him, including the one who invited me to sit in on his Patent 
Law course at the LSU School of Law. Of course, I took him up on it. 
It's been very interesting. We've discussed case law on novelty and 
obviousness so far. I hear we'll be doing claims soon. He is also 
involved in some local trademark litigation, and I've helped him find 
company information. 
I also completely overhauled the LSU Patents & Trademarks web 
page (http://www. lib. lsu. edu/sci/eng/int-prop. html). 
The librarians find it useful. I haven't heard anything from the general 
public! My major difficulty with it was the fact that until the second 
week of January, we couldn't access the PTO site from the library 
computers. Despite the hard work on the part of the library Eystems 
people and the people at PTO, the resolution is as much a mystery as 
the problem was. (A big thank you for the effort of the people who 
dealt with it just the same). 
I've re-done most of the patent/trademark/ engineering handouts 
(4 so far). Because our Gov Docs department (where the full text 
patents are kept) is on a totally different floor, and doesn't have any 
computers (other than the one dumb terminal for the OPAC), we 
have run into the problem of what. do we do about USAPat. I've 
decided at this point that USAPat is for when the Web server is down. 
I have a one-page (singled-sided) handout on how to get patent 
documents off the Web, using t:ither the USPTO site or the IBM 
patent site. 
All things considered, it been a busy four months. And I'm glad to 
be back in the fold 
-Donna Hopkins 
IBig Rapids, Michigan 
Abigail S. Timme Library, Ferris State University 
Mr. Ray Dickinson has been the PTDL representative at the Ferris 
State University Timme Library since 1994. Prior to that he assisted 
Mrs. Elaine Nienhouse from when we were designated a PTDL in 
1991 until her retirement in 1994. Mr. Dickinson has been a cataloger 
and government documents librarian since 1968. As the Timme 
Library staff is small, he is the only one who has enough knowledge 
about the patent and trademark system to be able to provide training. 
As the staff will be increasing very soon with the completion of the 
new $40 million dollar building (some time in the Spring of 2001), it/. 
expected that one of the new librarians we hire will become interest 
in patents and be willing to undergo the necessary training to be able 
to take Mr. Dickinson's place when he is on vacation, ill, etc. and 
eventually move into that position full-time (so to speak) when he 
retires. 
The organization of the Timme Library is such that the PTDL 
does not fall under an organized department. Currently, it is an 
individual's responsibility and that individual is the Government 
Documents Librarian. In the new building it is expected that there will 
be further refinement of the organizational structure of the library and 
the PTDL will then be further refined and placed in some form of 
proper organizational chart. 
The Ferris PTDL webpage can be found in two places currently. 
One is the older, but still useful URL of 
http://library.ferris.edu/patent/ 
and the other, newer one, runs off the new librarywebpage at 
http://www.ferris.edu/library/ 
At this last website, there is a link to the patents. 
One of the new things that Mr. Dickinson is doing is making 
copies of various patent classification numbers, say 435, which is 
biotechnology, and sending them to the faculty who teach those 
subjects. They seem very interested in how the technology is divided 
up and placed in relation to itself. He is thinking of expanding this 
service to all faculty at the university who have specific areas of 
technology that they teach, say Industrial Chemistry or Surveying or 
Welding, etc. Those who have received these classification copies say 
they are very happy to get them and now wish to implement some o'..... 
the information they've received into their teaching. 
Another thing that Mr. Dickinson has been doing is traveling to 
Traverse City, MI (about 85 miles north of 
Big Rapids) to teach students at the U.S. 
Coast Guard Maritime Academy who are 
still high school students, but taking some 
college courses. They are in the 
manufacturing technology program. The 
instructor wants the students to be aware of 
the patenting process and how it might 
affect them in the workplace. 
Along with patents and trademark training, Mr. Dickinson has been 
teaching a one-two hour class on Intellectual Property (IP). This 
seems to be very popular with the faculty in the College of 
Technology. The students in this college will be working in industry 
and need to know their IP rights and responsibilities. The class is 
usually one of the most satisfying things that the PTDL representative 
does. The students really get into the different kinds of IP and want to 
know all about IP. It is interesting because the students usually have 
many misconceptions about the various types of IP. 
-Raymond Dickinson 
IBirmingham, Alabama 
Birmingham Public Library ( 
The Birmingham Public Library has been a PTDL since 1977. The 
paten and trademark collection is housed in the library's Government 
Documents Department. The departmental staff consists of two full-
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time professionals, two full-time library assistants, four part-time 
paraprofessionals, and one part-time page. Becky Scarborough is the 
head of the department. 
The department experienced one notable staff change in 1999. In 
June, Mary Beth Newbill, ·who had served for three years as our chief 
liaison with the PTDL office on matters relating to Cnssis, 
completed her MLS at the University of Alabama and took a 
professional position in the library's Southern History Department. 
Jason Burks, who had been working in the library's Science and 
Technology Department, replaced her. Since then, Jason has been 
diligently learning about all of the proper maintenance procedures for 
keeping CASsis running smoothly. He has also done an admirable 
job in picking up on the not so simple art of gtJding patrons through 
the patent and trademark research process. 
A visit to the department by Q. Todd, Dickinson was the real 
highlight of the year. In Birmingham for the "From Mind to Market" 
Inventors Conference in April, Mr. Dickinson was kind enough to 
accept our invitation to drop by the department for a tour. Anne 
Kelley of the PTO and the editor of Inventor's Digest accompanied 
him. 
-Becky Scarborough and]imMurrary 
IBoston, Massachusetts 
Boston Public Library 
We commemorated the one-year anniversary of the flood in 
August with lots of photographs, a video made immediately after the 
water main break, and personal testimony validating our experiences 
and memories. It was a stijf only event, allowing everyone tq speak 
freely. The President of the library estimated the loss at 10 million 
dollars; that amount now stands at $13 million. The cost includes 
repair of an elevator, cleaning of materials and the building, freeze­
drying of materials, replacement of patent microfilm and government 
documents microfiche, staff salaries, etc. It would be impossible to 
isolate the cost just for Science Reference. 
Much of our daily activity is still flood-related. Replacement 
microfilm of U.S. patents is arriving, and we should be back to a 
complete collection soon. Foreign patent microfilm replacement is 
still in question, but as with other information needs, patrons seem to 
be turning to the Internet. The ,CXJs we received as a gift from the 
attorney in Ohio are being prepared for binding. 
We also have some major health concerns (possibly mold allergy) 
from the freeze-dried material in the room. We are returning some of 
the file cabinets to the basement and relocating other items (like SAMS 
photofacts) to other parts of the library. The room we are in now is 
slated to become a Tea Room, so we know that sometime in the 
future we will be moving - probably to the Johnson Building next 
door. No solid plans for that move or the space we will occupy are set 
at this moment. 
We have had several visits from PTDL staff about our future as a 
partnership. They have all been wonderfully patient with our status, or 
lack thereof. The PTO announced our partnership a bit prematurely; 
we have to move to a new space first. We have only received a few 
calls from the public who seem anxious to file disclosure documents 
here. If there is ever a grand opening, you are all invited. We will keep 
you posted. 
We continue to field many questions from the public on patent and 
trademark searching on the Internet, encouraging inventors to come to 
the library to do a class/ subclass search. For the trademark patrons, 
we often walk them through their search on the Internet, giving all the 
helpful tidbits we would offer if they came in person. The Internet 
capability is a great boon for people who live at a distance from 
Boston. 
For the Science Reference staff, 
-Marilyn McLean 
IBurlington, Vermont 
Bailey/Howe Library, University of Vermont 
The Vermont Patent and Trademark Depository Library is located 
in the Documents Collection in the Bailey/Howe Library at the 
University of Vermont. The VPTDL is actually a not-for-profit 
organization separate and distinct from the University of Vermont. 
Scott Schaffer has been the PTDL representative since July of 
1999. He is also the Coordinator of U.S. Documents and Maps. 
Madeline Desrosiers, Susan Thomas, Bill Gill, and Trina Magi all woik 
in Documents as well as the PTDL. As U.S. Documents and Maps 
have been merged into Information and Instruction with Reference, 
some of the reference librarians will also be working in the PTDL. 
We have been doing a lot of trademark business lately, which 
usually brings a host of sticky legal questions. 
- Scott Schaffer 
IButte, Montana 
Montana Tech of the University of Montana Library 
Jean Bishop is still the PTDL Librarian in Butte, Mf but is now 
working 20 hours per week as Professor Emeritus. Ann St Clair is the 
new Reference Librarian that will become the new PTDL 
representative. Jean has woiked 25 years for the Library and is now 
finding time to build a new home with her architect husband, enjoy a 
new granddaughter and is starting to write a book she has long wanted 
to do about the Amazing Inventors of Montana. Jean and her 
husband holds an invention #5,212,901, "Shock Absorbing Fishing 
Device" (see next page). Jean has been the PTDL representative for 
about 15 years and has served as PTDLA's Archivist. 
The Butte PTDL was designated on March 1, 1984 and is located 
in the general reference computer area. New cabinets have been 
received to house all the new CD-ROM resources and a new Canon 
Microfilm reader/ printer/ scanner 400 has been purchased for viewing 
the patent microfilm. 
One of the big events in patenting in Montana is that the Head of 
the PTDL Office is coming to visit Montana and is going to give three 
training wmkshops during the micklle ofMay in Butte, Great Falls and 
Billings. The wmkshop will target librarians and support staff that are 
called upon to provide patent and trademark information. Library 
staff from all over the state will be invited to the presentations. 
A very exciting inventor, Frank Ahl, who did his original patent 
research in the Butte PTDL for a new ladder buck.et is now marketing 
a new video about his pe~onal experiences as an inventor. The video 
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is professionally filmed and is called Grett lrrU!ntim to Final Prrx!J.«t- 1he 
Journey. 
Frank narrates the presentation from his viewpoint with a few 
minor errors, but the overall content is very informative and tells about 
the journey of an inventor as it is. If you wish to order a copy, send 
$20 to Ahl Inc., Box 41, Elliston, MT 59728. 
Jean gave a presentation this fall to Butte businessmen covering 
patent, trademark and general library research for a NxLeveL 
Entrepreneurial Training Program given at the Small Business 
Development Center. 
Thirty-five people attended the session and several have come to 
the library to follow-up on their research. ' 
5,212,901 
Shock Absorbing Fishing Device 
Inventors: Robert C. Bishop and Betty J. Bishop, Butte, MT 
Issue Date: May 25, 1993 
10-.__ 
-Jean Bishop 
IChicago, Illinois 
Chicago Public Library 
My name is Nita Salutillo. I work for the Chicago Public Library. 
Our library has been a PIDL since the inception of the patent 
distribution program in 1871. I have been QJL's representative for 
almost two years. Our patent collection is housed in the 
Business/Science/Technology Division at 400 South State Street 
located in downtown Chicago. Eleven science/technology librarians 
are primarily responsible for doing patent and trademark reference and 
we are assisted by sixteen other librarians from the 
Business/Science/Technology Division who have been cross-trained 
to work at the Science/Technology Reference Desk. 
In the next two months, the BST Division will be officially opening 
its Electronic Resource Center (ERQ. The center protjdes a central 
search area for business, science or technology information available in 
electronic format. Staffed by librarians, access is provided at the ERC 
to specializ.ed databases and products as well as numerous web links 
selected and annotated by staff. For the businessperson, the most 
current corporate information for investment, client list generation and 
job or career needs may be found For those interested in science and 
technology, information on patents, trademarks, industry and military 
standards, selected vendor catalogs, consumer information, health, 
medicine and science fair projects may be located The center houses 
CXJs on microfilm, full text patents on film and CD-ROM, and sever;y 
terminals with Internet access. Two VCRs (for patent searching only)_ 
printed search· tools, and the CAs.is system remain by the 
Science/T eqmology desk. 
For the p<!St 16 years, Dr. Donald Moyer from the Inventors' 
Council conducted workshops on every second Saturday of the 
month. Starting this year he has decided to present them four times: 
January, March, September, and November. We've been very lucky to 
have Dr. Moyer's professional services pro lun 
Last year three workshops were presented to librarians from 
outside the system. In March, the Chicago Area Science/Technology 
Librarians Group had a meeting in the BST Division, where, among 
other items on the agenda, a lecture on patents and trademarks was 
presented. In August, the reference staff of the Dundee Township 
Public Library District came for a tour of the division and the patent 
collection. The department also hosted an intellectual property 
workshop for the Subwban Library System in November, which 
resulted in several letters of appreciation from attendees. 
This year, the Chicago Public Library is sending two librarians for 
the PTO conference. They are Steve Schmidt and Marc Conrad 
They look forward to an educational and enjoyable experience in 
Gystal City. 
Best regards, 
-Nita Salutillo 
IICincinnati, Ohio ( 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
My name is Elizabeth Zuelke, and fve been the PIDL 
representative from the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County since 1997. In that year, our patents were moved from the 
Science and Technology Department to our newly established Public 
Documents and Patents Department. Our department handles all the 
federal depository documents from PTO as well as the Government 
Printing Office. We've been a depository for PTO since 1871 and for 
GPO since 1884. We select over 92% of what GPO offers (and it 
used to be more), so we have a large collection of documents. rm the 
assistant subject department manager in a department of 5 librarians, 3 
full-time and 2 part-time public service assistants, and 4 shelvers (1 
full-time and 3 part-time). 
We must be honest and say that the amount of patent and 
trademark information now available on the Internet has hurt our 
business. On the other hand, we did have some unique opportunities 
in 1999 to promote our great collections and the services we provide. 
For three months we were given some prime display space in our 
main library to promote our patent collections. We had nine display 
cases featuring local patents, historic patents, celebrity patents, foreign 
patents, trademarks, and other resources we provide. We were able to 
get some interesting local product samples from an independent 
inventor. Procter and Gamble loaned us the first Pampers® package 
and the first Pringles® package. We had a lot of fun assembling th 
display and people found that patents and trademarks could b 
interesting and entertaining. 
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Another opportunity to publicize 
ourselves arose when a local 1V news 
station decided to do a "Consumer 
Alert" series on invention promotion 
firms. They came to the librazy and 
shot about an hour's worth of footage 
that ended up being about 30 seconds 
of airtime for us. Luckily our short 
time on the air did include me 
explaining some of the reasons people 
might want to do a patent search at 
the library. While the reporter wanted to be filmed in our extensive 
bound paper patent stacks, fortunately I was int~ewed in front of a 
computer terminal so people would know we have ~n~ered the 
electronic age. I learned that reporters get to repeat their ~es over 
and over until they get them right for these filmed stones, but 
interviewees have to get it right the first time. We did notice some 
increased business after this set of news stories aired. 
In addition to the above promotional activities, we continue to 
promote our programs through our local inventors' council newslett~ 
and website. When the local chapter held an event on our mam 
downtown square, we participated, passing out lots of brochures and 
bringing in some new patrons. 
We continue to hold bimonthly patent search training workshops 
called "The Power of Patents". We reached 95 people in 1999. This 
year we also offered bimonthly Internet training programs for 
inventors. Some technical difficulties with our computer network's 
firewall made the PTO website inaccessible to our patrons for awhile, 
so we abandoned our Internet programs temporarily. We are now 
incorporating some of the web material into our regular search training 
sessions. Our department conducts training sessions for our st:tff on a 
weekly basis. We find regular sessions keep us on our toes and 
prepared for those difficult government information questions that 
come up all too often or else not often enough for everyone to 
remember how to answer them. We make training handouts which 
staff can refer to later when needed. Many of our sessions come from 
information gathered at the annual seminar in Washin_gton. 
Researching foreign patents is a popular training topic in our 
department. We had a multi-part Uiining program for o~_staff that 
included a review of a bibliography we completed of our Bnush Patent 
holdings. Last year we brought a huge collection of l?ap~r Brit_ish 
patents out of storage. Since this is an un_~taloged ~llectton mcluding 
patents in some form from 1640 - 1985, 1t ts really tmportant that staff 
understand what we have. We spent some time this year binding and 
repairing many of the volumes. Just when we ~ought we had a grasp 
on the entire collection, hundreds of huge folio volumes of patent 
drawings were discovered stored at one of our branches. We are 
hoping to catalog this collection so that research~ can know about 
the information we have. Our thanks to the Milwaukee PTDL for 
giving us some index volumes we were missing and they were 
discarding. 
I won't be attending the training seminar this year in Washington, 
although I remain the PTDL representative and the representative for 
Region 7 in the PTDIA. In my place will be our department manager 
John Graham. fm sure he will enjoy the seminar as m~ch ~ I have 
and will be impressed with what a great bunch of libranans the 
attendees always are. 
- Elizabeth Zuelke 
IClemson, South Carolina 
R.M Cooper Library, Clemson University 
We became a Depository in 1992, largely due to the efforts of 
Martha Lyle in convincing the powers that be that being a PTDL was 
a valuable service. Once committed, everyone from the President on 
down has been extremely supportive of the program, and we can't 
imagine campus life without our patent searchers. When Martha left 
demson to pursue life in the colder clime of Philadelphia, I became 
the primary PTDL contact, by virtue of my past experience at the 
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. This fertile training ground prepared 
me for many of the situations that would arise with searchers later on. 
We are a central library system, so our PTDL is located right in the 
center of the Library, which is right in the center of the campus. We 
are seeing increasing numbers of faculty and student sear<:hers as t~ey 
are fmally stumbling upon us. (Does anyone else fmd 1t frustratmg 
when a faculty member says, "Oh, I never knew you were here," even 
though we have been sending e-mail messages, and memos, and 
promotional flyers, etc. for years?Q Research is a very important part 
of the demson experience, and patent activity plays an integral role. 
demson is regularly among the top 25 universities in the United States 
in terms of revenue from intellectual property licenses. We have 
forged strong bonds with the Technology Transfer department on 
campus, and I am an ex officio member of the Intellectual Property 
Committee, which discusses patenting issues. 
But we do not neglect our public patrons. Anyone who battles the 
parking and the steady stream of students will be rewarded_ by expert 
assistance from a well-trained member of the Reference Urut. We are 
experiencing an increase in telephone queries, so we're all dealing with 
the types of questions that the Internet raises. While we still encourage 
our patrons to make the trek to demson, we are also becoming very 
familiar with www. uspto . gov. I have tailored some handouts on 
searching the several files and downloading the AlternaTIFF viewer, 
which I have shared with our staff and government documents 
librarians across the state. I even presented a poster session (thanks to 
the nifty CD-ROM we got at last year's conference) on the USPTO 
website. 
On a final note, the Library and the Faculty Senate have oooperated 
to mount an exhibit showcasing several famous demson inventions. I 
was able to borrow "The demson Camshaft" which was destined to 
be installed in a 
Jaguar. Forthe 
uninitiated, it is 
an essential 
engine part 
that increases 
performance 
and gas 
mileage. 
I also have a prototype of a hip prosthesis that has been beneficial 
in improving hip replacement surgery across the country. The 
University is planning a dinner to honor their inventors, and my only 
comment is It's about time! 
-Jan Comfort 
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ICleveland, Ohio 
Cleveland Public Library 
The develand Public Library has been a PTDL since 1890 and was 
one of the original participants at the first patent training seminar held 
in 1977. The PTDL collection is housed in the Government 
Documents department where we also serve as a Federal Depository 
Library. Sig Weinhold, department head, Robin Gray, Librarian, a 
Library Assistant, and two clerical staff maintain the collection. The 
professional and clerical staff all have more than 15 years of experience 
working with patent and trademark information. Service is provided 
to the public Monday through Saturday, with Swiday operation hours 
during the school year. 
This year's service focus has been on providing guidance in using 
the PTO's website. Staff are busy keeping" patrons informed of the 
site's many changes and enhancements. Staff spent the later part of 
the year familiarizing themselves with the new WEST product as we 
converted from APS. Inherited with the WEST product were 
numerous login problems that kept us from connecting to the 
database, resulting in an increase in referrals to the Internet site. 
-Robin Gray 
ICollege Park, Maryland 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Library 
University of Maryland 
The University of Maryland Engineering & Physical Sciences 
Library has been a PTDL since "B CD" (before Cnssis CD). I had 
been a skeptic, but was won over by the original Cnssis online and 
the PTDL Workshops. They gave us a huge boost for technical 
research. We had the early thrill of that amazing IBM AT 286, our 
fastest computer ever!. 
The Web databases help people find "obvious match" trademarks 
or patents, so we get tougher questions as more people learn about 
searching. Overall business remains steady, as we do more phone and 
e-mail reference. Our main effort is keeping up with changes, with no 
progress yet in networking the impending DVD to our other 2 
Cnssis terminals. 
Mande Putnam helped me an'd Judy Erickson, our former PTDL 
rep., give a PTDL presentation at the Muyland Library Association 
annual conference in Hagerstown last May. 
-Jim Miller 
ICollege station, Texas 
Library Annex, Texas A&M University 
We are now becoming comfortable with our new arrangement and 
our new Annex Building at the Texas A&M General Libraries. Being 
a liaison to the Departments of Engineering Technology, Industrial 
Engineering, Nuclear Engineering, the Haz.ard Reduction and 
Recovery Center, and the Texas Transportation Institute has been very 
rewarding and provided many new opportunities to provide patent 
and trademark orientations to the A&M faculty and staff. At the 
beginning of each semester, I offer open-ended training to the faculty 
and staff of my different departments, and of course, I also include 
training on patents and trademarks. We continue to do one-on-one 
training on how to properly search patents and/or trademarks. SinCy­
the expansion of the patent and trademark web databases th!, 
summer, we have found that many people now like to do their 
preliminary searches through the PTO patent and trademark web 
databases then come into the library to do further research. Kudos to 
the PTO staff for improving the web databases and allowing us to link 
these pages to our library's public access menu. We found that more 
and more people wanted to use the web first then come and see us, so 
we developed links on the library database menu to not only the patent 
and trademark search engines but also to the patent and trademark 
reference resources. We have even created a step-by-step guide on 
how to properly use the web resources to do preliminary patent and 
trademark searches. 
I continued my relationship with our local SBDC and strengthened 
ties with the University's Technology Licensing Office, the System's 
General Counsel office, and our Collegiate Licensing Manager. While 
we continue to see patrons coming in with patent and trademark 
questions, we are seeing more and more people with copyright 
questions as well. In fact, we provided access to two nationally 
televised videoconferences on copyright. I find increasingly that I am 
asked questions dealing with all three areas of intellectual property. 
"Jump Starting the Patent Process," which I published with Senior 
Science Librarian Judy Hart and Science & Engineering cluster Head 
Jeannie Miller, lead to another article. We were invited to write an 
encyclopedic article on the topic from the Enc;dofmia cfLibrary am 
InjmmaJiai Scimre [of course we got permission from editor of Datab:tse, 
now known as £-Content, before we did the article]. Also, Referr,re am 
User Serum Qµarterty published the article written with co-worker 
Wendi Arant-Kasper on "Unlicensed Practice of Law" this spring. W~ 
have had at least two people contact us asking for permission to use 
parts of our article in their upcoming presentations on this topic. 
My electronic newsletter continues to thrive. We send it out 
monthly to the faculty staff students of the Texas A&M and to 
inventors both here in the Braws Valley and across Texas. 
The poster session "Expand Your Mind: Explore Patents," 
presented with Chemistry Librarian, Mary Ellen Teasdale at the 
Annual ALA Conference in New Orleans, was enthusiastically 
received. We had approximately seventy requests for abstracts of our 
session and copies of the annotated patent that we created for the 
presentation. Our idea was to show that students might learn patents 
more easily if compared with journal articles. As a result of our 
presentation, I was invited to give a talk on February 2, 2000 to our 
industrial chemistry class and provide copies of the annotated patent. 
Mary Ellen is still working with patents as a chemistry professor at 
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi, and I appreciated her help with this 
project. One of our ideas was to make this a web-based guide, but 
those plans stalled after Mary Ellen left. However, I am happy to 
report that the web-based version will be completed thanks to the help 
of our new Physical Sciences Librarian, Brian Quigley. 
Because I see these types of teaching guides as the best W:rt to 
reach different disciplines, I am now at work with Life Sciences 
Librarian Gary Church on a poster session for ALA Annual which will 
focus on biotechnology/biology and patents. Gary will be 
accompanying me to the annual Training Seminar this year. · 
This past fall I was asked by the Texas Engineering Extension 
Service [TEEX] to create ,a copyright awareness presentation for the 
TEEX faculty and staff. We just completed the initial training with the 
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TEEX staff and I am working on a draft of an article on our 
. training/presentation. 
We were pleased to have Wes Gewehr and Jane Myers visit us in 
September as part of their tour of the PIDls in Texas. We took them 
to ow- famous Tom's Barbecue restaurant, and although none of us 
had the Aggie Special, a good time was had by all. We 1i;ave them a 
tow- of our campus and a tour of library, after which they met with our 
Science & Engineering staff and later with Assistant University 
Librarian and Associate Dean Charles Gilreath. · 
Later in the month, I was pleased to be invited to speak along with 
Susan Ardis, Esther Crawford and Julia Crawford at the Fourth 
Independent Inventor's Conference held in Ho1J5ton. As part of the 
"Fann Team," we had the chance to tell independent inventors about 
how to search different resources and how to plan their research. We 
also had the chance to talk to some of the iQdependent inventors and 
find out how we can best help them. My hat is off to Donald Kelly, 
Fredrick Schmidt, and Mindy Fleisher for making this program a 
success. 
We are now well into ow- new semester and looking forward to 
another busy and exciting year here at the Texas A&M General 
Libraries. 
- Brian Carpenter 
"We hadn't realized Carpenter was keeping the best 
inventions to himselfuntil it was too late, and now 
we can't do anything about it." 
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IConcord, New Hampshire 
New Hampshire State Library 
The New Hampshire State Library, in Concord, NH, became a 
PIDL in 1996 when it "temporarily" took over the Patent Collection 
from the University of New Hampshire while their library underwent a 
major building project. The "temporary" status became permanent 
and the New Hampshire PIDL is now an integral part of the 
Government Documents Department at the State Library. The 
reference department assists all walk-in patrons, including patent 
searchers. Again this year, we have seen a decrease in the number of 
walk-in patrons and an increase in the number of users of ow-web site. 
To make better use of the space in the patent and trademark 
room, and to make room for the new computer and printer as well as 
print and CD-ROM products, some remodeling has taken place. 
More shelves have been built, countertops have been replaced with 
worktables and we are awaiting a storage cabinet for CD's. Some film 
will be moved to off site storage and act as backup for the CDs. 
In June, at what has become an annual event, I gave a patent 
searching presentation at the Franklin Pierce Law Centers Summer 
Institute class. This class is comprised of international students who 
attend an intense six-week summer course and it is always an 
interesting experience. 
-Diana Degen 
IDallas, Texas 
Dallas Public Library 
Greetings from the Dallas Public Library! 1999 has been an active 
year for staff changes. Johanna Johnson was promoted to Manager of 
the Government Information Center, which houses the Patent & 
Trademark Depository. Mike Miller began as the PIDL Rep. in May 
but will leave the position on Feb. 8 to move to the Texas/Dallas 
History and Archives division (see, Mom, the MA in History was not a 
waste of money!). Mark Gilman, a new librarian at DPL, will serve as 
the PIDL Rep. beginning February 9, 2000. We were wondering if 
three different rep's in one year was some kind of record 
We continue to offer monthly patent workshops taught by local 
Patent Agent Robert Frantz {Actually, he is not so local anymore. He 
moved to Oklahoma City, but he still has clients in the Dallas area and 
continues to volunteer. What a guy!) The programs alternate between 
two formats on a quarterly basis. One format is a one-on-one, 
question and answer session allowing inventors to ask specific 
questions about the patent process and their inventions. This program 
is usually offered in concurrent months. The third month Robert 
teaches a classroom-style presentation called "Protecting Yow­
Invention: An Introduction to Patents and Other Resources for 
Inventors." During this three-how- seminar, he covers patent basics 
and searching. Both programs continue to be very popular and usually 
are booked well in advance. 
The highlight of ow- year was a September visit to our facility by 
Wes Gewehr, Jane Myers, and Martha Sneed The delegation was 
touring Texas PIDls on their way to the Annual Independent 
Inventors Conference in Houston, 1X. They toured our facility, met 
with the Director of DPL, Ramiro Salazar, then we went to lunch at 
Antares, a rotating restaw.int on top of Reunion Tower (the big ball in 
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the Dallas skyline). They seemed to enjoy viewing all the Dallas sites 
from one place, until Texas Stadium came into view. I don't think 
Wes and Jane appreciated the explanation of why there is a hole in the 
roof of the stadium (so God can -watch His team playQ, especially 
because the Cowboys had just beaten the Redskins, in overtime, three 
days earlier. 
-Mike Miller 
IDenver, Colorado 
Denver Public Library 
My Name is Danny Walker. I am a librarian at the Denver Public 
Library (DPL). We have been a patent depository since 1977 and 
serve a metropolitan area of over 2 million people. Our patent 
collection is housed in the Government ~blication and Business 
Department of the library, so things can get very busy on any given 
day. In 1999 we were very active in promoting our patent services. 
Those efforts included holding workshops, a panel discussion and a 
display for Black History Month. 
In May of 1999, we invited Michael White, Jim Arshem, and 
Charlotte Erdmann of the Patent and T rademaik Office to Denver to 
conduct a workshop for local librarians and DPL staff. The workshop 
focused on the use of patent searching material (Oassifo:aticn. In:lex, 
Manual, etc.). The turnout was very good and participants had many 
positive comments to make afterwards. Also, Michael and the others 
gave DPL staff a brief refresher on the classification system and 
international patent searching Gust what the doctor ordered, right?). 
The training was a big help for all of us who work with patent material 
and we appreciate the time and effort Michael, Jim and Charlotte put 
into making it a success. 
Throughout the year DPL conducted monthly workshops on 
patent searching that have been very successful. Although the groups 
are normally small, this enables us to cover more material and get into 
more details about our collection. We have had only positive feedback 
about the training, and we will continue to conduct these workshops in 
the future. Also, in an effort to promote our patent services we held a 
panel discussion that included two local attorneys and three successful 
inventors from the Denver area, all.of whom have used the library's 
services extensively. The workshop turned out to be a HUGE success 
and received tremendous feedback from all who participated. I always 
wondered how these types of workshops would turnout, ours didn't 
disappoint in the least way. 
Finally, for Black History Month, we focused on African-American 
inventors of the past and present, including inventors such as Elijah 
Mct:oy, George Washington Carver, Dr. Charles Drew, Mark Dean 
and many others. The display included large blowup pictures of these 
individuals with copies of some of the patents they received. We 
mounted the blowups on foam core and used strips of African kente 
cloth to accent the pictures. It was very beautiful AND informative. 
We look forward to doing this again next year along with many of the 
other positive things we do for the Denver inventor community! 
-Danny Walker 
._I__ __1owa_________~ (I Des M_01_·nes, 
State Library of Iowa 
The State Library of Iowa became a Patent and T rademaik 
Depository Library in 1988. Our patent and trademark collections, 
workstations, and service desk have their own floor of the library. 
Karon Moll has been the full-time staff member at the patents desk 
since 1993 and many other staff members help out at the desk as well. 
Barbara Corson joined the State Library as a 
Reference/Documents/Patents librarian in September of 1999 and 
will be attending the PTDL Training Seminar for the first time this 
March. 
In the summer of 1999, the entire library 
moved from its location of almost 100 years 
across the building's rotunda to temporary 
quarters while the 'east wing' is being restored 
to its original splendor. The process of 
moving back will begin in the fall of 2000 and 
will take at least two years as each area is 
completed. In the meantime, our patrons 
face many construction obstacles to find us, but we continue to give 
them excellent service when they do! 
Recently, one of two C11ssis workstations for patron use was 
'retired and is being replaced with a computer workstation with 
Internet access to allow our patrons to use the patent and trademark 
websites. 
Our PIDL has added an "Ask a Librarian" button for quick e-maf 
access to our patents staff on the State Library's website, and patroru, 
found this button and began using it immediately. We are also 
working on a PTDL webpage that will give patrons access to 
information about our library and will include hotlinks to useful 
patent and trademark sites. 
-Barbara Corson 
IDetroit, Michigan 
Great Lakes Patent & Trademar1< Center 
Detroit Public Library 
1999 at the Great Lakes Patent & Trademaik Center {GLPTC) was 
a year of change! Celeste Choate left GLPTC in March to take a 
position as an Adult Services Librarian at the Clinton-Macomb (Mich.) 
Public Library. Patrick Boland joined the staff in late October as the 
new Librarian/Specialist. 
As always, technological advances have kept us very busy. As part 
of the partnership agreement with the USPfO, GLPTC was fortunate 
to obtain the Foreign Patent Access System (FPAS). This online 
document delivery system, currently in beta test, allows us to quickly 
access and print international patents from nearly 20 countries. An 
impressive USAPat workstation, complete with high-speed printer and 
five m-ROM jukeboxes, was also provided recently by the USPTO. 
EAST (Examiner's Automated Search TooQ was installed at the 
partnership libraries. EAST replaces APS (Automated Patent System/ 
and provides integrated search and retrieval of U.S. and international 
patent documents. Staff members are learning the intricacies of the 
new system. 
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In cooperation with the Patent Academy, GLPTC also presented 
videoconference seminars for intellectual property professionals during 
1999. "Trademark Tips for Paralegals" and "The Patent Cooperation 
Treaty, Parts I & II" were among the most popular and well-attended 
lectures of the series. 
- Carla Reczek 
IFort Lauderdale, Florida 
Broward County Main Library 
Hi Readers! My name is Eileen Pernicone, and I've been the Fort 
Lauderdale PIDL Representative for three y~, and have worked at 
the PIDL in the capacity of Patent and Trademark Librarian for five. 
I have a Bachelor of Science degree in both Chemistry and Physics, a 
Master's degree in Communications and a second Master's degree in 
Library Science. 
The Fort Lauderdale PIDL has been housed at the Broward 
County Main Library in Downtown Fort Lauderdale since its 
inception in November 1984. Originally part of the Government 
Documents Department, it is currently a part of the Business, Law, 
and Government Department since the reorganiZAtion in November 
of 1996. 
One of the key events of 1999 was the 
passage of the Library Bond Issue. 
Library Bond Issue 
On May 9, 1999 Broward County voters 
chose to pass the $139.9 million bond issue. 
We are already seeing the results. At the 
Main Library our computer connections 
have been rewired. The fifth floor, home of 
the Fort Lauderdale PIDL, has been re­
carpeted with an attractive gray carpet. In the near future, our public 
access computers will be replaced with new, faster ones. Also, we will 
begin to off er remote access for some of the databases to which we 
subscribe. Elsewhere in Broward County, new library buildings are 
being built, particularly in the western locations of the county where it 
has been difficult for services to keep up with the rapid population 
growth. Some existing neighborhood branches will be replaced with 
new libraries, while others will be expanded and renovated. All of this 
new growth makes this a very exc;iting time to be working in Broward 
County. 
1999 Highlights 
• Chris Marhenke 1S the 1999-2000 PIDLA Election 
Committee Chair. 
• In March 1999, Chris Marhenke made a presentation on 
intellectual property to University of South Florida Library 
Science class on government documents at Florida 
International University. He also made a presentation entitled 
"Depository Libraries and Intellectual Property" for SEFLIN, 
the Southeast Florida Library and Information Network on 
August 17, 1999. 
• On April 10, 1999, both Chris Marhenke and Eileen 
Pernicone gave presentations at the annual Inventors Society 
of South Florida Seminar. Chris' presentation was on the 
basics of intellectual property and on JYIDLs, and Eileen's 
presentation was on how to search for patents and trademarks 
using C11His. 
• A successful and exciting Invent Broward 1999-2000. 
Hundreds of invention models from Broward County area 
elementary schools were brought in for display on the sixth 
floor of the Main Library. Again, Beth Zickar, programming 
coordinator at the Main Library, has done a great job in 
putting together this program, which includes a showcase of 
the inventions and a reception for th~ participating students 
and their parents and teachers. Chris Marhenke spoke at the 
reception and led the children in th·e traditional inventor's 
cheer. 
• Both Chris Marhenke and Eileen Pernicone have conducted 
PIDL tours for elementary and middle school students 
respectively. 
• Eileen Pemicone has presented a workshop for the public 
entitled "Your Patent and Trademark Librarian Goes to 
Washington: Highlights from the 22nd Annual Patent and 
Trademark Depository Library Training Seminar on July 27, 
1999." Eileen is currently working on a brand new 
presentation entitled "Copyright for the New Millennium," 
which will be presented on February 22, 2000. 
• Eileen Pernicone continues to publish articles in the /mmlIJrS 
Society ofSouth Flmila Newsletter on current topics of interest to 
inventors, including important USPTO news made public on 
their website. She has published an article on Dewey and 
Superintendent of Documents classification systems that 
recently appeared in the Centennial Issue of PDS Dira:tms. 
• Ourweb site should be up by the time of the conference. 
- Eileen Pemicone 
IGrand Forks, North Dakota 
Chester Fritz Library, University of North Dakota 
Deborah Hanson was hired in September to take the position 
vacated by Victoria Peterson in April. Although Victoria was gone, 
Nancy Mulhern, who is the supervisor for Patents, Documents, and 
Periodicals, provided training. 
Everyyear the PIDL participates in Marketplace, which is held in 
Bismarck in January. This year a handout was developed for the class, 
"Patent and Trademark Searching on the Internet." Because of the 
rural nature of our state, many people find it difficult to travel to the 
JYIDL, so Internet access has increased the number of calls to have 
someone talk them through a search on the USPTO web page. 
The last couple of months there have been many requests for 
trademark searches for "Lewis & dark". The upcoming 
commemoration of the Lewis and dark Expedition (the trail runs 
through North Dakota) has prompted many North Dakota businesses 
to include "Lewis & dark" in some aspect of their marketing. 
However, as reported in the Grand Farks Herald on February 10, 2000, 
it seems that the New England Confectionery Company (NECCO), 
makers of the dark Bar, have a problem with this trademark. 
Recently the attorney for NECX::O sent a letter to a small candy 
company in Mandan, ND, demanding the forfeiture of their trademark 
and that the sales of the Lewis & dark Bar be continued "only with 
severe restrictions". With the intervention from Senator Dorgan, 
NECCO has backed down somewhat but it still has not been resolved. 
Nancy Mulhern has been involved with the PIDL in Grand Forks 
since its beginning in 1990. She has decided to move to Madison, 
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W1Sconsin and her loss 
here will make my job 
more difficult as she 
often answers ·questions 
and offers S1,Jggestions as 
to where to'look next.. 
® 
-Deborah Hanson and Nancy Mulhern 
IHartford, Connecticut 
Hartford Public Library 
Hartford Public Library was designated a PTDL in October 1997 
and Mary Albro was appointed the PTDL representative. Initially, the 
PTDL was part of the Business, Science and Technology Department 
but, recently, the Library's subject departments were combined into 
Reference and Adult Services. All reference librarians have been 
trained to provide assistance with the collection. Robert Chapman, 
Susan Kaehrle, and Kellie O'Donnell have had the opportunity to 
attend a PTDL training seminar with Mary. Bob and Mary are 
attending ~e Seminar again this year. 
Last year, Mary gave ·a well-attended presentation about patents to 
librarians of the Capitol Region Library Council Reference 
Roundtable. This year, the group will return for a presentation about 
trademarks. In addition, Kellie and Bob recently conducted in-house 
training for librarians and support staff. 
In October 1999, Hartford Public Library and the City of Hartford 
broke ground for a major Library expansion. When the addition is 
finished, we will move into it, while our existing building is renovated. 
Upon completion of the renovation, we will move into the new 
facility. The entire project is scheduled for completion in 2003. Due 
to the need for a construction wall, a large amount of space has been 
lost in the existing structure, which required the relocation of various 
collections, equipment, and staff. So far, the area occupied by the 
PTDL collection has escaped unscathed. The same cannot be said of 
the area occupied by the PTDL representative, who keeps several 
packing boxes near at hand 
-MaryA/bro 
IHonolulu, Hawaii 
Hawaii State Library 
Charles King attended the Annual PTDL Training Seminar in 
March, snow and all. The Friends of the Library of Hawaii provided 
Charles with a $1,500.00 continuing education grant, which did not 
cover all his expenses, but it was more than we can expect in 2000 
which is zero. 
In May, Jan Tawarahara participated as a judge for the Invention 
Convention coordinated by the Honolulu District Office of the 
Hawaii Department of Education. She examined third grader 
inventions designed to solve third grader problems. 
Also in May, Wes Gewehr, Administrator for Information . 
Dissemination, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, visited the Hawaii 
State Library. The trip was the first visit to the islands for Wes and his 
wife. Wes received the traditional flower lei greeting, met briefly with 
members of the Board of Education and representatives from other 
state agencies, and took the five second tour of the Fedeny 
Documents Section. We are small but mighty. Charles and Jan treatel. 
Wes to lunch and returned him to the Ala Moana Hotel with a gift of 
macadamia nut candy. 
In July and September, Jan Tawarahara presented a brief 
introduction to PTDL resources at the Hawaii State Public Library 
System branch heads meetings on Oahu, Hawaii (Big Island), Maui, 
and Kauai. 
In August, Janice Baker, Librarian, who started in April, revised our 
"Patents, Trademarks, Copyrights" pathfinder. She was inspired by 
other PTDL brochures and incorporated elements of their design. 
Charles King managed to unpack and install the hefty new C1tHi• 
workstation components with some assistance from our custodial 
staff. Chad.es worked through some initial software problems, and 
CH•i• is now alive. Charles also relocated the public Internet/CD­
ROM workstation from behind the reference desk to in front of the 
reference desk for better visibility. We have used the Internet 
workstation to access APS using WFST, but the log on procedure has 
been daunting. We also finally have a graphical interface to the 
Internet on our reference desk after years of text-based interfaces. We 
are slow but steady. 
As I write this, it is about 
78 degrees inside and outside. 
Our air conditioning system is 
not working well. Maybe it 
will feel cooler if I think about 
snow and ice. 
With warmest regards, 
-Jan Tawarahara 
IHouston, Texas 
Fondren Library, Rice University 
Patent and trademark services at Fondren Library are divided 
between two different departments. The PTDL services at Fondren 
Library are a part of the Government Publications and Microforrns 
Department. Esther Crawford is the new PTDL Representative as of 
June 1999. Denise Arial joined the staff in November as a 
Government Information Librarian. Denise will be teaching some of 
our patent searching classes along with Fannie Haynes, Brian 
Rossmann, and Esther Crawford. We offered 33 patent searching 
classes in 1999. Other staff members in the Dept. include Aniqua 
Colbert, Ann Bazile, Doralyn Edwards, Mary Hill, and Ruth Stiles. We 
all provide assistance in the patent and trademark searching room and 
in the government publications and microforms areas of the library. 
Our partnership facility, the South Central Intellectual Property 
Partnership at Rice (SCIPPR), is a separate department offering fee­
based services including the very successful videoconference seminars 
offered through the PTO. This year SCIPPR migrated from APS to 
the EAST (Examiners Automated Search Too~ system for paten 
searching. SCIPPR, the third PTO partnership office, opened in 1998 
and is staffed by Barbara Kile, Director and Brian Rossmann, Patent & 
Trademark Information Specialist. 
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SCIPPR and the PfDL at Rice participated in the Fourth 
Independent Inventors Conference held in Houston in September. 
Barbara Kile and Esther Crawford were members of a panel 
discussion on PfDL services and resources at the Conference. Brian 
Rossmann made a presentation at the Texas Library Association 
District 8 Meeting on "Introduction to Intellectual Property: 
Searching Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights on the WWW." 
Barbara Kile traveled to Krakow, Poland in January to present a paper 
on "Historical Precedent for Intellectual Property Protection" at the 
eighth BOBCATS$ Symposium. Brian Rossmann coordinated an 
interesting and popular library exhibit on patents featuring patenting 
activities by Rice University faculty. The model exciting the most 
comment among viewers featured a jaVfbone incorporating 
Poly(propylene fumarate), patent no. 5733951, invented by Rice 
Bioengineering Department faculty member Antonios Mikos and his 
PhD candidate Richard Payne. 
5,733,951 
Poly(propylene fumarate) 
Inventors: Michael Yaszemski & Richard G. Payne, San Antonio, 
TX; Antonios G. Mikos, Houston, TX 
Issue date: March 31, 1998 
Denise Arial and Brian Rossmann will be exhibiting PfDL and 
SCIPPR information in a booth at Small Business Success 2000, a 
motivational conference for small business owners in the Galveston, 
Texas area in February. 
Planning is underway for a major building renovation over the next 
several years. The space currently housing the PfDL at Fondren will 
be demolished in spring/summer 2001. The PfDL will move to a 
temporary location in the building until construction is completed. 
- Esther Crcnvford 
IJackson, Mississippi 
Mississippi Library Commission 
I am Indira Bhowal, the Government Services Manager at the 
Mississippi Library Commission. I have been responsible for the 
Patent & Trademark Depository Library Program and the Federal & 
State Depository Program for last two years. Lawrence Smith, the 
Patent Technician, has been associated with this service for more than 
a year. Velma Champion, the Information Services Director, has been 
with the program from its incepti~n in 1990 and provides support for 
our team of two members. 
The Mississippi Library Commission became a Patent and 
Trademark Depository Library in 1990. This program is housed in the 
Government Services area of the library. 
The year 1999 was an eventful year for the Jackson PfDL. 
The Mississippi Small Business Development Center and the 
PfDL co-sponsored the Mississippi Inventors' Conference, "Ideas to 
Dollars," in October on the campus of the University of Southern 
Mississippi in Hattiesburg. The PfDL staff exhibited and 
demonstrated online patent and trademark searching to exhibit goers. 
Those who visited MLC's booth received brochures, cups, caps and 
pens, all imprinted with the P1DL logo and our new toll free number. 
They also registered to win door prizes. Attendance was high and 
while most were from Mississippi, there were some from as far aw.iy 
as Utah and Canada. 
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I presented the first program of the new millennium for the Society 
of Mississippi Inventors meeting in January. The program consisted 
of an electronic slide presentation on the collection and services of the 
P1DL. The local newspaper, 1he Oarm Lr:rfw, carried an article the 
following day, "An inventive mind is a terrible thing to waste," which 
highlighted SMI, Mississippi inventors and the Library Commission. 
In cooperation with the Society of Mississippi Inventors (SMI), the 
P'IDL worked on a project to identify Mississippi inventors. The 
Patent Technician made copies of front pages of all patents issued to 
Mississippi inventors from 1969-1999. The SMI displayed copies at 
the annual Mississippi State Fair in October. This is one of the first 
steps in SMI's future plans for a Mississippi Inventors' Museum. 
The P'IDL conducted a patron satisfaction survey of the P'IDL's 
collection and services during the month of J Wle. Patrons responding 
indicated a 100% satisfaction rate with the service they received. 
An attorney who is also the editor of the Hinds County Bar 
Association was so pleased with the services of the P1DL that he 
offered to include an article in an upcoming issue of their newsletter. 
"Mississippi Library Commission Provides Attorneys Free Patent and 
Trademark Resources" appeared in the December 1999 issue of the 
newsletter. 
Mississippi's latest patent success 
story is Buddy Jenkins. He was featured 
in the January/February issue of lmmtrJrs' 
Dig3t, "How Buddy Jenkins locked up 
the trailer hitch market." In his interview 
with Joanne Hayes-Rines, Jenkins noted 
that he did a patent search at the Patent 
and Trademark Depository Library in 
Jackson. 
- Indira Bhowal 
IKansas City, Missouri 
Linda Hall Library 
The Linda Hall Library in Kansas City, MO, is a privately endowed 
library that is open to the public. Just walk in the front doors! We 
maintain a special collection in the sciences, engineering, and 
technology. The library has been a patent depository since it opened 
in 1946. 
At the beginning of 1999, the Reference Department gained two 
talented and experienced staff members. Christine Taft came to us 
from a large, local medical school library, the Dykes Library at the 
University of Kansas Medical Center. Her biology background has 
quickly made her one of our valued subject specialists. 
Christine's main responsibility is assisting in our fee-based Search 
Service, conducting literature searches for patrons. She also brings 
expertise in web design and development. 
Christine has been an amazingly quick study in the PTDL program. 
She assists patrons in an easy, comfortable manner when she's on the 
Reference Desk, and conscientiously double checks with other staff to 
insure she provides accurate information. 
Nancy Green came to us from the Engineering Library at 
University of Texas at Austin. Nancy was fortWlate to wo.rk for Susan 
Ardis, one of the P'IDL program's "grande dames." Susan developed 
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the PTDL depository at urs Engineering Library, which received 
depository status in 1983. 
In addition to Nancy's PTDL experience, she brings a creative flair 
to the Reference Department. We refer to her as our department's 
"Martha Stewart." She took the initiative to develop theme- style 
patent displays. These include poinsettia patents for Christmas and 
trademarks with hearts, angels, and cherubs for Valentines Day. The 
feedback has been very positive. 
Nancy's special responsibility is for the library's Education 
Outreach Program. She frequently includes patents and trademarks in 
her programs and tours. She is also quick to lend a helpful hand to 
our walk-in PTDL patrons. Needless to say, rm delighted she's here. 
Nancy also has impressive web skills, having developed extensive web­
based patent and trademark tutorials for PTDL users. These are 
available on the UT Engineering Library's web site. 
Challenges: One of the challenges that our library faces is that of 
rapidly decreasing shelving space. We have installed a lot of compact 
shelving in the last year and will continue to install more in the future. 
Looking forward to seeing you all in March! 
- Shannon Stipe 
ILittle Rock, Arkansas 
Arkansas State Library 
The Arkansas State Library was designated as a Patent Depository 
Library in January 1985. It was a great example of several actions 
merging into one great result. A former Arkansan, Marguerite 
Terbush, who worked in the PTO Scientific Library, had heard 
Governor Bill Clinton speak about economic development. 'A few 
years later, she wrote him about Carole Phillips (Shores) and the Patent 
Depository Library Program. 
Governor Clinton asked the newly established Arkansas Science 
and Technology Authority to check into requirements, costs, etc. A 
few months later, Mary attended an "Accessing Patent Literature" 
seminar while in Dallas for AIA Carole asked to meet her after the 
seminar and talked about the possibility of the State Library becoming 
a depository, since there was not one in Arkansas. The information 
was given to Frances Nix, State Librarian, and the seeds were planted. 
Ms. Nix planned to submit a budget request to be considered during 
the next Legislative session, which would have given a year to plan for 
this service. Because of all the previous correspondence, the State 
Library was given the money to purchase the 20-year backfile and to 
fund a reference position. · 
Governor Clinton received the letter from Ms. Terbush in January 
1984 and the Arkansas State Library was designated in January 1985. 
The depository was assigned to State Library Services, which includes 
Reference, Interlibrary Loan, Circulation and physically houses all 
collections, including Federal and State Documents. Within two years, 
the entire backfile was purchased. We have been fortunate to have 
had two State Librarians and two area directors who view this service 
as essential, and have been willing to commit financial resources to 
keep it visible. . 
The Reference Staff consists of three librarians who assist patrons 
using the Patent and Tradernark Depository. They assist in workshops 
sponsored by the State Library, the Small Business Development 
Center or other interested groups. Patent and trademark searching 
assistance is only one area of responsibility for the reference librarians 
Debbie Hall came to the state library in 1986 and has the 
responsibility for supervising the maintenance of the information files 
for the depository, in addition to reference duties. 
Ola Flucas has worked in State Library Services since October 
1992, when she moved from O>llection Development to Reference. 
Ola has responsibility for supervising the Government Documents 
collections, in addition to reference duties. 
Elizabeth Danley started working at the State Library last March, 
during the PTDL Seminar. She is responsible for maintaining CD­
ROM collections and full-text online services. Elizabeth recently 
completed her PhD., so she is accustomed to having to absorb lots of 
new material quickly. 
This past year Mary and the three reference librarians participated 
in workshops, "Selling Your Ideas: Patents, Trademarks & 
Copyrights", held in various cities around Arkansas. These workshops 
were arranged by the UALR Small Business Development Center and 
conducted by two local patent attorneys. 
Workshops are being offered again this year with two new cities 
being added. There will also be a workshop on Intellectual Property 
held in Little Rock March 28th (right after Annual Seminar©). 
-Debbie Hall 
1 Los Angeles, California 
Los Angeles Public Library ( 
Online access to and public demand for 
intellectual property data have grown~ substantially since the last publication of the P'IDLA News/etJer-. Both factors have 
impacted our public service at the Patents~ Desk of the Los Angeles Public Library. 
Library Assistants and clerks who work at the 
desk spend more time giving instructions either on the telephone or to 
patrons in person about database availability, content and search 
techniques. We continue the program that was implemented in 
October 1998 to train a few Library Assistants from other subject 
departments to work at the Patents Desk. David Cerlian from 
International Languages has been most helpful especially filling in on 
weekend and evening shifts. Rita O>tton continues to supervise the 
Patents Desk. Both she and Juliette Chastang are instrumental in 
training new staff in intellectual property. 
Elizabeth Arreola of the Office of Civil Rights O>rnmunity 
Services Program ended her fellowship with us this year. We 
appreciated her intelligence, positive attitude, honesty and application 
to working with the public and the vast variety of jobs assigned to her. 
People have come and gone. For the moment, we are fully staffed. 
Los Angeles Public Library continues to do extensive outreach to 
the user community, primarily through programs held in the Library's 
Mark Taper Auditorium usually scheduled on Saturday afternoon once 
or twice each month. Speakers from a variety of organiz.ations in th 
community donate their time. Our programs attract audiences from 
50 to 200 people, depending on the topic (and the amount of advance 
publicity). Some topics have been: "The Business of Inventing;" 
"From Patents to Profit;" "Really Big Ideas: Protecting Trade Secrets;" 
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"Business Plans in the Information Age;" "Cashing in on Your Great 
Ideas;" and a variety of other interesting subjects. At the Los Angeles 
Tunes Small Business Strategies Conference, held at the LA 
Convention Center in September 1999, we shared an exhibit booth 
with a community organization. And, once again, we co-sponsored 
the Los Angeles Intellectual Property Law Association's annual 
Washington and the West symposium in January. These outreach 
activities and an information webpage, which we keep up to date, 
(http: www. lapl. org) are verywell known in our service area. 
- Helen Haskell and Billie Connor 
ILouisville, Kentucky 
Louisville Free Public Library 
This is the Annual Report by Rae Shepherd-Shlechter, Patents and 
Trademarks, Government Documents, and Business Llbrarian at the 
Louisville Free Public Llbrary. Our Patents/Trademarks Collection is 
located right across from the Business Information Desk, and that 
reference desk fields most of the questions that come up concerning 
patents and trademarks. The collection (we started in 1988) is available 
all the hours that the Main Llbrary is open. Main Llbrary hours are 
Monday through Thursday, 9:00am to 9:00pm; Friday and Saturday, 
9:00am to 5:00pm; and Sunday, 1:00pm to 5:00pm during the school 
year. 
This year we have been 
fortunate to receive a large Gates 
grant, and with the money the 
library has raised from private 
donors, LFPL has built computer 
labs at the Main Library and three 
other branches. It has been 
wonderful to use the Main lab to 
train people in all the ins and outs 
of the PTO website, and yes, I love 
the "Inventor Resources Pages. 11 
We have had some changes in staff with our local Small Business 
Association, and Michael Ashcroft, the new director, has aggressively 
pursued ways to help local inventors. He is working currentlywith the 
Speed Engineering School at the University of Louisville to help 
inventors with the building of prototypes. Right now, we have in place 
a relationship with the Center· for Robotics and Manufacturing 
Systems at the College of Engineering at the University of Kentucky at 
Lexington. Any inventor in Kentucky who needs help with building a 
prototype in Robotics can get help from this program. Exciting times. 
More good news for Louisville: the late Henry Vogt Heuser, Sr. 
left $5 million to create and perpetuate the Vogt Invention and 
Innovation Awards. The award will be an annual $250,000 prize to 
inventors and entrepreneurs who develop ideas or products into 
successful businesses in the Louisville area. 
I got brave this year and took the show on the road. At the fall 
meeting of the Kentucky Libr.uy Association, I presented a training 
session on patents and trademarks and what our PTDL can do for 
Kentuckians. I plan to offer this session again at a future conference. 
We also advertised the collection at the Inventors Forum at Sullivan 
College, whose head librarian happens to be Charlie Brown, and yes, 
he is still the champion of patents and trademarks in Louisville. 
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Once a month we conduct a patents/trademarks workshop on 
Saturday mornings when parking is free, and we have had good 
newspaper coverage and good attendance this last year. We have an 
average attendance of 9 to 12 people per session. To help get the 
work out, we are currently jazzing up our local PTDL website and 
working to get it linked to the Kentucky Commonwealth Vutual 
Llbrary. Take a look at KCVL through Louisville Free Public Llbrary's 
website, www. lfpl. org 
-Rae Shepherd-Shlechter 
ILubbock, Texas 
Texas Tech University Library 
I have now been a PTDL Representative for a year, and I am 
assisted at times by David Stoune, who is a fellow reference librarian 
here at Texas Tech, as well as by our documents staff. 
Our Patent and Trademark Offices are housed in the newly 
renovated Government Documents/Maps Department. In the fall, 
with the arrival of the new furniture, the room was re-arranged to 
provide a better flow of finding the various disks and assisting patrons. 
We finally got Internet access inside the patent room. Before, one had 
to go to our public terminals. 
Texas Tech has been a PTDL since 1994. We also volunteered to 
house German patents in 1999. 
This past year, we have been occupied with renovations to the rest 
of the building. If any of you have been involved with major 
renovation, you know what a truly awful situation that can be. It has 
slowed down some of my plans. 
Texas Tech has an Office of Technology Transfer and Intellectual 
Property, and I am planning to meet with the head later this spring. 
After unsuccessfully trying to speak with the business editor of our 
local newspaper, the Awlarrir Jouma/, (don't ask about the nameQ, 
about patent issues, I am going to uy again with more vigor. 
We have noticed more and more people using our patent services, 
and they are coming from communities that are several hours away. 
We need to do more follow up, but some of these people are awfully 
secretive. 
As part of the Library's Strategic Goals, our Government 
Documents/Maps Department will be doing more community 
outreach. This of course affects the Patent and Trademark Office. 
Other than the gentleman looking for the patent that implants a 
tracking device in the brain, we don't have any amusing incidents. I 
make sure I show him how to find things and then leave. He has 
other foibles, and I bet most of you have a patron like him. 
Best wishes to all of you and hope to see you in Washington. 
- Tess Trost 
1 Madison, Wisconsin 
Kurt F. Wendt Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
The Kurt F. Wendt Library serves the departments of engineering, 
computer science, oceanic and atmospheric sciences, and statistics on 
the University of WJSconsin-Madison campus. The University of 
W1SCOnsin has been a patent depository libr.uy since the beginning of 
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the Patent Depository program and a federal depository since 1870. 
Sarah Calcese has been the PTDL representative since 1992, and 
Nancy Spitzer began as a patents librarian in July 1998. Helping out 
on the Reference staff is Anne Vandenburgh, who participates ip our 
patent telephone reference service and with in-person appointments. 
Patents staff have observed some changes in the use of the patent 
and trademark collection this year, and we suspect that the Internet has 
something to do with it. We have worked on updating the patent 
searching handouts and web pages in order to keep up with changes in 
the online databases. We have also been trying to keep one step ahead 
of our patrons on how to search and decipher all the new resources 
for foreign patents on the Internet. In addition, we try to keep the 
Reference staff up-to-date on changes in inform.ttion resources for the 
patents collection. 
Highlights this year: 
- dass session on intellectual property in general and patents in 
particular for the UW School of Lbrary Science course on 
Government Doruments. 
- dass session on the value of patent information for an 
undergraduate credit course given by Wendt librarians called, 
"Technical Information Resources for Engineers." 
- dass session on patents for an undergraduate class in Biological 
Systems Engineering (for the C.Ollege of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences). 
- Poster session on patents at the 1999 Spring conference of the 
WJSconsin Association ofAcademic Lbrarians. 
- Exhibits last Spring on celebrity patents (e.g. Hedy Lamar) for 
National Engineers Week at the C.Ollege of Engineering. This y:ear our 
display includes Afro-American inventors and "WJSconsin 'Ideas," 
highlighting landmark patents by WJSconsin inventors. 
- Helping users find older, historical 
patents for items they've found, such as a 
C.O!t revolver (1836), a Universal movie 
camera from the 30s, solar carbide lamps 
in the 1890s, and design patents for 
1930's California dinnerware. 
Due to major upheaval with 
implementing a new · integrated system 
(Voyager) for the campus last spring, neither Nancy nor Sarah was 
able to attend the 1999 seminar. This year Nancy looks forward to 
attending as a first-timer in March. 
-Nancy Spitzer 
IMayaguez, Puerto Rico 
j General Library, Mayaguez Campus, University of Puerto Rico 
The new century and millennium, depending on your viewpoint, 
brought changes to the staff at the University of Puerto Rico at 
Mayague-z PTDL. Franklyn lrizany, after spending a year as acting 
director of the General Lbrary and three years away from the PTDL, 
returned on January 10. Grisell Rodriguez, who did an outstanding 
job during the year she served at the PTDL, was asked to manage the 
implementation of a federal grant awarded to the General Lbrary by 
the U.S. Department of Education. The successful $500,000 grant, 
which was written by Grisell, provides for the construction of two 
state-of-the-art computer labs for library research and bibliographic 
instruction, replacing old facilities currently in use. OUf 
congratulations to Grisell for her efforts and a job well done. t 
The Mayaguez PTDL stands out as probably the only one in the 
network to be mostly bilingual (Spanish/English) and in a totally 
Hispanic setting on a beautiful 243-acre campus. Although located on 
the western part of Puerto Rico, we serve the entire Island, the 
Caribbean Basin and Latin American countries, from Rio Grande in 
Mexico to Tierra de! Fuego in Chile. Puerto Rico's unique geographic 
location, coupled with the fact of being a U.S. jurisdiction, allow us to 
see ourselves as the bridge between the Americas (North and South), 
and PTO's link to and from South of the Border. 
We are pleased to report that during the past year the Mayague-z 
PTDL remained very active. We provided various orientations, talks 
and guided tours of the Lbrary to on-campus students, professors and 
administrative staff as well as people outside the University. Of the 78 
towns and municipalities that make up Puerto Rico, patrons from 24 
of them visited the PTDL. We certainly look forward to the patenting 
success of some of the inventors who conducted their searches at our 
facilities. ( 
Throughout the year, Franklyn made presentations at the 
Mayague-z Best W estem Resort & Casino, the Ponce Hilton and 
Palmas de! Mar Hotel & Resort as part of Puerto Rico's EPSCOT 
(Experimental Program to Stimulate C.Ompetitive Technology) 
seminars and workshops island-wide. EPSCOT's mission is to bridge 
the gap of science and technology stakeholders through an alliance of 
state and federal governments, the University of Puerto Rico and the 
private sector. 
During the first half of 1999, however, the PTDL staff was 
involved in the planning, coordination and organization of a workshop 
in intellectual property in agriculture, co-sponsored by the University's 
Inter-American Institute for Agricultural Cooperation, in conjunction 
with the governments of various islands in the Caribbean. This was to 
be our first international outreach effort on a grand scale, but 
unfortunately, some of the islands pulled out of the deal at the last 
minute, due to budget cutbacks, and the workshop had to be 
cancelled. 
During this period, a reporter from the local newspaper, El Munti?, 
interviewed Grisell. The full-page article described the Mayague-z 
PTDL, its facilities and services. The article also featured a picture of 
Grisell assisting a patron while he conducted a search. In May, the 
PTDL's brochure was updated to reflect recent changes, and in June, a 
factsheet promoting the Lbrary's services and resources was created. 
In August, Grisell organiud an exhibition at the Doruments & Maps 
C.Ollection of the General Lbrary featuring famous inventions and( 
inventors from both the U.S. Mainland and Puerto Rico. \ 
And, as recently as this past February, Franklyn made a 
presentation at INNOVACON2000 C.Onference and Exhibits in San 
Juan, along with Mary Gome-z from the PTDLP Office, representing 
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Martha This major regional conference, organized by Technology 
Entrepreneurs of Puerto Rico, a non-profit organization of 
businesspeople in high tech-based companies, dealt with issues of 
intellectual property, e-commerce and idea-to-market 
commercializ.ation of products and inventions. Among the well 
known speakers at this conference were .Commissioner Q. Todd 
Dickinson and Governor Pedro Rosello of Puerto Rico. 
As for the coming year, we plan to promote the P1DL more 
aggressively both locally and internationally. We will continue to offer 
workshops, seminars and conferences throughout the state and 
hopefully extend these to neighboring countries as well. Eventually, 
we would like to become a center for all intellectual property matters 
where people can obtain related information add conduct their own 
research. 
-Franklyn Irizarry 
IMiami, Florida 
Miami-Dade Public Library 
John Shipley, who has attended two seminars in the last few years, 
taught our monthly patent searching class and tended our P1DLP 
hardware and software, has transferred to the Aorida Department on 
the second floor of our Main Library. He still assists us from time to 
time in solving computer problems. Though I may continue to teach 
patent classes and be involved in assisting patrons with patent 
questions, a new representative, Arlene Freier, has been appointed. 
She will begin her duties as representative in April. 
- Robert Klein 
IMilwaukee, Wisconsin 
Milwaukee Public Library 
The Milwaukee Public Library is the 
headquarters library for the Milwaukee Public 
Library System as well as for the Milwaukee 
County Federated Library System. The latter 
is compos<:d of 14 suburban libraries in 
addition to the Milwaukee Public Library 
System. 
The Business, Technology and Periodicals Room is a heavily used 
resource area and home to the P1DL program resources. Librarians 
on a rotating basis are available to assist patrons in finding information 
on pure sciences, technology, business, patents, trademarks, statistics, 
census materials, industry standards, and military specifications. The 
library provides a complete U.S. Patent and T raderruuk Collection and 
the associated resources to permit a patent and traderruuk search to the 
point of officially applying for a patent or trademark. Much of the 
research is done on the computer. The computer equipment and 
resources provided by the Patent and Trademark Office (over the past 
years) play a very important role in assisting the individual who has 
little understanding of patents and traderruuks. The oolioe Web 
coverage provided by the PTO is very popular with the regular users 
and is linked through our MPL home page atwww.mpl.org 
The Milwaukee P1DL has been a depository library since 1949, but 
it became very active in the late 70's when Ethan Hurd from the PTO 
called us together for a conference and tour. I remember Carole 
Shores speaking about Bill Lawson's impact on the PTDL program; 
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she was eloquent. Carole said that not only is Lawson one of the 
special people of this world and an inspiration to all of us who are 
involved in the program, but that he made it possible to take Ethan 
Hurd's original concept of service to the P1DL's and develop a 
network of enhanced support. Carol Shores fine-tuned this network 
of service, and it continues to be a model for service to the public 
among government agencies and a proud fulfillment of the PTO's 
constitutional mission: easing access to information fosters creativity. 
This year's PTO network of enhanced DVD-ROM, Digital 
C11Hi• Workstation and Internet applications support has moved us 
into a new era of technology. As MPL moves into the final stages of 
remodeling our public service area, which will be named Business, 
Technology, and Periodicals, the subject matter will stay the same but 
new electronics will play a major role. We are going digital with our 
reader-printers and adding many more PC workstations. Paper copy 
and microfilm will become primarily back-up sources, but will still be 
available for public usage. We have included 20 state-of-the-art PC's 
as a public service training facility. This means that during our annual 
Patent and Trademark Workshops and Seminars, we are able to have 
hands-on demonstrations and instructions through our automation 
network system and the Internet. These sessions have become very 
popular. 
We have seen a new trend among patent and trademark users: they 
are no longer coming in for copies of patents because they are 
available electronically. However, trademark assistance has become 
more popular now than patents. Electronic assistance plays a major 
role in providing good public service and brings information specialists 
back to the basics. 
On behalf of the entire Milwaukee Public Library staff, I would like 
to thank the staff of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office for 
providing APS, C11ssi• <DVD-ROM and CD-ROM) and Internet 
electronic searching capabilities. The results are beneficial in many 
ways that cannot be adequately described by words. The end user 
objectives and goals of the CD-ROM and DVD-ROM project are met 
in all aspects. It is cost-effective, provides hands-on public access, and 
disseminates U.S. patent and trademark information by using the latest 
technology in microcomputers. In conclusion, I have one item on my 
wish list and that is to see in DVD-ROM format a list of patentees 
taken from the "Commissioner of Patents - Report" back to 1790. 
-Ted Cebula 
IMinneapolis, Minnesota 
Minneapolis Public Library and Information Center 
I looked at last year's Newsletter submission and can just repeat the 
part about the Internet siphoning off many of the questions, leaving 
fewer, but more complex ones to keep company with the small flow 
of non-Internet searching independent inventors. 
WEST, the Web-based Examiner Search Tool, which replaced 
APS, has been a great disappointment. The problems of an 
aggravating slow response time and time outs before searches 
complete running drove away all our loyal APS users. We're 
considering moving the WEST workstation to another application. 
The Wall Street.Jatmd and the W~1-bst articles, which must be a 
first for a database, were actually a help in deflecting the anger from us 
back to its source. AARGH. 
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We did, however, continue to have good attendance at our twenty-
six "How To Search" lectures, plus presentations done for engineering 
school students. 
The most complex presentation of the year was a full day seminar 
on June 4th, "Accessing Patent and Trademark Information\ that 
Michael White, Tom Turner, Jim Arshem, and Cynthia Banicki kindly 
did for us. A large, really large, mailing to inventors, technical 
professionals, patent finns, and inventor groups throughout 
Minnesota and western WJSconsin resulted in fifty registrants and 
forty-five attendees. The participants were primarily from the 
Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area, but there was a significant out-of­
state presence. The group was very appreciative, and the program 
highlighted our patent and trademark services. "'Thanks Michael, Jim, 
Tom, and Cynthia. 
I won't be at the conference this year beguse I'm retiring from this 
job at the end of the year. Bill Johnston, who some of you met at a 
couple previous conferences, will be there this year. Be nice to him; 
he's a good guy. 
Thank you all. It's been fun and an honor working with all of you. 
I'm sure our paths will cross at future library conferences. We do 
good work; what a fine way to spend the professional portion of a life. 
- Thomas Smisek 
IMorgantown, West Virginia 
Evansdale Library, West Virginia University 
Hello, I'm Natalie Rutledge, the Coordinator of Reference Services 
for the Evansdale Library at West Vrrginia University. I'm also the 
PTDL Representative for the state of West Virginia. West Vll'ginia's 
PTDL is located in the Evansdale Library, the second largest of West 
Virginia University's Libraries. The Evansdale Library serves the 
College of Engineering and Mineral Resources along with eight 
additional subject disciplines that are taught on the Evansdale Campus. 
Everyone working at the Reference desk has been trained in basic 
patent and trademark searching. I also offer orientation sessions of up 
to one hour to all :first time users. The PTDL wmkstation is located at 
the rear of the library's main floor in full view of both the Reference 
and Circulation desks 
This year the Evansdale Library underwent renovation. Work 
began in 1999 during Spring Break and was mostly completed near the 
end of August. Service to patrons went on with only minor 
interruptions while carpenters, electricians, painters, paperers, and 
carpet layers worked at improving the interior of the three-story 66,380 
square foot structure. The work resulted in a 30-computer, state of the 
art electronic classroom, compact shelving, a doubling of the number 
of computers available for public use, additional study rooms for 
patrons, and new offices for staff. Interruption of services to patent 
and trademark patrons was minimal. 
The paper patent back file, which we received two years ago from 
Science Park in New Haven, is now almost completely unboxed and 
currently occupies all of our compact shelving and a portion of the 
stacks on our second floor. It covers the years 1871 through 1973 and 
will ultimately be housed in our compact shelving and in our soon to 
be completed remote storage facility. 
-Natalie Rutledge 
I I 
Moscow, Idaho (
'-----------------------....J 
University of Idaho Library 
The University of Idaho Library has been a PTDL since the fall of 
1983. Donna Hanson has been the PTDL representative since the 
beginning of our designation. We were fortunate to have some special 
endowment funds available at that time, so we were able to purchase 
our twenty-year backfile of patents, both utility and design, within the 
first two years after our designation. We were very happy when the 
PTO decided to reproduce the complete file of plant patents on 
microfiche for distribution to the depository libraries, and we make 
extensive use of the microfiche. 
From the beginning, we have tried to reach out to the various 
constituent groups within the state and region who have an interest in 
intellectual property. We present two or more patent and trademark. 
searching workshops each year in collaboration with the Small 
Business Development Centers around the state. We also work with 
the engineering, history and archaeological students on our campus 
and at Washington State University as they work on engineering design 
or artifact identification projects each year. 
Among the special collections 
held by the UI Library is a 
collection of photographs taken by 
a photographic studio in Wallace, 
Idaho. This year, the UI Library 
was given an old, large format 
camera that was used in that 
studio. We identified the paten 
that related to that camera, an 
through the support of the PTDL 
Program Office, we were able to 
obtain copies of those patents. 
To celebrate National Inventors Month for 2000, we have 
organized a display of historic patents. We began with the patents 
from a group that were selected to represent the outstanding patents 
of the twentieth century. To these we added the 1871 Idaho patent 
which was given to us by the PTO in celebration of the 125th 
anniversary of the Patent Depository Library program; patents issued 
to UI faculty members; a patent and artifact from one of the successful 
pro se inventors who have used our facilities; and the patent for roof 
trusses used in construction of the UI Kibbie-ASUI sports dome. 
This dome is a large building that has no interior support pillars to 
block the view of spectators. As always, when _we need assistance in 
locating materials or providing support to pro se inventors, we call on 
the PTDL Program Office. We greatly appreciate the support we 
receive from Martha Sneed, Mande Putnam and other members of the 
staff. 
-Donna Hanson 
INewark, New Jersey 
Newark Public Library 
My name is James Capuano. I am a Supervising Librarian in th 
Business, Science and Technology reference division, which houses 
our patent and trademark research collection. The Llbrary has been a 
Patent and Trademark. Depository since the turn of the century (that's 
from the 1800s to the 1900s). My colleagues in the division are: Dale 
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Colston, Simone Galik, Curt Idrogo, Maureen Ritter and Wubert 
Stevens. 
In our reference section, we have the C11ssis Mam ill 
workstation and one other workstation that is devoted to patent and 
trademark sites. A number of other Internet Computers are spread 
throughout the building. In addition, the libr.uy recently opened the 
Victoria Technology Center, which has 18 Internet workstations. We 
direct patrons to this center for patent and trademark pages if our 
Cnssis and Internet sites are in use. · 
Another new computer room is our Technology Training Center. 
This room is set up as a classroom with 10 computer terminals. We 
hope to give patent and trademark classes in th.is room in the Fall of 
2000. 
The libr.uy continues to expand our Internet site (www. npl. org) 
with new links to subject areas and general libr.uy information. 
Patrons can search over 30 subject guides to Internet sites that were 
created by the staff. These guides include the site name, the web 
address (with link) and a description of the content of the page. We 
are in the process of updating the patent and trademark page in this 
section. 
We recently received some gift volumes from a business in the area 
that was closing. One of the reference books donated was: Tradena,k 
Protaticntll1dPraail:e ~oose- leaf- 10 volumes). These volumes should 
aid researchers in the area of trademarks. 
A local donor is promising us a gift of paper copies of the Annual 
Rep:.nt cftk O:.rrmissicner ofPatents/Offe:ial Gazette from 1854-1930. As 
with all "future" gifts, we hope that the volumes arrive and that the 
condition of the 1800s volumes allows them to be used by the public. 
-James Capuano 
IOrlando, Rorida 
University of Central Florida Libraries 
Greetings from the Orlando PTDL. My name is Peter Spyers­
Duran, and I have been the PTDl.P Representative at the University 
of Central Florida (Ua) for the past 3 years. UCF is a rapidly 
growing public research universitywith approximately 32,000 students. 
As the UCF PTDL is part of the Reference Department, all of the 
reference librarians help patrons with their patent and trademark 
research. During the past year we have had several new additions to 
the Reference Department: Donna Goda from Texas A&M 
Internacional University, Mike Gorzka from Wmter Park Public 
Lbr.uy, Linda Colding from Air University, and Eliz.abeth 
Killingsworth from St. Frances Hospital and Medical Center. 
On February 26, 2000, the UCF Libr.uy hosted our Second Annual 
Patent and Trademark Open House. Registered Patent Attorney 
Brian S. Steinberger gave an informative presentation that covered 
non-disclosure agreements, proving conception dates for inventions, 
patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets. UCF Patent and 
Trademark Librarian, Peter Spyers-Duran, demonstrated how to 
conduct thorough preliminary patent research using the Web and 
traditional patent resources available at the UCF PTDL. 
-Peter Spyers-Duran 
iorono, Maine 
Raymond H. Fogler Library, University of Maine 
I'm Nancy Adams, and I've beet) the PTDL Representative at 
Fogler Libr.uy at the University of Maine since September, 1998. I am 
the main contact for patent and trademark information here, although 
librarians Jim Bird and Nancy Curtis provide assistance in my absence. 
The PTDL is housed in the Science .and Engineering Center here in 
Fogler Libr.uy. I work frequently with faculty and students in 
engineering departments who need patents for research, presentations, 
and class preparation, in addition to working with local inventors and 
small business owners. We have been a PTDL since December, 1993. 
I have embarked on a public relations campaign of sorts this past 
year by developing a new brochure advertising our services, getting our 
PTDL onto a Maine business directory site 
(www.mainebusinessworks.com), and creating a content-rich 
website that provides answers to a lot of the questions asked by our 
customers. This includes instructions on setting up the TIFF viewer 
for patent images, step-by-step instructions on using the USPTO web 
trademark database, an explanation of the limitations of patent 
searching on the Internet, and the value of a patent search. The most 
recent section added is about searching for "antique" patents, or "how 
to find out about Great Grandpa Joe's patent." This section has 
drawn several off-site information seekers, including BBC-1V, who 
called for information about the infamous (erroneous) quote, 
"Everything that can be invented has been invented." (After spending 
a half-hour with them on the phone, they still got it wrong on their 
website.) 
Finally, a bill recently put before the Maine State Legislature would 
have an impact on our PTDL. This bill would create a program 
whereby the state would support entrepreneurs by providing 
workshops, invention innovation screening, and legal assistance with 
the patent process. If funded, our campus is a potential home for the 
program office. 
- Nancy Adams 
IPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania 
The Free Library of Philadelphia 
How can a five-day workweek 
seem like a year, but the time 
between newsletters seem like a 
week? 
For the Free Libr.uy of 
Philadelphia, 1999 was a mixed bag 
of good news/bad news. 
Statistically speaking. the Free 
Libr.uy Depository continues to 
lose to the Internet. To counteract this trend, education has become 
the focus, and every effort is being made to get the word out that 
having a trained librarian to assist in patent and trademark searching is 
far superior to a cold, impersonal machine. To help carry out this goal, 
a series of workshops is conducted on a monthly basis. Depending on 
availability of space, three to four workshops are held with the 
attendance ranging from zero to 15. One of the best avenues for 
getting the word out about the library's services has been through the 
bimonthly meetings of the American Society of Inventors. 
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The highlight of the year was a one-day workshop on trademarks. 
The keynote speaker was Paul Fahrenkopf. His presentation on 
trademarks in art attracted an additional audience from two 
Philadelphia art schools. Tom Turner spoke on behalf of the PTO, 
giving an excellent presentation on trademark searching. In addition, 
there were speakers from the Governor's office and the local legal 
community. 
Th~ ·Philadelphia patent depository has basically been a one-person 
operation since its inception, and no amount of begging (and that was 
in the days when the patent collection was extremely busy) could 
convince the administration to provide additional staff. It took an 
automqbile accident in May to finally force the issue. There is now 
another librarian trained and officially assigned to work the patent 
collection while the patent librarian continues to recuperate. Now all 
we need are some patrons for her to help with this new knowledge. 
It has been an arduous nine months of recuperation from the 
automobile accident, but I am pleased to say that throughout it all, I 
have remained "on duty." Before even leaving the emergency room, I 
made sure I took everything I could legally take with me that had a 
patent number. When asked to proofread a deposition which had 
been give to the state police, I made sure that all registered trademarks 
were indicated as such with the infamous ®. (I am pleased to say that 
the state trooper took this bit of "criticism" quite well.) I have found 
the perfect use for the historical copy of the MPEP. It is the right 
height for certain physical therapy exercises. 
It is truly a small, small world, for my occupational therapist is a 
former patron of the patent collection. While working his way 
through college, he worked at the largest patent law firm in 
Philadelphia and frequently used the collection. He has gotten quite 
used to my perusing the cabinets looking for patented items. With the 
exception of the Rubik's Cube®, most of the "toys" used in 
occupational therapy are simply that - toys - and are "obvious to one 
skilled in the art." 
One big positive addition to the patent collection is a new 
department head After several years of enduring a revolving door of 
department heads, it is now a pleasure to have one who is not 
counting the days until retirement, but who is also interested and 
enthusiastic about patents. 
- Betsy Lowther 
IPiscataway, New J~y 
Library of Science & Medicine, Rutgers University 
My name is Ellen Calhoun, and I am the official representative to 
the PIDLP for Rutgers University. My current title is Coordinator, 
New Brunswick Government Publications Processing. This is because 
we no longer have a separate government documents department at 
the Library of Science and Medicine, where I still hang my hat. All 
libraries on the Busch, College Ave, Livingston, Cook, and Douglass 
campuses of Rutgers University (Le., everything except Newark and 
Camden) have been reorganized and are now administered as one 
New Brunswick Library. Of course, the collections are still housed as 
they have traditionally been, in a dozen different buildings. 
The patent collection is still in the Library of Science and Medicine 
where it has been since we became a depository in 1989. The 
microfilm, ills, workstations, and reference titles are all next to the 
reference desk on the first floor. The staff that process the collection 
are now part of New Brunswick Collection Services and report directly 
to the Head of that department instead of to me. I serve in av 
"advisory" capacity. Connie Wu, our Engineering Librarian, is ou 
associate PIDLP representative, and has been on FASP leave this Fall, 
researching U.S. patent activities in China While she was on leave, 
Omnie received two grants - one from the Rutgers University 
Research Council, and one from the United Nations Development 
Program in China All of the reference librarians at LSM provide 
service to our patent and trademark patrons. 
The Rutgers University Libraries - New Brunswick reference 
librarians have recently begun an exchange program where librarians 
volunteer to serve at reference desks other than the one at which they 
are traditionally scheduled So far, no one from an arts and humanities 
or social sciences background has volunteered to serve in the science 
library (LSM). The chair of the New Brunswick Libraries Instruction 
Group has suggested that Connie and I conduct a training session for 
the New Brunswick librarians about patents this spring. We normally 
do have a class each spring and fall, open to anyone who cares to 
attend, held in the electronic classroom at LSM to allow hands-on 
training in CAssis. If time permits, we also visit the USPTO website. 
Patrons visiting LSM 
to use the PIDLP 
collection have two ill­
ROM workstations 
dedicated to patent or 
trademark searching. 
Patrons can make prints 
from the newest 
workstation with the ( 
DVD-ROM at no charge, because we never did figure out how to get 
the copicard unit to work with the printer. This has not been a 
problem so far, because most people are still using the microfilm to 
make prints. This spring, we will also have a printer set up to use with 
our networked computers, so patrons will be able to print from 
Netscape (and hence the USPTO web page). There are about 20 
computers in the reference area for patrons to use for Internet access. 
Many of our patrons pref er to use the USPTO Internet site, and we 
answer many telephone questions about the website and how to access 
it. 
- Ellen Calhoun 
IPittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 
The Science and Technology Department of the Carnegie Library 
of Pittsburgh sponsored three patent searching seminars in the fall in 
Carnegie Library's newly opened William Gates Technology Center. 
The Gates Lab, as we are calling it, has 15 workstations. We limit the 
seminar to 17 registrations; on average about 10 show up. Each 
session has averaged about 25 people who would have liked to 
register. How do you figure out how to register people who will 
actually come to these sessions? 
Our seminars feature searching patents on the Internet and 
CAHi•. Most of our patrons tell us they have already attempted art' 
Internet search and have had trouble manipulating the MttnJ,//1}, </ 
C1ass-ifo:atm online. They can't find the Index to it. They tell us they 
are using word searching as a way to find patents similar to their ideas. 
This must be going on rather universally. 
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last year, Megan Dennis represented the Carnegie Library at the 
Conference. She has moved on to manage a one-person library at the 
USX Corporation. This year, Kimberly Chrobak will represent us. 
Kim joined the Science and Technology Department in March 1998. 
Previously, she had been a Reference Librarian at the University of 
PittsbW"gh's Hillman Library. 
- Dave Murdock 
IPortland, Oregon 
Paul L. Boley Law Library, Northwestern School of Law 
Lewis & Clark College 
The Boley Law Library, 
located at the Northwestern 
School -of Law of Lewis & Oark 
College, houses the Portland, 
Oregon PTDL. Seneca Gray 
continues as the PTDL 
representative, and he was 
recently promoted to Head of 
Reference Services. July 27, 
2000 will be the fifth anniversary 
of our designation as a PTDL, 
after its transfer from the 
Oregon State Library. 
The growth of the web services offered via the USPTO site and 
other websites has cut into the walk-in traffic at the library, as well as 
the fee-based document delivery service for patents. However, we still 
receive many phone calls, and many of those calls result in patrons 
choosing to conduct patent and trademark searches on the web. At 
the same time, we seem to have more patrons who come in with a list 
of patents from the USPTO site and/or the IBM site. They had 
discovered that there were more patents they wished to look at which 
were only available at our library. 
The Law School continues to expand in the area of intellectual 
property. We recently added a second professor specializing 
specifically in patents, and we plan to continue our presence in this 
field As for the library, we are currently negotiating with a local 
attorney to acquire a large donation of Cffe:ia/, Gazettes from 1960 to the 
present. The donor previously gave us his collection from 1872 to 
1960, and the subsequent donation will give us a complete run in print. 
Finally, our law library expansion continues to move toward a 
groundbreaking date. The architecttmil drawings are being finalized, 
permits are being applied for, and we hope to begin construction 
sometime this summer. rm happy to say that the expansion should 
result in a doubling of the space devoted to the Patent & Trademark 
Depository. 
- Seneca JGrtty 
IProvidence, Rhode Island 
Providence Public Library 
Hi, I am Ann Poulos, and I have been the PTDL representative 
since 1991. We have been an official Patent Depository Library since 
at least 1914 ~ say at least, since we have found information in earlier 
Library Annual Reports that mentions the patent collection; we're still 
in the process of researching). I have a new position, Head of 
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Business Services, though I still operate out of the Reference 
Department. We have a new patent assistant, Diane Abutano, who's 
doing a fabulous job taking care of the office. Besides Diane, and 
myself four other reference librarians have additional training to 
hancile patent and trademark requests: Ann Rawlinson, Patricia 
Figueroa, Mark Sweberg and Adam Misturado. We arrange our 
schedule so at least one of us is available while the library is open to 
provide patent and trademark assistance. 
We have noticed a slight decline in our business and are working 
toward performing more outreach. I am especially interested in this 
year's conference to discover some of my colleague's methods. I am 
going to be presenting a seminar in April at the RI. Business Expo on 
researching intellectual property information at a PTDL, so stay tuned, 
and rll let you know next year about its success. 
We are also still working on our Rhode Inventor's Database, an in­
house file that the RI. Historical Society has expressed an interest in 
using. Also, a big thank you to the staff of the Great Lakes Patent and 
Trademark C',enter at the Detroit Public Library for the African­
American Inventors Database. This database has helped us and quite 
a number of students identify African-American inventors. 
-Ann Poulos 
IRaleigh, North Carolina 
D.H. Hill Library, North Carolina State University 
The Raleigh PTDL was busy this past year providing general 
assistance to patent clients and extensive training to staff. A two hour 
introductory training session is held regularly for new staff in the 
Research and Information Services Department of the NCSU 
Libraries where the Raleigh PTDL is located This training was 
offered five times in the past year. Introductory training on 
trademarks was held four times. In addition, two sessions on web 
access to patent and trademark information were presented In 
October, a class was offered to the public entitled "Introduction to 
Patent Searching on the Web". 
We continued to do class instruction for students. The courses 
involved were an industrial design class and two sections of the 
Mechanical Engineering Senior Design course. 
On May 21, 1999 I presented a half-day session on patents and 
trademarks to the Documents Section of the North C.arolina Library 
Association. And in June I attended the annual conference of ASEE 
in Charlotte, NC where I was once again able to see many of my 
PTDL colleagues. 
Progress is being made toward the completion of a web page for 
the Raleigh PTDL. 
-Jean Porter 
IReno, Nevada 
University Library, University of Nevada-Reno 
The PTDL at the University of Nevada, Reno is part of the 
Business & Government Information C',enter, which is housed in the 
Getchell Library. Patrick Ragains is the PTDL librarian, an assignment 
he balances with other responsibilities in collection development and 
library instruction Joanne Guyton manages the incoming mail and 
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most of the daily duties of maintaining the PTDL collection. Joanne 
and Pat, along with the rest of the BGIC staff, including department 
head Duncan Aldrich, Kathie Brinkerhoff, Usha Mehta, Alisa Huckle 
and Sharon Prengeman, assist the public with patent, trademark and 
intellectual property-related information needs. Plans are for another 
member of our staff, Joanne Guyton, to attend the PTDL Seminar 
this year. Please welcome her! 
Over the past year, a number of self-help legal guides have been 
added to the PTDL's reference and circulating collections. While our 
PTDL has long maintained current editions of several popular patent 
and trademark guides, our holdings in intellectual property have grown 
significantly in recent months. Additionally, the floor space available 
to PTDL users has recently been expanded. When reorganized, the 
area will include additional seating adjacent to our PTDL computer 
workstations, patent microfilm, CDs, reference and circulating 
collections, 0G holdings and a collection of earlier patent drawings 
and specifications. 
-Patrick Ragains 
IRochester, NewYork 
Rochester Public Library 
The Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County, located in 
beautiful downtown Rochester, NY, is one of the newest PTDLs. We 
were designated on May 10, 1999 and are still in the process of 
e 
learning all that it 
means. Our 
workstation is up 
and running, 
reference materials 
are .on the shelves, 
and staff are 
learning new 
things every day as 
we help people to 
use the resources. 
The Sciences, 
Technology and 
Health Department, where the Center is located, is staffed by our 
department head, Jeff Levine, myself (Deb Leary), Jay Osborne, Lydia 
Watt, and Mary Seebach. Our Gi;and Opening is scheduled for March 
9th at 10AM. We will have some speeches, ribbon-cutting, homemade 
cookies and (hopefully) a big crowd of dignitaries and the press. The 
party will be nice, but the real rush of being a librarian in a PTDL is 
when that customer brings you the most recent copy of the ex; and 
points out his very own invention! We're looking forward to seeing 
many more as we continue to publicize and expand our services. 
rm really excited about attending the conference in Washington 
and meeting all of the wonderful people who have been providing this 
service for years. My husband claims that rm a charter member of 
Grandmother's Anonymous, so if anyone wants to meet ...we can share 
pictures and hunt down toy stores. Look for me - rll be the lady -vvith 
the knitting who looks lost. See you in Crystal City! 
-Deb Leary 
1....Sacra_me_nt_o,_Cal_ifomia__ _________---f(I 
California State Library 
Since Friday the 13th of April 1979, the Government Publications 
Section of the California State Library has been an official Patent & 
Trademark Depository Library. In 2000, as California enters its 
Sesquicentennial year, our division of the Library leaves behind a year 
of disruption. After 9 months without a director following Tom 
Andersen's promotion, Brent Miller, former Senior Librarian for 
Public Services in GPS, was appointed Head of the section in July 
1999. Brent has been the lead librarian for the PTDL program since 
transferring to GPS in 1991. He has attended 2 previous seminars 
and, as the result of an eleventh-hour resolution, will be attending 
Seminar 2000. 
Alejandro Alvarez, a recent library school graduate joined our 
workforce in May as a California documents cataloger. All technical 
services staff in GPS also provide reference service, and Alejandro 
immediately developed an affinity for inventors. His enthusiasm and 
budding expertise in the PTDL program are much appreciated by the 
less involved staff members. We are in the process of recruiting a new 
Senior Librarian for Public Services and are hoping for a start date 
before May, and, in an ideal world, s/he will attend Seminar 2001. 
In the fall of 1998, the Government Publications team and 90% of 
the State Library's collection was moved to a temporary facility while 
replacement of the 70-year-old stack tower was instigated. That 
project is in the "punch list" stage and the 4 month-long move back 
will begin March 13 (That timing as well as budget complications were 
the impediment to the delayed decision on this year's Seminar). GP 
staff and the majority of our collection will be moving, tentatively, 
during the last week of May, so we anticipate being closed for public 
service beginning May 22 and reopening on June 12. 
During our second year in what became known as the Natomas 
Branch, more patrons found us in our remote Sacramento warehouse 
district and all complemented us on the wonderful parking 
accommodations, something we will never be able to provide after 
returning to our State Capitol annex building. Despite the extra in­
house patrons, we share the familiar experience of losing many of 
them to the Internet and its increasingly extensive coverage of 
intellectual property materials. We're hopeful that when the move is 
behind us and Brent's former position filled later in the year we can 
design various outreach activities appropriate to our depository status. 
-Brent Miller 
ISt. Louis, Missouri 
-1 
St. Louis Public Library 
In July, as part of a "Saturdays at Central" program, I spoke to a 
group of inventors about patent searching resources at St. Louis Public 
Library (SLPL). One of the attendees was a patent attorney who asked 
for several of the packets of handouts to give to his clients. He refers 
clients to the Business, Science & Technology Department (BS!) at 
SLPL to do preliminary searches, and he noted that when they return 
to him after visiting the library, they are better organired and have 
clearer understanding of patents and patenting. 
In August, I shared the podium with Jane Running at the Illinois 
Innovators and Inventors "Midwest Inventors Workshop." It was a 
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great opportunity to discuss the patent search process at a PTDL. I 
appreciated Jane's invitation to do this and look forward to doing it 
again. The Fellowship experience of doing training at various PTDLs 
was excellent preparation for the above-mentioned workshop and for 
other public speaking events since then. 
SLPL offers a W ebref service that directs questions sent to SLPL 
on the Internet to all the departments in the library. We have received 
several patent questions from it and expect that such questions will 
increase due to the continuing popularity of the Internet. 
BST has recently revised its Business Services booklet and "Patents 
and Trademarks" information remains a featured service. BST is also 
listed as a patent search resource in each i~e of the Inventors 
Association of St. Louis monthly newsletter. 
Finally, we have very recently obtained cabinets for the USAPat 
CD-ROMs. They are located near the Cns,-i• workstations and the 
qfo:id Gazettes ofPateniS, so we will no longer have to go to the back 
office to retrieve disks. As of yet, I am not certain how many of the 
USAPat disks will fit in the cabinets, but if there is room, then the 
USAMark disks will go there as well. 
-Carol Giles 
ISalt Lake City, utah 
Marriott Library, University of Utah 
Hi, everyone! My name's Dave Morrison, and I'm the PTDL 
Representative at the University of Utah's Marriott Library in Salt Lake 
City, Utah. I came to the Marriott Library as doaunents librarian and 
PTDL representative in 1987 and have been here ever since. From 
1996 to 1998 I was the Patent Fellowship Librarian at the RTDLP 
Office in Crystal City - one of the highlights of my professional life! -
and currently serve the PTDIA as Chair. 
The Salt Lake City PTDL, located in the Documents and 
Microforms Division of the Marriott Library at the University of Utah, 
was designated a PTDL in 1984. The library has been a GPO 
depository since 1893, and is also a depository library for the United 
Nations, European Union, World Trade Organization, UNESCO and 
the State of Utah. All division staff - including head Jill Moriearty, 
four librarians, two senior staff, and six student assistants - provide 
basic patent and trademark reference services to our patrons. I hanclle 
the more specialized patent and 'trademark reference questions, and 
US documents reference. 
During this past year division staff have provided a steadily 
increasing amount of patent and trademark reference by phone where 
individuals are searching the USPTO Web Patent database and calling 
us for assistance. After a period of declining foot traffic in the library, 
we now see more people coming in again for trained reference 
assistance when searching patents and trademarks. 
The Utah State Legislature has an annual forty-five day session, 
during which all allocations for state funding to higher education are 
made. During this year's session, our library director chose the PTDL 
collection and our electronic business databases to serve as focal 
points for a strategic presentation to the chair of the Legislative 
Committee on Higher Education. The presentation emphasized the 
value of the Marriott Library's collections and the services we provide 
to the public. 
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One thing I did this year that was particularly fun was to create an 
exhibit of patent posters. I selected a number of funny and interesting 
patents from a list that circulates around the PTDLs from time to time 
and used a part-time student with experience using PhotoShop 
software to create posters. Completed images were printed out at 22" 
x 34" and mounted on poster boards then displayed at the library 
entrance. I am currently in the process of using those same image files 
to mount a 'Vutual Display' on our library web pages and hope to 
have that completed in time for the seminar. 
One of our regular searchers came in recently with an issued patent 
and information about a small company that he started here in Utah. 
After researching his ideas at the Salt Lake City PTDL, inventor Hank 
Dehm was issued U.S. Pat. 5,956,881 for his "Dispenser for use in 
treating artificial flies," and started manufacturing his product locally. 
He is selling his invention through local fly-fishing venues and at his 
new website (www . flydry . corn). One of the great things about 
Hank's new business is that as a result of getting his patent he is 
creating business and production opportunities for his family. 
Another great thing is that he purchased a wide variety of materials 
and supplies from other small Utah businesses, and he generated new 
ideas that will lead to additional patent applications! 
5,956,881 
Dispenser for use in treating artificial flies 
Inventor. Henry C. Dehm, Salt Lake City, UT 
Issue Date: September 28, 1999 
16(&) 
'\ 
20 
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Serving as P1DIA Chair this year certainly put more demands on 
my time! I spent more time using email to keep in touch with 
everyone and poll the membership. I made an extra trip to D.C. in 
December for Jane Meyer's retirement and helped plan for the 
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upcoming seminar. Although I'm looking forward to a little more free 
time to do other things at work, I hope to continue as a P'IDLA 
officer in the future. 
• Dave Morrison 
ISan Diego, California 
San Diego Public Library 
San Diego has the distinction of being the location of the f.rrst 
patent issued in the new century Qet's not argue calendars here). 
Appropriately, it's a sun visor (#6,009,555). 
6,009,555 
Multiple component headgear system 
Inventor. Leonard Albert Siprut, San Diego, CA 
Issue Date: January 4, 2000 
10 "i:>. 
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Here at San Diego Public's Patent and Trademark depository, we're 
doing a lot of reference work for people who may never set foot in our 
library. We're trying our best to tell people to do a classification, not a 
keyword, search, and hope that they take our advice. 
Our walk-in traffic is down, but the upside of this situation is that 
library users get to use the computers for longer periods of time and 
don't feel that they are searching under the gun because someone is 
waiting to use the computer. 
We're hoping to acquire an additional workstation to handle the 
copying demands we're expecting with the end of the microfilm era 
Our volunteer attorney still comes at least once a month for an 
informal Q&A session; he is doing a business naming/trad~ 
workshop this month. f 
-Nora Brooks 
ISan Francisco, California 
San Francisco Public Library 
My name is Peter Warhit, and I have been a P'IDL Librarian for 
six months. The Patent and Trademark Center is a large room housed 
in the Government Information Center. We have 5 full time and 3 
half time librarians in our department. San Francisco Public Library 
has been a P'IDL for about 5 years. 
Earlier this year, I set up an exhibit of patents from the tum of the 
century including the original patent for the Chinese take-out box, 
patent # 640,290 entitled "Package for Liquids." I am planning a 
series of classes for the public in patent and trademark searching 
starting in the spring. Beginning in May, we will be inaugurating a free 
monthly patent legal clinic in which a patent attorney and/or patent 
agent will off er legal counseling for independent inventors. The 
counseling will be geared towards inventors and entrepreneurs who do 
not have the financial resources to retain legal counsel and have 
chosen to represent themselves before the PTO. Each participant will 
have 20-30 minutes with the patent professional . 
640,290 
Package for liquids 
Inventor. Amos L. Foreman, Wilmerding, PA 
Issue Date: January 2, 1900 ( 
640;290. PACli&BPOB.LIQ.rqI)S. _AiloaL:l!'oua.lll, Wilmer­
ding, Pa. J1led J~ 3, 1899.. Serial No. 719,2i6. (lfo model.) 
·0/aim.-.A. package for Hqaida oollSisii~i(:of a blaak folded ~ 11 
to forilra box haTing abottom, oppoeite ·aidennd_oppoaite eiida, iafd 
aides aad_ ende being oobnecied by ,,.·ni•e~ly-folded aide tapa, iw.o 
inner ·top 4ape ol eab.et.&ntially th• arel o'f tbe_top. of the box, IIDI . 
.9verlappi.nf the other, and_the inner oue· haTing an ~~mat 8ap which 
ex~nde downwardly and bearw against one end of the box, ·aod &wo 
outer top11ape forming a traDSTenel7-folded coniinaatiou ofthe1ra• 
v'!i,elf-folded side 11ape of the package. · 
-Peter Warhit 
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ISeattle, Washington 
Engineering Library, University of Washington 
We survived WTO! That's all rll say, since 
the media has done the subject to death. 
, The Engmeering Library is one of the 
largest branch libraries in the University of 
' Washington Lbraries system. We have been 
a PIDL Depository since 1977. All the 
librarians and graduate reference assistants who work on our re~erence 
desk are trained to provide patent and trademark . assistan~. 
Increasingly, this reference service is via telephone or e-mail. We still 
have traffic in our Patent & T radernark Research Area, but like a lot of 
PIDLs, the in-person business is certainly down a bit. 
We have 5 librarians in the Engineering Library; we all work the 
reference desk, which serves the entire collection, not just patents and 
trademarks. We also employ library school students from the UW 
School of Library & Information Science as graduate reference 
assistants (currently we have three). Chandra Hell~, a ref~rence 
librarian, trains the reference assistants and works with me m the 
maintenance and coordination of the patent and trademark area 
materials and services. Chandra develops our PIDL webpages. 
Shelby Eaton, our Serials Technician, processes _most of th~ PIDL 
materials. Three other staff work in matenals processmg and 
circulation, in addition to a number of student assistants. 
I have been serving as Acting Head of the Engineering . Libr:uY 
since June 1999. Charles Lord, former Head of the Engmeenng 
Library, is now the Campus Librarian at UW Tacoi:na- Consequently, 
I haven't been able to spend much time on planrung for the .PTDL, 
everything is pretty much the status quo in the patent and trademark 
research area. I am pleased to announce that M~ De?art c_>f the 
University of Kansas.will be the new Head of the Engmeez:ing Library, 
beginning at the end of March. Those of you who_ work m acadeID1c 
engineering libraries probably know M~. rm loo~g forward to not 
having 2 jobs and going back to plain old Assistant Head of the 
Engineering Library! 
I continue to offer "Introduction to Patent Searching" sessions 
each quarter. In May 1999, I present~ a session o~ ~marks at the 
annual meeting of the Washington Library AssoaatJ.on. The short 
PTO video on Trademarks was a hit. Donna Hanson of the 
University of Idaho, Moscow PIDL cover~_patents. Do~ ha~ fun 
using the Koosh ® ball example when explammg patent classificat1.on! 
Also in May, Wes Gewehr visited our library. I enjoyed s~owing 
Wes the Engineering Library, and he was able to meet with the 
Director of the University of Washington Libraries, Betty Bengtson 
(Betty has announced that she will retire at the end of December 
2000). The weather was even nice, if I remember correctly, Wes! 
Finally, as Editor, I want to thank everyone ~or submitting items 
for this JYTDLA Newsletter. The response was terrific! 
P.S. All of Seattle is awaiting the implosion of the Kingdome on 
March 26 to make way for a new football stadium. rn be taping the 
spectacle, as I will be in DC. 
-Christina Byrne 
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ISpringfield, Illinois 
Illinois State Library 
As I started this, I realized that the Newsletter always gets started in 
February. In Illinois that means just one thing - Mr. Lincoln's 
birthday! For almost a whole year, Mr. Lincoln's travelling patent 
model lived in my house, admirably admired by many making a trip 
especially to see it. The PIDL got a surprising amount _of publicity 
from this in newspapers throughout the state, on the radio and even 
on TV. For the first (iJ days it was here, it appeared on ISL's web 
page. Without a large population base imrn~t~ at_ o~ door, this 
kind of promotion is very important to the entJ.re lllStitutlon. When 
the patent model left in early December 1999, it left a void in all of our 
hearts, even though I didn't actually organize the entire staff to wave 
white handkerchiefs fondly at the truck carrying it away. 
Most of our patrons are independent inventors who struggle just to 
find the time to come and use our facilities. Our hours are office 
hours; that means they must take earned time &om work to come. In 
general, our library serves the decentralized, demanding clientele of 
state government. Their queries tend not come on two .feet but 
through other means of communication. It makes the deposttory area 
unique in use. We are averaging almost 40% of the fO?t traffic ~t 
our building experiences, aside from the use of freely available meetJ.ng 
spaces. 
In terms of very important guests, two came in September: 
Michael Hydom and Chris Kitchens. Chris felt at home back in 0e 
Midwest, and Michael discovered "almost" kissing kin in our Assoaate 
Director for Library Services, Ms Kathy Bloomberg, who also grew ~p 
in Michigan. I haven't managed to piggyback on the use of on-~1te 
video conferencing for patent prosecution that I have been pursumg 
for several years, but eventually I will succeed. 
There have not been as many group presentations this year as in 
other years. On the other hand, those that oc~ have been 
presented to fairly large groups. One of the presentations that was 
especially fun was to the administrative _lib~ of small town 
libraries. When they find out that the mapp1e (sic) on our st~ :md the 
PTDL are going to be their entertainment for sev~ral hours, 1t 1s ~eally 
possible to see their eyes glaze over. By the ti.me we are finished 
tracing westward travel with the new inventions of the 19th century! we 
both have a lot of converts and enthusiastic prospects for our services. 
It also means a great deal of question answering as soon as these folks 
reach their home area. 
One presentation was a special treat for me. It ~ in my 
hometown. Gu-al Giles was able to join me for a presentatJ.on to an 
Illinois Inventors group. Don Kelly was able to come as the featured 
luncheon speaker and wowed all those in attendance. Gu-al will learn 
when she reads this that the same group is planning on a much larger 
production this year at a university campus. I know that she will 
hardly be able to contain herselfl The really neat thing as far as I'm 
concerned is that the PIDLP office and staff give us such wonderful 
support in preparing for this kind of presentation. 
The University of Illinois Graduate School of Library and 
Information Science has several sets of visiting scholars each year. We 
have become a "permanent exhibit" on their tour. During the last 
couple of groups, there has been at least one mem6:1" of the class who 
deals with Intellectual Property at the level of their country's central 
government. The idea that such a distant point &om the seat of the 
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central government as Springfield, IL could off er such services is 
obviously of interest to them. They are also very interested in the 
amount of support that the PTDLP provides us. It has added to my 
feding of pleasure that I can cope with this kind of visit. 
An especially welcome gift received and finally added to the 
collection was the office library of a Chicago area Registered Patent 
Attorney. He assured me that he was not retiring at 75 "because he 
was too young and having too much fun." I now have a paper 
backfile of the 0/fo:ial Ga2ette from 1872 and all of the indexing in good 
shape. Even with wood pulp paper, it's wonderful to have all of this 
so readily available. 
-Jane Running 
Istillwater, Oklahoma 
Patent & Trademark Library, Oklahoma State University 
Greetings from Oklahoma! The Oklahoma State University 
PTDL, in Stillwater, Oklahoma has been a depository since 1956. The 
OSU PTDL is a separate branch library and is staffed by two 
librarians: Julia Crawford and Cokie Anderson; and two staff: Jay 
Decker and Madeleine Hounslow. Our office staff size grew by one 
this year, as an additional librarian was hired. Cokie Anderson will 
attend Annual Training Seminar during her second week of work. 
The OSU PTDL's web site was awarded "best promotional 
device" at the 1999 PTDLP Annual Training Seminar marketing 
contest. The web site contains extensive information about services, 
resources, presentations and staff . Visit the web site at 
<http://www.library.okstate.edu/dept/patents>. 
Recent outreach to new faculty and existing Marketing faculty has 
presented some wonderful new presentation opportunities. In 
addition, the directors of a new monthly program entitled "Food 
Entrepreneurs," hosted by the Food & Agricultural Products Research 
& Technology Center, have included a standing presentation on 
"What you need to know about Trademarks." 
February 8 & 9, 2000, the OSU PTDL hosted a two-day 
conf erence entitled "Celebrating 6 Million Patents: Encouraging 
Future Progress." Day 1 was devoted to topics of interest to 
practicing patent attorneys/ agents and faculty, while the second day of 
workshops were directed at students and independent inventors. 
. 
A very enjoyable highlight of 
the two day event was an evening 
reception at the Patent & 
Trademark Library co-hosted by 
the Office of Intellectual Property 
/ Tech Transfer. The OSU faculty 
who received patents during 1999 
were honored at this special event 
attended by the President (OSU), 
state legislators, university 
administration, board of regents, 
and community leaders. 
We were very fortunate to have 
three speakers from the USPfO travel to Oklahoma for the 
workshop: Michael White, PTDLP Librarian; Mindy Fleisher, 
Supervisory Patent Examiner; and Jim Dwyer, Acting Director of 
Technology Center 2700. The speakers were dynamic and added an 
air of prestige to the event. A total of 213 people attended over the 
course of two days. 
Articles published this year include: 
- "The Mystery of Intellectual Property Revealed" in Book RejXJYt: 
1te Mag:tzinefor Sdxx1, Lihrary Media & TedJno/ugy Spocidists, v.18 n.3. 
- "Optimistic Future for Patents Information Services" in Epidos 
News, March 1999. 
- "OSU's PTDL: A Highlight," in OklaJxma Assaiatia-i of01/e;J! & 
Research Lihraries Nez£5', June 1999. 
Presentations this year included: 
- "Obsolescence or Opportunity: Patent & Trademark 
Librarianship in the Internet Age" at PATLIB99, Lucerne, 
Switzerland, May, 1999. 
- "There's a Patent & Trademark Library in Oklahoma? Where Is 
It and How Can It Help My Patrons?" at Oklahoma Library 
Association, March, 1999. 
- "Explaining Intellectual Property. Activities to Focus on Their 
Differences" Poster Session at American Library Association, June, 
1999. 
- "Patent Searching During Inventing: Unexpected Language Arts 
Benefits" at National Association for Gifted Children, November, 
1999. 
-Julia Crawford 
Istony Brook, New York 
Science & Engineering Library, Melville Library 
State University of New York at Stony Brook 
In two years at SUNY Stony Brook, three branch libraries were 
consolidated into a new Science & Engineering Library, now 
encompassing the Biology, Engineering and Geoscience collections. 
We were designated as a PTDL right after the move of the 
Engineering Library, in the spring of 1998. I am the Head of the SEL 
and also the designated PTDL representative. The only other librarian 
happy to deal with patent patrons is David Allen, our map, history, 
geoscience librarian who resides in the SEL as well. We have a very 
rudimentary patent collection, but at least our (jfo:id. Gazettes now go 
back to 1911 (gifts from other Long Island libraries). We don't have 
nearly as many users from the University community as I had hoped, 
but we receive plenty of business from all over Long Island Frankly, 
it's a bit overwhelming. Consequently, I have no special activities or 
events to report, just treading water! 
- God/ind Johnson 
·ISunnyvale, California 
Sunnyvale Center for Innovation, Invention & Ideas 
Hello Folks, from the Sunnyvale Center for Innovation, Invention, 
and Ideas, better known as SQI]3 (or SCI cubed), for obvious reasons. 
We have been a depository library since 1963, and a partnership 
library since 1995. The staff includes an administrative librarian, Mary 
dare Sprott, two librarians, Marjory Cameron and Dave Hall, five full 
or part-time employees, and up to a dozen volunteers. 
The City of Sunnyvale runs SCI(3), and we are located in a 
downtown office building a block away from the main library, where 
we have the third floor all to ourselves. As a partnership, the PTDLP 
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has provided us with videoconferencing equipment and access to the 
EAST and X-Search databases. We offer comprehensive trademark 
and patent searches done by the librarians, and also, seminars on IP 
subjects. The librarians teach some of the seminars, visitors from 
Arlington teach some. Seminars are also offered through 
videoconferencing equipment featuring speakers from the Patent 
Academies. 
Although we have helped many trademark customers, one of our 
proudest accomplishments this year is getting a trademark ourselves. 
Our mark was published for opposition in the February 22, 2000 
Sunnyvale Center For Innovation, lnveJJtion and Ideas 
Sc(I]3 
C1ficid Trcdmark Gazette, in dass 42 (on page 401, to make it easier for 
you to find). 
We are excited to be hosting the 'Washington & The West Patent 
Seminar", a three day IP event to be held on March 27-29, 2000. 
Many local IP business leaders will be attending, as will a stellar cast of 
luminaries from the USPTO, including Q. Todd Dickinson. 
Please visit us at: www.Sc[i]3.com 
Enjoy, and we shall talk to you next time. 
-David Hall 
ITampa, Florida 
Tampa Campus Library, University of South Florida 
I am the Government Documents Coordinator and the Assistant 
Head of Reference at the University of South Florida, Tampa Campus 
Lbrary. I am the administrator for the federal, state, and patent and 
trademark depositories. I have been the PTDL representative for five 
years. The documents staff (consisting of two half-time librarians and 
four paraprofessionals), several brave reference· librarians, two 
cataloging librarians, and three graduate assistants from the USF library 
school all provide reference service fer the PTDL collection. 
The USF Tampa Campus Library has been a PTDL since March 
1990. The PTDL is located in Government Documents and is open 
the same hours as the library (108 hours per week). Government 
Documents is part of the Reference Department, but we are on a 
separate floor and therefore maintain a separate reference desk. 
Ever since we became a PTDL we have been short staffed, and it 
has often been hard to do as much as other PTDLs have done. I have 
been working hard over the past few years to increase our staffing 
levels, and I have been very successful in recruiting librarians from 
Reference and Cataloging to work at our desk. This has increased the 
level of librarian support that we have serving the Tampa PTDL. We 
have also changed the late-night staffing from student assistants to the 
graduate assistant level. 
We hired a new staff member, Sheila Hannaway, who graduated 
from Ambassador University in Big Sandy Texas. Sheila is planning to 
enroll in the USF Lbrary School in the fall so someday she will be 
joining the ranks. 
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At the Tampa PTDL our patrons are mainly from the surrounding 
community. Even though we are part of a large urban university 
(35,000+ students), we rarely have anyone from campus using the 
PTDLs resources and services. We get a lot of older individuals who 
are researching that idea that is finally going to make them rich (or so 
they think). We have tried numerous training sessions but have found 
that these planned sessions have not been very well attended. Our 
patrons want training on the spot, so I have developed a self-guided 
training program thar allows patrons to follow the steps of patent 
searching. I have plans to expand this program to include more 
handouts/training worksheets and helpful signage that would enable 
patrons to find their way through the search process. 
This year has witnessed a dramatic decrease in the number of 
patrons who use our PTDL collection. I know that this is due largely 
to the availability of the patent and trademark databases on the web. I 
know that patrons are not able to do a complete search using web 
resources, but they don't realize that. I would like to work on a web 
pathfinder that would provide guidance for patrons so they will know 
what steps they can do on the web and what steps they will need to 
come to the library to do. 
-Cheryl McCo-y 
ITempe, Arizona 
Noble Science & Engineering Library, Arizona State University 
Personnel changes and facility changes were the norm for the 
Tempe PTDL this past year. The Noble Science and Engineering 
Lbrary at Ariwna State University shut down for three months during 
the summer semester to accommodate major construction remodeling 
of the first floor: The "nomad" Science Reference staff provided 
limited patent services in temporary digs over at the main campus 
library. Though Noble Lbrary officially reopened for the beginning of 
fall semester in mid August, construction crews continued to wmk 
into the fall. The Patent and Trademark Search Room has new 
carpeting and some new furniture to make up for the summer delay. 
Problems with campus telecommunication services meant that the 
Tempe PTDL could n9t offer the new WEST database until late 
January 2000. But patent and trademark patrons continue to use the 
facilities, even with a temporary drop in usage numbers due to the 
summer's relocation. 
Tom Turner returned from his one-year Fellowship at the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office's Depository Library Program Office in 
November and assumed the role of Patent and Trademark 
Representative from the capable hands of Gordon Dutrisac, the ASU 
Engineering Librarian. Tom also assumed a new role, Acting Head of 
Science Reference Department, since the department head, Mara 
Pinckard, chose early retirement. 
The Tempe PTDL sponsored two workshops this past year. In 
May 1999 the Tempe PTDL co-sponsored with the Arirona state 
chapter of the Special Lbraries Association a Patent and Trademark 
workshop by Austin PTDL's Susan Ardis. And in January 2000, over 
thirty area librarians attended two workshops on Patent and 
Trademark Basics given by Tom Turner in the new Noble Library 
electronic classroom Tom's experience at the USPTO has already 
proven valuable in aiding several patent and trademark customers. 
(Tom would like to extend his appreciation to Martha, Mande and 
all the other fine folks at the PTDLP Office for their great help while 
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he was in Arlington, and he'd like to thank his Noble Libr.uy 
colleagues for holding the fort while he was away during a very busy 
year.) 
- Tom Turner 
IToledo, Ohio 
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library 
The Toledo PTDL had a year of changes in 1999. Longtime 
PTDL Representative, Lisa Hoenig, left in December for another 
career opportunity. Jill Gregg who attended last year's seminar, is the 
interim PTDL Rep., but she has not yet been named the permanent 
replacement. 
Oirrently, the PTDL collection is ~oused in the Science­
Technology Department. That department is in the process of 
merging with Business and Social Science Departments to form the 
Business-Technology-Science Department. This merging has begun in 
anticipation of the expansion/ renovation project that the libr.uy is 
undergoing. Because of this project, we have had to box all of our 
bound patents to be 
sent to storage until 
the project is complete 
sometime in 2001. In 
the interim, we are 
relying on our 
microfilm and CD 
formats, as well as 
help from the GLPTC 
(Great Lakes Patent & 
Trademark Center) at 
Detroit Public Libr.uy. The GLPTC is filling many of our patent 
requests by Fax. We will be closed for the month of March while we 
move into the newly constructed expansion, but will then be closing 
our historic Main Libr.uy for renovations. 
Toledo has been a PTDL since 1934. We have a collection dating 
from 1849. We are also a satellite site for the Great Lakes Patent & 
Trademark Center in Detroit. 
Toledo is also beginning a fifth year of affiliation with the 
Inventor's Council of Toledo, an informational and support group for 
independent inventors. The PTD,L Rep. plays a very active role in the 
growth and maintenance of the group. 
-Jill Gregg 
IUniversity Park, Pennsylvania 
Schreyer Library for Business, Paterno Library 
Pennsylvania State University 
The University Park PTDL is happy to announce that we are now 
in our newly renovated and expanded facilities at Penn State University 
Libraries. For the moment, the expansion project is still ongoing in 
other parts of the Pattee/Paterno Libr.uy, and we are still receiving 
shipments of furniture in our space. However, PTDL collections, staff 
and services are now in place in the Schreyer Libr.uy for Business. In 
this new location, we will be able to draw upon business resources for 
company and industry information to better serve our patent and 
trademark patrons, and establish closer ties with the Smeal College of 
Business. The new space also allows us to bring our mostly restored 
backfile of the 0/fa:id Gazette out of the annex and into the public 
service area, providing a search advantage for in-house patrons that ·.. 
unavailable to Internet researchers. 
Please note our new contact information: 
Schreyer Libr.uy for Business 
Penn State University 
E-309 Paterno Libr.uy 
University Park, PA 16802 
Phone: (814) 865-6369 
Fax: (814) 863-6314 
E-mail: krh@psulias.psu.edu 
Web page: 
http://wwwJibraries.psu.edu/ crsweb/business/ patents/ 
-Kevin R. Harwell 
IWest Lafayette, Indiana 
Siegesmund Engineering Library, Purdue University 
Purdue University was designated a Patent and Trademark 
Deposito.ry Libr.uy in 1991. The PTDL is situated in the Siegesmund 
Engineering Libr.uy. The Engineering Libr.uy is one of fifteen school 
and departmental libraries at Purdue and has a staff of three librarians 
and eleven clerical employees. Patent and trademark users receive 
assistance at the Reference Desk, which is staffed by five clerical 
employees and three librarians. Circulation staff retrieve microfilm 
and CD-ROM patents as needed. 
Purdue's patent collection goes back to 1950 on microfilm. W 
also have a significant collection of paper patents in dass 244, 
Aeronautics. 
Charlotte Erdmann has been the PTDL representative most of the 
time since 1991. Leslie Reynolds did an excellent job as PTDL 
representative in 1998-1999. Charlotte was the Fellowship Librarian at 
the PTDL Program Office from July 1998-June 1999. She highly 
recommends this experience to anyone interested in enhancing and 
expanding his/her knowledge and skills in intellectual property. She 
returned to Purdue in July 1999. 
Leslie Reynolds created an enhanced web site for Purdue 
University's PTDL in spring 1998. The web address is 
http://www.lib.purdue.edu/engr/patent.html We 
welcome suggestions and comments. 
Outreach activities include presenting lectures on "Searching 
Patents" to Mechanical Engineering Design classes, a Patent Law class 
for Engineering and Science Students, and Information Strategies for 
Electrical Engineering Technology. Reference staff members also help 
students with their assignments that involve patents and trademarks. 
The Libr.uy staff assists student in finding trademarks for a treasure 
hunt assignment in Mechanical Engineering Technology. 
Training staff members has also been a major focus this year. Last 
fall, Charlotte presented a patent lecture to the Engineering Library 
staff and did one-on-one training with staff members as needed. In 
February, she taught short courses on Patents and Trademarks as a 
part of Purdue's Libr.uy Staff Development Program. 
- Charlotte Erdmann 
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1 Wichita, Kansas 
Ablah Library, Wichita State University 
Nan :Myers assumed the position of Government Documents and 
Patents/Trademarks Librarian at Wichita State University on October 
1, 1999. She had been Government Documents Librarian and 
Gitaloger for over 5 years at WSU, and wmked closely with Gayle 
Gunderson, Government Information Librarian, whose family 
departed for Denver in mid-July. Jo Gregg has been our Library 
Assistant in Patents and Trademarks for 9 years, so she has been a 
lifesaver during this time of transition. In the office, we have just 
completed revising our brochure on Patent Searching and are in 
process of binding the plant patents. Business is booming for assisting 
patrons with information and searches for patents and trademarks, so 
Nan is looking forward to the upcoming inlense week of training at 
the PTDL Seminar. She is speaking on February 28 to the Inventors 
Association of South Central Kansas and has promised to return later 
in the year with news from Washington, D.C.! 
-Nan Myers 
"C'mon, C'mon, hurry it up! 
We're all pending out here!" 
©Scott McCullar 1999 
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Intellectual Plopec ty News 
2000 
Brian Carpenter, College Station, Texas 
1999 was a year of ch~ge. And how apropos that these changes 
happened in the last year recognized by some as the last year of the old 
century. For the first time, the USPTO made available through the 
web all the reference resources [save the data on the patent class disc] 
needed to do preliminary patent searching. Also, preliminary 
trademark searching became much easier with the introduction of the 
web versions of the design code manual and the goods and services 
manual. 
Also, 1999 saw the acceptance of electronic filing of patent 
applications modeling a similar program started in the trademark side 
of the office the previous year. 
In Texas, Nolo Press successfully fought off a potentially 
dangerous lawsuit calling self- help legal materials practicing law. For 
now, persons wanting to file 'pro-se' can breathe a sigh of relief. 
And of course, copyright, patent and trademark legal cases 
continued to pop up. The scnptwriter of Amisfad was accuseaor­
ripping off the author of the book upon which the movie was based 
Star Yachts Racing Association vs. Tommy Hilfiger pointed out the 
importance of doing a comprehensive trademark search. When 
Exxon started putting the familiar image of the Exxon tiger on their 
coffee cups, Kellogg's took them to court (50 USPQ2d 1499). The 
case is now pending before the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals. And 
have you noticed how it seems everyone has taken a stronger interest 
in employees and their ability to create patentable inventions or 
marketable trademarks? The change in corporate thinking regarding 
the value of their employees can be linked to the State Street Bank vs. 
Signature Financial Group [(CA FC) 47 USPQ2d 1596] court case 
which successfully argued that companies need to understand the 
value of intellectual assets and business method patents. 
Issues concerning ·cloning became part of the nightly news so 
much that Little Giesar' s Pizza made a commercial about the cloning 
of sheep. 
Copyright, which had long been a bogeyman hiding in the closet, 
suddenly jumped out into the daylight as people started trying to 
understand the implications of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
and the Sonny Bono Term Extension Act. ALA and ARL responded 
in the fall of 1997 with copyright awareness videoconferences that are 
now becoming annual programs. 
Everyone started raving about MP3, a digital formatting of songs 
allowing them to be played through a computer. Then, they started 
raving about the copyright implications of this new technology. Now 
proponents [ new start up companies in the MP3 business] and 
opponents [ASCAP, songwriters] are filing suits and counter-suits. 
Some universities and colleges have blocked student access to MP3 
sites from academic servers. 
· Even linking has been called into question. Recent articles in the 
New York Tnnes and Washington Post have explored the issue of 
copyrights and whether or not people should be allowed to link their 
web site to another web site. Some, like Paramount, have turned from 
wholesale shutting down of offending sites to asking them to become 
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part of their 'fan network' This would entitle them to special 
privileges not given to fans who merely link to their site. In recent 
days, several well know corporate and private web sites have added 
'Linking Policy Statements.' The Web as we know it may be g_etting 
ready to change dramatically. 
Those of us who were used to answering patent and trademark 
questions only started to see more people asking questions about 
copyright. We began to become familiar with persons knowledgeable 
about copyright and its implications: Kenneth Crews, Georgia Harper, 
Laura Gasaway, Carrie Russell and others. 
As this newsletter was going to press, Al.A had responded to the 
need for copyright education with a pro~ featuring an e-mail 
tutorial on copyright basics, which will run from February 14 through 
Mayl0. 
Those of us on academic campuses have' been called upon by our 
administration to learn more about copyright and to teach copyright 
education classes as well as training sessions on patenting and 
trademarks. "Where to begin?" was the common question. Well, start 
with the basics, which P1DLP provides in its P1DL staff and public 
training. Also you can learn how to do your own sessions from any 
presentation given on the topic of intellectual Property. Ask 
permission to incorporate their materials and be sure and give them 
credit for letting you use their materials. The favor, I guarantee you, 
will be returned threefold 
Sources: 
USPTO Press Releases: December 20, 1999 #99-50, Brigid Quinn 
& Maria V. Hernandez, United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
Nolo Press web site http://www.nolo.com/ 
Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe - Legal research option 
BNA Intellectual Property 
Michael \Nhite, PTLDP Librarian, PTDLP Ad Ubs, Newsletter of the 
Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program, March and 
October 1999. 
Gary Church, Life Sciences Librarian, Sterling C. Evans Library, 
Texas A&M General Libraries. 
The American Library Association's Copyright Education Program 
web site http://copyright.ala.org 
NOW FORA LITTLE FUN... 
The first full month of spring starts next month and with summer 
approaching, what better way to bone up on your intellectual property 
knowledge than with a quiz? Maybe it will be more useful in a Trivial 
Pursuit game than anywhere else, but it also might get you thinking 
about ways to jump-start your own intellectual property awareness 
workshops/programs. So, here's an intellectual property quiz - see 
how well you score: 
1. When did the Patent Office become part of the Department of 
Commerce? 
[Hint: It's not an April Fool's joke] 
2. Who signed the first patent bill into law in 1790? 
3. Who registered the silent motion picture film 71-£ Trm,p in 1915? 
4. Aliens [no, not the 'dose Encounters' kind] who are residents and 
are intending to become citizens were allowed to file patent 
applications beginning with what year? [Hint: The year ends in OO's] 
5. In what year was the song "The Farmer in the Dell" registered? 
6. Orson Welles registered the motion picture OtizmKane in what 
year? 
7. When was the television show 1xnanza registered with the Copyright 
Office? 
[Hint: It's older than you think] 
8. We all at one time or another mowed grass (achooQ or watched 
someone else do this. When was the first mowing machine patented? 
9. The "Flying Machine" with a motor was patented in what year? 
Bonus: bywhom? 
10. What was the name of the first company that registered the l1la.Ik 
"Spic and Span®?" 
Bonus: What is the name of the person who first produced this 
product? 
*Special* 
AMERICA'S ORIGINAL LITTIE RED WAGON® 
This mark was granted to which company last year? What date was 
the l1la.Ik granted? 
See the answers on the next 
page (page 43). 
Source: USPTO, Foundation 
for a Creative America. Patent 
ardCopyriffx History Hand/;ook 
throtg, ti£ Yeir 1990. 
IMembership lnlunnation- Pment & Trademark 
Depository Ubrary Association 
The objectives of the P1DIA are to discover the interests, needs, 
opinions, and goals of the Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries 
(PlDLs) and to advise the United States Patent and Tradel1la.Ik Office 
(PTO) in these matters for the benefit of the P1DLs and their users. 
The P1DIA assists the PTO in planning and implementing 
appropriate services. 
Regular P1DIA membership is open to any interested person 
employed at a Patent & Trademark Depository Library. Regular 
members may vote on P1DIA business, and may hold elective offices 
or appointive positions. Affiliate membership is open to anyone 
associated with the P1DL Program who is not eligible for regular 
membership. Dues for membership remain a bargain - just $10 per 
year. 
Our membership fees make up the vast majority of P1DIA's 
operating budget. They pay for some Seminar expenses, printing and 
mailing of our newsletter, gifts, stationery, and other needs. In the 
recent past, many of these costs were borne by generous indivi " 
and libraries, until the members voted for an annual membership fee 
to ease that financial burden. Hyou are proud ofyour Association and 
the services it provides to you as a patent and trademark information 
professional, please support us with your membership dues. 
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You'll find a membership form for 2000/2001 on the next page. It 
may be photocopied and distributed to anyone who may not have 
received this mailing. Please send the completed form, along with 
your dues payment, to the PTDLP Office in Washington. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
ANSWERS FOR THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY QUIZ 
(Page 42) 
1. April 1, 1925 
2. George Washington 
3. Charlie Chaplin 
4. 1800 
5. 1883 
6. 1941 
7. 1959 
8. 1831 
9. 1906 
Orville and Wilbur Wright 
10. Whistle Bottling Company 
Elizabeth G. McDonald 
11. Radio Flyer Inc.; 3/30/1999 
Call for Papers - A New Intellectual Property 
Electronic Joumal from the PTDLA 
The dissemination of patents and trademarks to the public is one 
of the missions of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Wide 
dissemination of patent and trademark information to all serves to 
promote continued technological devdopment and improvement. 
Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries (PTDu) have served as 
channds for the dissemination of patent and trademark information to 
the public since 1871. Patents and trademarks guide many of the 
unp~edented scientific and technological breakthroughs and 
improvements we see today that impact our daily lives. With these 
technological breakthroughs and the increased use of computer and 
information technologies, especially in e-commerce, the world is 
gaining an increased appreciation of the value of intdlectual property 
captured in patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets. 
PTDu continue to serve as important partners in the innovation 
process that leads to patents, trademarks, and copyrights. They have 
been doing so for over 130 years. At 85 PTDu nationwide, countless 
numbers of inventors, business and corporate users, researchers and 
scholars, students, and members of the public are guided through the 
patent and trademark research process every day and given easy access 
to over 6,000,000 U.S. patents and an equally large number of 
trademarks. PTDu also activdy disseminate intdlectual property 
information through user education workshops, sometimes hdd in 
partnership with other groups. These partners include: local 
Chambers of Commerce; Law, Business, Science and Engineering user 
groups and associations; dementary schools; college and university 
programs; inventor groups and associations; Small Business 
Devdopment Centers and Technology Transfer Centers. 
As we begin a new century, we are at an exciting point in history 
with a thriving economy and rapid devdopments in science and 
technology as wdl as the continued evolution of information 
technologies. PTDIA is making a commitment to promote the 
dissemination of intdlectual property information to all user groups, 
by sharing the knowledge of intdlectual property that we have 
gathered through the years through written published works. 
A professional intdlectual property journal of the PTDIA will 
serve as the channd of communication and sharing of expertise in this 
exciting fidd that guides industrial and information technologies. The 
title of this proposed journal has yet to be determined. There are 
several existing intdlectual property journals. 
The new IP journal wdcomes submissions of original papers from 
both members and non-members on all forms of intdlectual property: 
patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets. All aspects of 
intdlectual property are covered by the journal: from historical 
discussions and treatments, procedures and practice, research and 
information services, users of intdlectual property and their needs, to 
intdlectual property laws and legislation and important existing and 
evolving national and international agreements. 
For a copy of the complete call for papers, instructions to authors, 
or more information about the proposal for a new journal, please 
contact Brian Oupenter, Kevin Harwdl or Claudine Jenda. They are 
also putting together volunteers willing to work on this publication. 
Brian Oupenter 
Science/Engineering Library 
RM 3.247, 2nd Floor, Library Annex 
Texas A & M University 
College Station, Texas 77843-5000 
TEL: (409) 862-1902 
FAX: (409) 8456238 
E-Mail: brian-b-carpenter@tamu.edu 
Kevin Harwdl 
Schreyer Library for Business 
E309 Paterno Library 
Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
TEL:(814) 865 -0141 
FAX (814) 865-5835 
E-Mail: Krh@psulias.psu.edu 
Claudine Jenda 
Patent & Trademark Depository Library Program 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Gystal Park 3, Suite 461 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
TEL: (703)305-5171 
FAX: {703) 306-2654 
E-Mail: daudine.Jenda@uspto.gov 
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PATENT & TRADEMARKDEPOSITORYLIBRARY ASSOCIATION (PTDLA) 
MEMBERSHIP DUES 
The Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association (PTDLA) was established in 1983 for those employees of 
Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries (PTDLs) who work with patent and trademark depository collections. 
Dues cover membership for the period extending from the beginning of the current PTDL Training Seminar to the end 
of next year's event. Only individual memberships are permitted; there is no provision for institutional or group 
memberships 
If you have any questions regarding your membership status, please direct them to Jean Porter, PTDLA Treasurer, at 
North Carolina State University Library by telephone (919) 515-5698 or e-mail jwi_JXJrter@u:su.mu 
(Detach and Mail) 
MEMBERSHIP FORM 
NAME: 
INSTITIJTION: 
ADDRESS: 
E-MAIL: 
PIDLAMEl\'IBERSHIP = $10.00 
Please make checks payable to: PIDLA. Do not send cash. Do not make checks payable to any individual or the 
PTDL Program. Mail this form and your check to: 
Jean Porter, PTDLA Treasurer 
clo PTDL Program Office 
Crystal Park 3, Suite 461 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Washington, OC 20231 
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